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We are concerned with the solvability of boundary value problems and 
related general properties of solutions of semilinear equations
Au  4- f(x , u D u)—0> in Q (*)
and of quasilinear elliptic equations
div(|Z>K|^ 2 Du) + Af(u)~0, in Q (#*)
with a variety of domains.
In Chapter 2, we concentrate on the study of existence and uniqueness of 
positive radially symmetric solutions of the equation (*) with a variety of
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions in annular domains. Using
Leray-Schauder degree theory, we establish some new existence results.
In Chapter 3, we shall give a new description of the generalized degree 
theory. Using this new generalized degree, we establish the existence of 
solutions to the periodic boundary value problem
( | « ' | P ~ V )  + / ( ; , « , « ' ) = K 0 .  k ( 0 ) = k ( 1) ,  K ' ( 0 ) = u ' ( l ) ,
under various conditions on the function y  : [0 ,1 ]-^IR and the function
/  : [ 0 , 1 ] x (R2 -*[R.
The aim of Chapters 4, 5 is to consider the existence and multiplicity of 
positive solutions of the eigenvalue problem
-d iv ( |D w |^  2 Du) ~Xf(u) in  Dc[RN 1
I
u ~ 0 on 3 0  J
for A>0 ,  N& 2  and p>  1. The domain Q is assumed to be bounded, connected and to 
have a smooth boundary.
(ii)
In Chapter 4, we prove that there is a strong maximum principle for A + 8 
when l < p ^ 2 ,  where A- = -d iv ( |D ' \P~2 D>), 0 > 0 , We show that the positive
solutions of (***) occur in pairs when /  satisfies either (F p  or (F^):
(F p  /  is strictly increasing on IR + , /(0 )= 0  and &®re
exist a  , a  > 0  such that f ( s ) :£ a  + a  | £ | T, 0 < t  < p - 1.1 2  1 2
(F ) There is fi > 0 such that
/(0 ) =/(/?) =0, / > 0  in (0,/?) and / < 0  in (/?, oo) and 1==0.
We also give a necessary and sufficient condition for (***) to possess a
positive solution when /  satisfies (F ).
In Chapter 5, the existence and uniqueness of positive radial solutions
of the problem (***) on £?=B with Dirichlet condition are proved for A large
enough and /  satisfying a condition
(F j) /eC ^ O .o o jn C ^ fO .o o )) is non-decreasing on (R+ , 0 < y ^ l ,  f(0)=0]
1 = 0 < / ? < p - l ;  l i m f(s)Js^ i==co and V ^ 0 >  for j > 0 ,S —7 CO —$ 0
It is also proved that all the positive solutions of (***) are radially 
symmetric solutions for /  satisfying (F p  and A large enough.
INTRODUCTION
The principal objective of this work is some new developments of the
general theory of second order elliptic equations and the theory of
quasilinear elliptic equations. We shall be concerned with the solvability of
boundary value problems ( primarily the Dirichlet problem ) and related
general properties of solutions of semilinear equations
Au  +  f{x, w, Du) = 0, in Q (0,1)
and of quasilinear elliptic equations
d iv (\D u \P~2 Du) + AyC«)=0, in Q  (0.2)
with a variety of domains. Here A>0,  p > l ,  Du =(D  w, D u ) ,  where D  =  —  .t- i N i dx
1
We are especially interested in the existence and multiplicity of positive
radial solutions of the above equations in symmetric domains.
Recently, the problem of the existence and multiplicity of the solutions 
of equations (0.1) and (0.2) has been studied by many authors. These equations 
arise in many branches of mathematics and applied mathematics, see, for 
example, [50, 76]. Problem (0.1) has been treated, if not exhaustively, at
least with reasonable completness and the fundamental questions have received 
rather simple answers. To do so, the authors always use the nice properties of 
the operator A , for example, maximum principle, strong maximum principle, 
comparison principle, S errin 's  sweeping principle and so on. Meanwhile, the
problem of the existence and multiplicity of the positive radial solutions of 
(0.1) has attracted much interenst, see [4, 15, 24-25, 27, 43, 45-46, 50,
54-56]. In 1979, Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg proved some very interesting facts, 
for example, they showed that all positive solutions in C?(Q) of the problem
(iv)
Au  + f{u) = 0  in  fl 1
\  (0.3)
u — 0 on d Q  J
are radially symmetric solutions provided that Q is a N -ball (see [28]). They
also proved that no such result can automatically apply to the annulus (see
also [46]). On the other hand, when J{u) is superlinear ( 1 i m oo) the{ —^ 00
existence of positive solutions of problem (0,3) with a general Q has been
proved under various sets of assumptions, always including a restriction on
the growth of /  at infinity (see [3, 9, 48]). It is known that such a growth
condition is, in general, necessary for starlike domains (see [63]). In the
case of the annulus, such a growth condition is not necessary (see [4]).
Therefore, the problem of existence of solutions of second order elliptic 
equations in symmetric domains is of much interest.
Motivated by the study of equation (0.1), many results have been obtained 
for the equation (0.2) (see, for example, [30, 33, 65, 73]). Unfortunately,
there are many differences between these two equations. The major stumbling 
block in the case of p=£ 2 is the fact that certain 'n ic e ' features inherent to
semilinear problems seem to be lost or at least difficult to verify. In the
case of (0,1), the solutions are classical (that is, smooth), but in the case 
of (0.2) they are generally weak solutions, since the pseudo-Laplacian is
degenerate elliptic. Precisely, it was shown in [73-74] that the bounded
solutions to the problem
-div(|£>w |p - 2 D w )= /(« ) in  Q )
[ (0.4)
w ~0  on dQ  J
belong to C1+<*(fJ) for some a  ( 0 < a < l )  but not always to (^ (O ). For example, 
when the domain Q is a ball centred at the origin 0, the function u(x) 
defined by
(v)
u(x) = a |* |^ /(^  ^  + b, 
with constants a and b (a<  0, fc>0), is a solution to the problem 
~div( [Dn(^ 2 Du) = 1  in Q 1
(0.5)
u= 0 on 3 0  J
Moreover, the solutions of (0,4) on a symmetric domain are not necessarily
radially symmetric, Tolksdorf [73] showed that there exist solutions of the
problem
-d iv (  |£>u |^ ~ 2 Z)«) =  0, in (R2 (0.6)
that are of the form
(0.7)
where r = j * | ,  When Q = B^(0) = {* : |* | </?}, Kichenassary and Smoller [41] proved 
the following theorem.
Theorem  A Suppose f  satisfies:
(C) I f  f  : [R — OR is a compactly supported C1 function satisfying
f(0 )= 0 = f(l);  / ' ( 0 ) > 0 > / '( l ) ,  f  f( t)d t> 0  fo r  some j  e (0 ,  1), [ f{t)d t = 0 and
0
f{t)dt>Q fo r  some a G (0, 1) and f(a)~Q , then, fo r  p >  2, the problem
J 0
-div(jZ>«|^ 2 D u)=  f{u ) |;c| </> I\ (0 .8)
u — 0 j * j = p j
has, fo r  sufficiently large p (depending on p), a compactly supported 
solution.
From Theorem A, they easily obtained the consequence that (0.8) has 
non-negative non-radial solutions.
In the same paper, they also proved the following theorem.
(vi)
Theorem  B Let p>  2 and f  be as in Theorem A. For a > 0 and every e > 0  small 
enough, the solution o f the problem
Theorem B implies that there is no strong maximum principle for the 
equation (0.9) when p >  2. We know that Equation (0,9) is solved by looking for
the problem is monotone, there is exactly one minimum, w. The maximum 
principle shows a-ei£  u Theorem B says max u —a. But there is strong 
maximum principle for l < p < 2  (see Proposition 4,14 of Chapter 4), Now, we can 
raise the question whether some existence and multiplicity results of 
semilinear elliptic equations are true or not for the above quasilinear 
elliptic equations.
In Chapter 2, we concentrate on the study of existence and uniqueness of 
positive radially symmetric solutions of the equation (0.1) with a variety of 
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions in annular domains. The function /  
is assumed to be decreasing in u and u ' and is allowed to be singular when 
either u = 0 and w ' =0 .  To study this problem, we use the transformations
(0.9)
satisfies, with some L  < p/2, independent o f p,
usza fo r  jx | :£ (p/2)-L.
the minimum in { u ~ a  for |x | =p} of
where F(s) : ~ f j \ f ) d t  and f  is strictly decreasing, f=  f  for [a -£ ,a ] . As
f = [ (N -2)r N-2 , - l (0 . 10)J
<K o= [(N -2> fr* , *=  — ,
N - 2
(0 .11)
f. = [(N -2)R *  2 ] \  i=0 ,  1 
(vii)
(0 . 12)
to discuss the two-point boundary value problem of an ordinary differential 
equation
where g is decreasing in u and g also has singularities at « = 0  and « ' = 0 ,  
Using topological transversality theorem (see Theorem 1,3.5 o f Chapter 1), 
Bobisud, O'Regan and Royalty have obtained many results on this problem (see, 
for example, [5, 57]), but they only treated some special cases. For example,
Chapter, we shall construct a new homotopy and use Leray-Schauder degree 
theory to show that some technical restrictions imposed in their papers are 
unnecessary. Meanwhile, we also give a sufficient condition for solvability 
when a > 1. There still exist many interesting problems on the more general 
cases, we conjecture that there exists a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the solvability with a general function g.
Part of this chapter has been accepted for publication (see [35-36]).
In Chapter 3, we establish the existence of solutions to the Periodic 
Boundary Value Problem
under various conditions on the function y : [0, 1] IR and the function
u"(t)  +  <Kr) g(t> u(t), u '( t)) = 0, (0.13)
when g(t, u, u*) = u a , a > 0 ,  they only discussed the case 0 < o : ^ l .  In this
C M '  + f ( t ,  w, u ' ) =  y(r), w(0)=u(l), n ' ( 0 ) = « ' ( l ) (0.14)
2
/  : [0, 1] X IR -»IR. We also consider the problem
2
where A u = -(a ( \u t \ « ' ) '> # : IR-»IR is a continuous mapping such that
2
,2)=  f a{x)dx is a strictly convex function on IR. (0.14) and (0.15) may be 
J o
written in the general form
Au -  N u~  y. (0.16)
(viii)
When A is a linear operator and is Fredholm of index 0, Eq (0.16) has been 
studied by many authors (see [22-23, 40, 51-52, 58, 60-61]) using various 
theories of topological degree. When A is not a Fredholm map or is not linear, 
these ideas are not directly applicable. In a recent paper [62], the problem
( I k ' I ^ V ) '  + / ( f , K ) = 0 ,  K(0)=K(1)=0, (0.17)
was considered. Under homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, =A 1 is
compact from C° [0, 1] to C° [0, 1] and Eq (0.17) is equivalent to
« -  G ( / ( * , « ) ) «  0, (0.18)
ir
and Leray-Schauder degree theory can be used. But, under the periodic 
boundary condition or Neumann boundary condition, A is not invertible. In this 
Chapter, we shall give a new description of the generalized degree, the main
ideas are similar to those of [58], Then, we use this new generalized degree
to obtain existence of problem (0.14) and (0.15),
Part of this Chapter has been accepted for publication in Journal o f
Differential and Integral Equations.
The aim of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 is to consider the existence and
multiplicity of positive solutions of the following eigenvalue problem
- d i v ( | D u ~X flu )  in 0c!RN ]
\  , (0.19)
u — 0 on 3 0  J
for A>0,  N > 2  and p > l .  The domain Q is assumed to be bounded, connected and to 
have a smooth boundary dQ which is connected.
In Chapter 4, we shall consider the problem when f  satisfies either (Fp
or (F2):
(Fp /  is strictly increasing on (R + , /(0) =  0 and I=  0;
there exist o^, a 2 > 0  such that fls)< ,a  + a  M  0 < y < p - l .
(F p  There is > 0, such that
/(0) ==/(/?)=0, / > 0  in (0, /?) a n d / < 0  in (j6, oo) and l i m f ( s ) / s ^  l =0.s —^ o
(ix)
For p = 2 t the problem has been studied by many authors, Rabinowitz [64] 
first established the existence of a subsolution and a supersolution to the 
problem
Using the strong maximum principle and Leray-Schauder degree theory, he found 
that positive solutions of (0.20) occur in pairs when /  satisfies 0,
/ > 0  in (0, P) and / '( 0 ) = 0 .  Furthermore, Dancer [19] and De Figueiredo [20] 
extended the results of [64] to allow more general /  but they assumed that Q 
possesses some special properties, such as, starshapedness. Clement and Sweers 
[16] gave a necessary and sufficient condition for problem (0.20) possessing a 
positive solution by using the sweeping principle of Serrin [66, 70], and the 
fact that positive solutions of (0.20) in N-ball are radial.
Our problem is that all the good properties as above are not readily
available for problem (0.19), In Chapter 4, we prove that there is a strong
maximum principle for A + 8 when l < p s 2 ,  where 4^* = - d iv ( |/>• 2 D*)> 0>O,  We
show that the positive solutions of (0.19) when /  satisfies (F ^  or (F2) occur
in pairs using the degree of mappings of class (S) . We also give a necessary
+
and sufficient condition for problem (0.19) to possess a positive solution 
when /  satisfies (F2).
Part of this chapter has been accepted for publication (see [34]).
In Chapter 5, the existence and uniqueness of positive radial solutions 
of the problem (0.19) on Q — BR(0) with Dirichlet condition are proved for A 
large enough and /  satisfying a condition
(F' )  /e C ^ O , c o ) n c y([0, co)) is non-decreasing on [R + , 0 < y : £ l ,  0)=0;
A Generalized Serrin ’s Sweeping Principle in the radially symmetric case is
(0 .20)
^ U m j ( 5 ) / /  =  1, 0 < / ? < p - l ;  H a^f[s)lsP  l = oo and s)//*  ^ ' ^ O ,  for s >0 .
00
given in this Chapter. For the general case, it is still not known whether 
there is such a Sweeping Principle or not. It is also proved that all the 
positive solutions in C* (B ) of the problem (0.19) are radially symmetric
0 R
solutions for /  satisfying (F ')  and A large enough. This is interesting 
because under some conditions of / ,  Kichenassary and Smoller [41] showed that 
there do exist positive nonradial solutions for problem (0.19),




1.1 NOTA TION AND GENERAL CONCEPTS
We shall write Z for the set of all integers, IN for the set of all 
positive integers, 1, 2, (R for the set of real numbers, 1R+ for the set of
positive real numbers and !R for the set of negative real numbers.
N(R denotes N-dimensional Euclidean space; denotes an
2 1/2arbitrary point in it, with norm ||jc|| = ( £)*. | ) . Throughout, N is assumed
Nto be 2 or greater. Q denotes a bounded domain in [R , that is, an arbitrary
open connected set contained in some sphere of sufficiently great radius; Q 
denotes the closure of Q, dQ denotes the boundary of G, so that Q — Q U dQ ,
Unless otherwise stated X, Y, Z and E will denote Banach spaces with 
norms denoted | | ' | |  , etc., or simply ||-jj when the underlying space is clear.
If G is a subset of a Banach space Z and zG Z  an arbitrary point, 
dist(z,G): = inf { ||z-g ||: g 6 G }  denotes the distance of z from the set G. The 
closure and boundary of a set G will be denoted, respectively, by G and 9G.
B^(z): =  { * e Z ; |[x -z ||<p} denotes the open ball in Z, centre z and radius
f i­
ll! what follows, we shall encounter various constants defined by
quantities that are known to us from the conditions. We shall denote these
1
constants by a upper-case letter C with various subscripts. Where there is no 
danger of confusion and where the value of constant in question is of no 
significance, we shall drop the subscripts on the C, so that even in a single 
proof the letter C with the same subscript or even with no subscript at all 
may be used to denote different constants. In other cases, when we need to 
emphasize the dependence of a constant on some quantity or other, this 
dependence will be shown explicitly.
If L  is an operator in a Banach space, we shall denote its closure by L. 
We shall denote the domain of definition of L  by D(L) and its range of values 
by R(L).
All the functions and quantities considered in this thesis will be real.
NIf w(x) is some differentiable function of x€=tR , then its derivative is
■ . N 2 1/2written D u(x )= u  (*) =  (« (x), • • •, u (*)); |Dw| = ( £ ( «  ) ) .
X  1 N 1 X i
n denotes an outwardly directed unit vector (relative to Q) normal to dQ
g
at any point on dQ, denotes differentiation in the direction n.
We shall use the following notations for the function spaces that we 
shall encounter.
Lp(jQ) denotes the Banach space of all functions on Q that are measurable 
and p-sum m able with respect to Q with p 5 : l .  The norm in this space is defined 
by
2
Measurability and summability are always understood in the sense of Lebesgue. 
The elements i f (jQ) are the classes of equivalent functions on Q,
Generalized derivatives are understood in the way that is now customary 
in the majority of works on differential equations. D ifferent but equivalent 
definitions of them and their fundamental properties can be found, for 
example, in [68-69].
denotes the Banach space of all elements o f i f  (Q) that have 
generalized derivatives of the first m orders that are p-sum m able over Q. The 
norm in W*n'P(Q) is defined by
m „ , i  lfP
(k)
r r  /lr\ 1 l!
M mD-  J ( | « | P+ E E | 0  “ |PH  > ( l - l . U
L Q k = l ( ) J
00where the symbol D  denotes an arbitrary k -th  derivative of u(x) with
respect to x  and Y  denotes summation over all possible k -th  derivatives of «.
(k>
For p>  0 we write denotes an arbitrary sphere of radius p  in
N[R . We shall say that the function «(x) satisfies a Holder condition
with exponent a ,  where a€E(0,l], and with Holder constant M  in  the region Q  if
^ (< x ) ,G =SUpp~a  0&c^u; (1.1.2)
Where osc {«(r); £?} is the oscillation of u(x) on x , that is, the difference
between essential ma x wf r )  and m i n  &(.*); the supremum is over all components 
Q Q
Q l of all Q such that p^&pn, p A> 0 is a constant, p p  o
C°,0i(D) is the Banach space the elements in which are all functions u(x)
that are continuous in Q  having finite norm IIkII where the norm in C?,<X(Q)
3
is defined by the equation
ll“»tt,fl=max H + M to)i<3 ■ d-i-3)
cfn,a(o ) is a Banach space the elements of which are functions that are 
continuous in Q and have continuous derivatives in Q of the first m orders 
endowed with the norm
m
W U f l =  X E max | r >  V ool +  E a  . (1.1.4)
m ,“ ’“  k=o(k> a  <k>
The Banach space and the linear set C™ (Q)  are defined analogously.
The norm in C^CQ) or, what amounts to the same thing in C™’0^ )  is defined by 
the equation
m
M m ,O  = W ™,0,O= £  E m 8 x | D u | . (1.1.5)
k-Q (k) Q
In brief, ( f 1 (Q) consists of all functions that are m times continuously 
differentiable in Q.
D efinition  1 . 1 . 1  A continuous mapping / :  Z -» E, which is one-to-one 
(injective), onto (surjective) and whose inverse mapping /  1 : E - » Z is also 
continuous, is called a homeomorphism.
If DcZ is a linear subspace, then dim D will be written for the dimension 
of D, which may be infinite. If AclR is an open set, then the dimension of A, 
denoted by dim A, is defined in the same way as in [39] or as the definition 
of a manifold.
4
Rem ark  1, 1. 2 (Hurewicz, Wa liman [39]) The dimension is a topological 
invariant. That is, if / :  Z —>E is a homeomorphism, Z is a n-dimension
subspace o f Z, then
dim (f[Z  ))=dim  (Z )=n .  (1,1.6)
n n
Where f {Z )cE  is an open set, dim (f{Z )) is understood as above, 
n d
D efinition 1 . 1 . 3  A mapping / :  Z -> E is said to be compact if it is
continuous and / ( D )  is compact in E whenever D is a bounded subset in Z.
D efinition 1. 1. 4 A function / :  Z —> ER is said to be Fr^chet differentiable at
the point Z, if  there exists a bounded, linear map / ' (zq) : Z I R  such that
/  + h h f  CZ0) - f f (zQ)h ~R<z0,K),
where R : Z x Z - * I R  is such that |i?(zQ,/j)| /|1&|| -> 0 as |J/ij|->0. We call / '(Z Q) 
the Fr6chet derivative of /  at the point z .
D efinition 1 . 1 . 5  We call zq a critical point of /  if f ' ( z  )~ 0 .
1.2 G E N E R A L IZ E D  TOPOLOGICAL DEGREES
Some of the main results in this thesis are based on the generalized
topological degree. So, we first discuss A-proper maps and the maps of class 
($) . Throughout the text we shall assume that the reader is familiar with the
definition and properties of the classical Brouwer degree, which we denote by 
deg, the classical Leray-Schauder topological degree, denoted by for
5
infinite dimensional map of the form identity minus compact and M awhin's 
Coincidence degree, denoted by deg . These concepts may be found in the book 
of Lloyd [18], and in [42, 49] and Mawhin [51].
A -proper maps were first named as such by Browder and Petryshyn [12], 
although Petryshyn had used them earlier in [59], where he referred to them as 
mappings satisfying condition (H). To define A -proper mappings, we need the 
following definition.
D efinition  1 , 2 . 1  (Petryshyn, [60]) .r= { X  , Y , Q } is said to be an admissible
n n n
scheme for maps from X into Y provided that:
(0  {X^}cX and {Y^}cY are sequences or oriented finite dimensional 
subspaces with dim X —dim Y , for each nEtN:
n n
00 {Q } is a sequence of linear, continuous projections, with Q : Y -»Y
n n n
for each neO^J, and Q y - ^ y  as n->oot for each y e Y ;
(iii) dist(x, X ) - > 0  as n->oo for each x &X .
n
In definition 1.2.1 by O riented7 finite dimensional spaces X , Y , we
a n
mean that bases have been chosen for X and Y such that the bounded, linear
n n
operator L: X -»Y which maps the basis in X onto the basis in Y , is such
n n n n
that the determinant of the matrix of L is positive.
R em ark  1 . 2 . 2  In this thesis, we use the following admissible scheme 
r '  — {A^, Y , Q J  for maps from X into Y provided that
(0  {X^jcX and {Y^}cY are oriented finite dimensional subspaces with
d i mX = dim  Y for each n€(N, A cX is an open set with dim A “ dim X for each
a n  d n n n
nelN;
00 {Q } is a sequence of linear, continuous projections with Q : Y -» Y
6
for each netN, and Q y - * y  as n-*co, for each y€~Y; 
□
(iii) dist(jc, A ) -»  0 as n —>co for each r £ X ,tt
Let G cX  be an open, bounded set, and write G = G O A  c X , G = G O A  and
n n n n n
3G - 5 G H A  .
a n
D efin ition  1 . 2 . 3  A map T : GcX Y is said to be A -proper with respect to r $ 
if  and only if
(0 T —Q Y |-  : G cA cX  Y is continuous; and
n n 1G o n n n 
n
(ii) if {r : r  6 G  } is any bounded sequence such that T (x ) ~»g  for
n, n.  n. n n.
J J J J J
some g in Y, then there exists a subsequence { x  } and * e G  such that
Dj(k)
x -^>x as k->oo and Tx—g. 
n
m
Thus, in the class of A-proper maps, the problem of finding solutions 
to an infinite dimensional problem f ( x )—y  may be reduced to that of solving 
the associated finite dimensional problems Q f(x  ) = Q y. The required solution
m m  m
is then the strong limit of some subsequence of Lt }, provided the sequencem
{x } is bounded.
Def ini t ion 1 , 2 .4 Let T : G —>Y be A-proper with respect to r ,/ =  {A ,Y  y Q }
- n n a
and f$zT(dG)< We define degA(Tt G ,f)  the degree o f T  on G over f  with respect
to r ' , to be a subset of Z ' = 2 U { ± c o } ,  given by:
(a) An integer m e  deg (T, G , f )  provided there is a sequence {n.} of
A j
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positive integers such that deg(T ,G ,Q f )  = m, for all j & l .
d n □
J J J
(b) oo (or - co)(Edeg (T, G, f )  provided there exists a sequence {n.} such 
A j
that ljm degfT ,G ,Q f)= co  (or -oo).
1 n. a n.
J J J
R em ark  1 . 2 . 5  (1) The degree d eg (7 \ G^, Q J)  used in definition 1.2,4 is the
classical Brouwer degree for continuous maps acting between oriented finite 
dimension spaces of the same finite dimension.
(2) Note that if G), then it follows from the A-properness
of T : G - •> Y that there exists an integer no &;l such that Q J 'fcQ J tld G J  for all
n s n Q, Consequently, the above definition makes sense and the statement of
Definition 1.2.4 implies that deg (T, G ,/ )  =£0.
(3) The degree deg (T, G, f )  of an A-proper T according to scheme P*
A
is the same as the degree defined in [60].
Using the properties of Brouwer degree and of A-proper maps, it was shown
in [11, 49] that, although in general deg (T , G , f )  is multivalued it has
A
most of the useful properties of the Brouwer degree as the following 
indicates.
(P ) If deg (T, G ,jO ^{0}, then there is xG G  such that Tx —f .1 A
(P ) If GcG HG , G ~ G  UG , with G and G open and bounded, G HG = 0  and
2 1 2  1 2  1 2 1 2
/^ (T X a o p U T O G p ), then
degA(T, G ,/ ) c d e g A(r ,  G ^ + d e g ^ T ,  G ^ f )  
with equality holding if either degA(T, G ^ j )  or d e g ^ T ^ G ^ f )  is a
singleton, where we use the convention that o o + ( - c o ) = Z ' .
(P ) If H  : [ 0 , l ] x G - > Y  is an A-proper homotopy (see the definition 
below) such that #(f,;c) = £ /for f e [ 0 , l ]  and * e 9 G , then
degA(H(0,-), G,y)=degA(ff(l,-), Q, f ) .
(P^) If G is symmetric about OeG,  and T : G ~»Y is A -proper and odd, and 
OgrTXdG), then d eg ^ T , G, 0) is odd, that is 2m{£degA(!T, G, 0) for any m, so 
that, in particular, O ^ d e g ^ r ,  G, 0).
We recall that, for any set V in X, the map H  : [ 0 , l ] x V - > Y  is called an
A -proper (with respect to f )  homotopy provided H  ; [ 0 , l ] x V  -> Y is
n n n
continuous and if {* : x  GV ) is bounded and (f } £ [0 ,1 ] are such that
4 n.  n n 1 n J
J J J j
H (t , x  ) g for some g in Y, then there exist subsequences {x }
j j j Qj(k)
and {f } and r  6 V  and LG  [0,1] such that x  -» ,r  in X, f -> t and
V> 0 0 nm  0 0
B f t ' f X j - g .
Let X be the dual space of X. We write <x , x >  for the value of x  GX at
r e x .
Definition  1.2.J5 (Browder [10]) A mapping T : G Q X X is said to be of 
class (S) if for any sequence {;c } of X which converges weakly to x  and
+  n
1 i m sup < Tx , x  - x >  < 0 , then x converges strongly to x.
n <X> n n n
Theorem  1 . 2 . 7  (Browder [10] Let X be a reflexive Banach space, and consider 
the fam ily F o f  maps f : G - » X , where G is a bounded open subset o f  X, f  is a
9
mapping o f  class (S'), with f  demiconiinuous (i.e. continuous from  the strong
T
topology o f  X  to the weak topology o f  X ). Let H be the class o f  affine
*
homotopies in F, and let J  be the duality mapping from  X  to X  corresponding 
to an equivalent norm on X  in which both X and X  are locally uniformly 
convex.
Then there exists one and only one degree function on F  which is 
invariant under H  and normalized by the map J.
We denote by deg (T, U, p) the degree of mapping T : X -> X  of class (5)5 +
at p  relative to U.
Theorem  1 .2 .8  (Hirano [38]) Let D f : X  - » X be the gradient o f a functional f  
such that D f is o f  class (S) and D f maps bounded sets o f X  to bounded sets o f■f
♦ — 1X . Suppose that, fo r  some /?, the set V = /  (- oo, /?) is bounded. Moreover
suppose the following condition:
There exist numbers a<  6 and r > 0 and an element x  o f X  such that0 J
f  VoOjOflcB (x )cV and D f& 0 fo r  all x ^ f ' l [ctiJ3^ .
Then degs(£>/f V ,0 ) « l .
This extends a result of Amann [2] who worked in Hilbert space and 
assumed D f  had the form Identity-Compact.
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1.3 EM BED D IN G S, IN E Q U A L IT IE S  AND MAXIMUM PRIN C IPLES 
Theorem  1 ,3 ,1  (Gilbarg, Trudinger [29]) (Sobolev inequality) For £Jc!RN, p > l ,
D efinition  1 .3 .3  (Granas [31-32]) Let U be an open subset of a convex set 
KcE. A compact map f :  U ~>K  which is fixed point free on dU is called 
essential if every compact map g : U K which agrees with /  on dU has a fixed 
point in U.
D efinition 1 .3 .4  (Granas [31-32]) Two compact maps / ,  g : U -»K which are 
fixed point free on dV are called homotopic if there is a compact homotopy 
H :U x [0 , l ] -> K  such that Hf(w)=H(u, t) is fixed point free on dU for each t in 
[0,1], /= H q, and g = H f
Theorem  1 .3 .5  (Granas [32]) (Topological transversality  theorem ) I f  f  and g 
are homotopic, then f  is essential i f  and only i f  g is essential.
Furthermore, there exists a constant C=C(N , p) such that fo r  any u E W ^ ’^ (Q ),
(1.3.1)
su p j u j ^ C j  Q (1.3.2)
Theorem  1 .3 .2  (Gilbarg, Trudinger [29]) For p>  1,
11
We need the following inequalities in the following proofs.
(a) Y oung's inequality:
abscP /p+ b^/qy p , q>  1 
this holds for positive real numbers a, bt p> q satisfying
\ip  + llq  = l.
The case p = q = 2 of the inequality is known as Cauchy's inequality.
(ib) H o ld er 's  inequality:
I u v dx<> ||«1 llujl
J Q p  V ;
this bolds for functions u E l/^ Q ), uEL^(G), \ ( p + l /q ~ \ .  When p ~ q —2, H older's 
inequality reduces to the well-known Schwarz inequality.
In the following we give some important properties of the elliptic 
operators.
D efinition 1 .3 .6  (Gilbarg, Trudinger [29]) Let Lu=a*(x)D„u+bl(x)D ji+c(x)u,
L  is called elliptic at x  if for all £ = 0 ^ , •**, £N)EfRN- {0},
0 < XCO I < I'2<;a ''( * ) { IS A M  I ( 12.
Here A(jc), A (x )  denote respectively the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of
the coefficient matrix [<21J(x)3- L is called elliptic in Q if 2 > 0  in Q; L  is 
called uniformly elliptic in Q if A ik  is bounded in Q.
Theorem  1 .S .7  (Gilbarg, Trudinger [29]) (M axim um  principle) Let L  be 
elliptic in the bounded domain Q. Suppose that
L u^.0  ( ^ 0) in Q, c =0  in Q.
12
with u E C ?(Q )nc?(Q ), Then the maximum (minimum) o f u in Q is achieved on BQ, 
that is,
s u p «  = su p «  ( i n f « = in f « ) .
Q BQ Q BQ
C orollary  1 ,3 .8  (Gilbarg, Trudinger [29]) Let L  be elliptic in Q. Suppose
that in Q, L u ^ .0  ( ^ 0 ) ,  c^O , with uGC°(G), Then writing « + — max (n, 0),
u =m in {u, 0),
sup  su p  u ( i n f n ^ i n f u  ).
Q BQ Q BQ
I f  L u —0 in Q, then
sup  | k ) = s u p  | k | .
Q BQ
D efinition 1 ,3 .9  Q is said to satisfy the interior sphere condition if for
any x E 3Q  there exists a ball BcG such that x EBB. o 0
Theorem  1 .3 .1 0  (Gilbarg, Trudinger [29]) (Strong m axim um  principle) Let L 
be uniformly elliptic , c =  0 and L u^O  ( ^ 0 )  in a domain Q which satisfies the
interior sphere condition. Then i f  u achieves its maximum (minimum) in the
interior o f Q, u is a constant. I f  c sO  and clX is bounded, then u cannot
achieve a non-negative maximum (n^n-positive minimum) in the interior o f Q
unless it is a constant.
Theorem  1 ,3 .1 1  (Gilbarg, Trudinger [29]) (The com parison principle) Let L  
be elliptic in Q. Suppose u, v E C °(G )flC2(G) satisfy LuczLv in Q , wssu on BQ. It 
then follow s that u ^ v  in Q . Furthermore, i f  Lu> Lo in Q, u?s o  on BQ, we have the
13
strict inequality u < o  in Q.
D efinition 1 ,3 .1 2  We say o e C ^ f? )  is a subsolution (supersolution) of the 
problem
zlu+/i(w )—0 in Q 1
\,  (D3.3)
u=g  on 8 0  J
if ( ^ g )  on BQ and for any <£eC°°(&), f  Du D<f>dx^(& )f  h(v)4>dx.
J Q
Theorem  1 .3 .1 3  (Clement, Sweers [16]) (S e rrin 's  sweeping principle) Let u be
a solution o f  the problem  (1.3.3). Let A ={ u ; t€ [0 ,1 ]}  r e [ 0 , l ] } )  be
a fam ily o f  subsolutions (supersolutions) o f  (1.3.3) satisfyi?ig v ^ g  ( w ^ g )  on 
8Q, fo r  all r e [0, 1], I f
( 1) r  —> (w^ ) E C \ q ) is continuous with respect to the || *
(2) « S: 0  ^ ( ^  Wq) in Q, and
(3) u *  (w^), fo r  all r e [ 0 , l ] .
Then, u > (<  iv^).
In the following we give some results for quasilinear elliptic equations. 
We consider the equation
-fa  &£x>u,u^+a{x,utu ^= Q . (1.3.4)
i
Let us assume that the functions a.(x,u,y) and a(x,u,y) are defined for xG Q
14
and arbitrary u and y, that they are measurable, and the functions satisfy the 
conditions
N
E «.C*»KO0 K  | u | ) |y  | | u | ), (1.3.5)
N
E |a.C*»K»y)|(l+ b | ) +  |«(*,«o0 | =£*j(|k|)(1 +  |y | ) m, (1.3.6)
2 N 2
where |y j = E >4  *>(0 and fi(t) are positive functions, and the constant m>  1, 
We shall refer to a function u(x) in 1F1,W(^ ) such that IM i^  q < 00 ant*
I(ii,r/)ra f [a.(x,u}u )t} ~a(x,u,uv)f7]d x = 0 , (1.3.7)
J /% 1 A a ,id 1
for an arbitrary bounded function tf(x) in W* ?m(£?) as a bounded generalized 
solution of Eq (1.3.4).
D efin ition  1 .3 .1 4  (Ladyzhenskaya, Ural'tseva [44], p. 6) W e shall say that
the boundary dQ of a region Q  satisfies condition (A) if  there exist two 
positive numbers and 8^ such that, for an arbitrary sphere with center 
on dQ of radius P ^ a Q and for an arbitrary component O of the inequality
roeas O ^ ( \~ 8  ) roeas B 0 p
holds.
Theorem  1 .3 .1 5  (Ladyzhenskaya, U ral'tseva [44], p. 251) Suppose that 
conditions (1 ,3.5), (1.3.6) are satisfied, Then, an arbitrary bounded
generalized solution u(x) o f Eq (1.3,4) belongs to the class C°,a (Q) with
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exponent a  > 0 depending on M — [jnjj ^  ^  and the constant m, o(M) and p(M) in
(1.3.5) and (1.3.6). For arbitrary Q 'cQ , the norm !lwila  q / *s bounded above by
an expression involving M, m, v(M), p(M) and the distance from  Q ' to 3Q.
I f  the boundary dQ satisfies condition (A) and i f  u \ then the
quantity ||«|| 0  {where a<>fi) is bounded above by an expression determined by M,Of
^(M), u(M ), m, the constants a Q and 6^ in the definition o f  condition (A), fi 
ajid the norm  f|u||^ dQ.
Suppose that the aj and a satisfy the inequalities
a
y. si t>t( | k | ) | y | m- ( l  +  | « | )<p{(x), (1.3.8)
<x a
sign «•<*,«,}’) ^ ( 1 + M  )^2(x) + ( l + | « |  V 3W | y | /n"e, (1.3.9)
and a ., the <p, and £ satisfy the conditionsi i
U) —  ^ £ ^ m ,  where q & -rc :N + tf y N -m
(2) v . ^ L ^ Q ) ,  i - 1 ,  2, 3,
i
N/ £ fo r  £ 2:1 , 
T ' i '  m * ' 3 ^ 1  N<?
i vt f «* > N /£  for £<  1; <?£ + N ( £ - l )
(3) O ^ a  <m  — —  l N r l
0 s “ , <m  7 - - 1.
1
N-f q q .
0 = 5  a  <m  ■■ vT  — - 1 .1 N r
3
Then the following theorem holds.
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Theorem  1 .3 ,1 6  (Ladyzhenskaya, Ural'tseva [44], p. 286) Suppose that u(x) is
a generalized solution in Wi,m (Q)C\L^( Q), NS:m> 1, q^:q* = -  , o f  Eq (1.3.4) and
suppose that ||w ||^  oo. Suppose that inequalities (1.3.8), (1.3.9) are
satisfied fo r  the a.(x,u,y) and a(x,u,y) and that, in these inequalities, the
parameters e and the a, (i — 1, 2, 3) and the functions (for i =  l ,  2, 3)
satisfy conditions ( l)- (3 ), Then, q  is bounded by an expression in terms
° f  IMI^ Wj» e> <*., M r » i==1> u tmd meas D.
i
Now we consider the following special equation
-d iv (a( | Du 12Du) — / ,  in QD  B (0)2 R.
k = 0, on d£3 0 B  (0) 
2 R
(1.3.10)
and we suppose that a satisfies the ellipticity and growth conditions
y (k +t f ~ 2 <; a(t2) <; r  (k + t f ~ 2, (1.3.11)
(y -1/2) a(t) <;a ' (t)t r  a(t), (1.3.12)
for some y > 0 , some r >  0, some £ e [Q ,l]  and all r> 0 .  Moreover, we need the limit 
condition
l i m  °  (1.3.13)oo a(t) 2 v '
The following regularity result is known.
Theorem  1 .3 .1 7  (Tolksdorf [74]) Let B^(0) be a ball with radius R such that,
t, i, . . . . . . . . in      ■ R
either d£?OB (0) is empty or that dQ D B (0) is a regular C°°-surface. Suppose
2R
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that m£ f ! LW( f l H B „ (0)) is a solution o f  (1.3,10), where f& L°°(Q C \B  (0))
2R  2R
and where a satisfies the ellipticity attd growth conditions (1.3 . 11), 
(1.3.12), Then,
(1.3.14)
fo r  some a £ ( 0 , l )  and some K > 0 depe/uiing only on N , m, y, r ,  DOB and a hound2R
foT  M » , : a n B  mui W » ,f 3 n B  ■
2R ’ 2R
R em ark  1 .3 ,1 8  It is clear that the function ^ (xtu ,y )— | y 2y .y p >  1, 
satisfies the conditions of a,(xyu,y) in the aboye theorems. Therefore, the 
above theorems hold for the equation div(jf)w j^ 2D u)+ a(x,u ,D u)~0, where a is 
as above.
T heorem  1 .3 .1 9  (Sakaguchi [65]) (H o p f's  lem m a) Let Q be a bounded domain in 
RN (N ^ 2 )  with smooth boundary dQ. Let u £  Cl(Q) satisfy
p 2
-d iv ( jD u y Du) ^ 0 in Q (in the weak sense) 
u > 0 in Q, and u=Q on dQ.
Then -4^- < 0  on dQ. on
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CHAPTER TWO
SO LV A B ILITY  OF SOME SINGULAR NON LINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE 
PROBLEMS AND EXISTEN CE OF PO SITIVE R A D IA L SOLUTIONS 
OF SOME NON LINEAR ELLIPTIC  PROBLEMS IN  A NN ULA R DOMAINS
INTROD UCTION
In this chapter we study the existence and uniqueness of positive 
solutions of singular second order differential equations of the form
y m + f ( t , y , y ' ) = o >  (2 ,(U )
satisfying a mixture of Dirichlet conditions and Neumann conditions, where 
0 ^ f i < r2 < +  oo, /  is allowed to have suitable singularities at r—f , t = t2 and when 
y —0 or y '  —0 .
Equations of this type arise in diffusion and osmotic flow theory, one 
particular example being the generalized Emden-Fowler equation (see [50, 
76]).
They also arise from the study of the existence of positive radially 
symmetric solutions of the equation
A y + f ( r ,  y, y ' ( r ) ) - 0, ia R2 < r < R l (2 .0 .2)
subject to one of the following sets of boundary conditions
y = 0  on r ~ ^ 2 and y=0 on r=jR , (2.0.3a)
19
N dHere r  =  I x j , *e!R , N ^ 3 ;  -3- denotes differentiation in the radial direction:■ o r
0 < J R < f? :£ o o ;  f  is continuous on (J? , J? )x (0 ,  oo)x(~oo( go). The equation is2* 1 2 1
singular because /  is allowed to be singular at y = 0 , y '= 0  and r -R ^ ,  R .
NW h e n /  is nondecreasing and £lc!R (N&3) is a symmetric domain, the problem
of the existence of positive radially symmetric solutions of the problem
A y+ f(y )= 0  in Q 1
\  (2.0.4)
y =0  on dQ  J
has been treated by many authors (see [17, 24, 27, 55-56]). In this chapter,
we concentrate on the solvability of the problem (2 ,0 ,2) with f  decreasing.
Putting ,= [(N -2 )rN~2f 1,
■M0 = [ (N -2 )r fk, k = (2N -2)/(N -2), (2.0.5)
r .^ K N -2 ) ^ " 2] ' 1 i - 1, 2 ,
radial solutions of (2 ,0 .2) are solutions of
y ' ( 0  + W / ( ^ j ' ( 0 ) = o ) t i < t< t2 (2-°’1)#
(see [4]). Now the boundary conditions become
oII and y ( 9 = o , (2.0.3a )'
y ' ( y -  o and (2 .0 .3d)'
y ( y = o and y '( 9 = o (2.0.3 c ) '
(when ^  = 00, 1^ = 0),
By a solution of (2.0.1) we mean a function , r^) that
satisfies (2 .0 . 1),
Existence of solutions for Problem (2,0,1) has been considered by
Callegari and Nachman [15], who effectively consider (2.0.1) with
f « 0 , &nd by Taliaferro [71], who proves, in particular, that a
necessary and sufficient condition for existence of solutions with first 
derivative continuous on [0 , 1] is that
Using topological transversality theorem (see Theorem 1.3.5 of Chapter 
1), Bobisud, O 'R egan and Royalty extended the above results by allowing a more 
general y, y ')  and obtained the following theorms:
Theorem  2 .0 ,1  (Bobisud, O 'Regan and Royalty [5]) Suppose that:
(a) f  is continuous on (0 , l ) x ( 0, o o) x ( -o o ,  co);
( t)  0 < / (f, y, z) ^  $(t) g(y) on (0, 1)X(0,  o o ) x ( - o o ,  co), where 
(0 §(y) is continuous and nonincreasing o?i (0 , oo),
(ii) y g(y) is nondecreasing on (0, oo),
(iii) <f> > 0 is continuous on (0 , 1),
f(t> y, z)
A t, y* y ' ) “ 0 (O g(y)> <Kr) = [min(t, 1-r)], g(y)=y“ 1 and ^ = 0 , t ^  1; by Luning
and Perry [50], who establish constructive results for g(y)= y a  when 0 < a : S l  and
o
(2 .0 .6)
(iv) is continuous on [0, 1 ]X(0 ,  c o ) x ( - o o ,  oo)
4>{t) g(kt ( 1- r ) )
fo r  each constant k>  0,
(v) 8(kt (1~0 ) 4>{t)dt < co fo r  any constant k>  0 ; 
J0
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(c) fo r  each constant Mq > 0 there exists \f/{t) continuous and positive on
(0,1) such that f[t, y, z)2zv(t) on (0, 1) x (0 , AfQ] X (- oo, oo) and
f t (1-r) y{t)dt< oo. 
o
Then problem  (2,0,1) possesses a solution.
Theorem  2 ,0 .2  (Bobisud, O 'Regan and Royalty [5]) Suppose f  is independent o f  z 
and satisfies
id) f i t ,  y) is continuous and positive on (0, 1)X(0,  oo);
0 )  fit> y) is strictly decreasing in y fo r  y >0  and r £ ( 0 , 1);
(c) fo r  some constant k,
u
(iii) f i t ,  y) / f i t ,  ait)) is continuous on [0, 1 ]X(0 ,  oo).
Then problem  (2.0.1) possesses a solution.
Using the same methods as in [5], O’Regan [57] discussed the above 
equations with Neumann boundary value conditions. In this case, he assumed
The above results give no information when giy)dy—oo, for example,
X fit, Xy):s  k f i t ,  y)
fo r  0 < A 1, 0 < r < 1 and y > 0;
id) there exists a nonnegative ait) satisfying
(i) of'(r) + f{t, ait)) > 0 on (0, 1), oc(0)« o r ( l)= 0 ,
(ii) f A t, a(.t))dt





g(y)—y t a a l .  In this chapter, we prove some further results which cover this 
case.
In section 2.1, we use Leray-Schauder degree to seek positive solutions
of the problem
y '  + <K0 £00=  0 in ( ^  t2\  y(fi)=y(r2) = 0 . (2.0.7)
We shall extend some of the results of [5, 57, 71, 76] by allowing a more 
general g(y) and at the same time generalize the sufficient condition of [71] 
to problems with a more general g(y). In section 2.2, we discuss problem
(2.0.1) with nonlinear term f(t, y, y ')  and Neumann conditions. In section 
2.3 , we apply the results obtained in sections 2.1, 2,2 to the equation
(2 .0 .2) and obtain the existence of a positive radial solution of (2 .0 .2).
Part of this chapter has been published (see [35-36]).
2 .1  SO LV A B ILITY  OF D IR IC H LET PROBLEMS W ITH  
FIRST ORDER D ERIV A TIV ES ABSENT
In this section we discuss the existence of positive solutions of a 
special problem
y* + <K0 £0 0 =  0 in ( ^  r2), y(/i)=y(r2)=s0. (2.0.7)
We first prove the following theorem.
Theorem  2 .1 .1  Suppose that C0^ ,  f ], 0 (0 > 0  in (f^, t^), where
0 < < t < oo; g satisfies:
(a) g is continuous and nonincreasing on (0,  co) ,
(£) £(y) > 0  on (0, co),
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Then Problem  (2.0.7) has a positive solution.
To prove this theorem, we consider two cases:
(i) g has singularity at 0 ;
(ii) g has no singularity at 0.
We only prove Theorem 2.1.1 in case (i), the proof of case (ii) is similar to 
case (i).
In order to avoid the possible singularity of g at 0, we consider, for 
each nGlN and A € [0 ,1 ], the family of problems:
and <f>{ > 0  on ( f ^ ) .
We shall use Leray-Schauder degree to show that the existence of a 
solution for A~0  implies the existence of a solution for A =  1; passage to the 
limit as n->oo will yield the existence for (2 ,0 ,7).
From g > 0  and $ ,> 0 ,  it follows that y fe l/n  for any solution y of (2 ,1 .3 ), ,
n 1 A, a




y '  +  (1-A)<5 A (r) +  A*(r) g (y) = 0 , y(t W M  =  l/n . (2 .1 .3 ).
1 n 1 2  A, a
and hence any solution of (2 .1 .3), is a solution of (2 .1 .1 ), . We set
A, n Ajii
o(r)= y(f)-l/n  (2.1.4)
to get that
u" + (1 -A)<5 <£(/) +  Xg (u + l/n)<^(f)=0> u(r ) = o (r )= 0 , (2 .1 .5).
I n  1 2  A, n
Therefore, any solution of (2 .1 .5), satisfies u^O , Now we establish the aX,a
priori bounds necessary for application of Leray-Schauder degree.
Lemma 2 .1 .2  There exists a constant Mq independent o f X g  [0, 1], 0 < <5 < 1 and n€(N 
such that
b » |= s M 0, (2 . 1.6)
fo r  any solution y o f  (2.1.5), .
A, n
P roo f  Similar to the proof of Lemma 1 of [5]. Let y be the maximum of
max
y(f) on [f ,f ] and suppose it occurs at t . Then y '( O = 0 ,  Integrate the
1 x 3 3
inequality
y*  =  -(1  - X) S  0 4(O- A*(r) gn(y(0 + l/n)a: -(1  - X) S t f i y X f t t )  *(y(r))
from t to t> t  to obtain 
3 3
J  J




a-(l-A)<5 < ^ (0 ^ -A g (y (0 ) 4>(s)ds,
since 4>> 0, y;>0 and g(y) is nonincreasing. Divide by g(y(t)) and integrate from
f3 t0  f2 t0  g e t
J 2 b C y W ) ] 'S '* &  - ( l - W  [  j '2
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that is




- i  r 2
+CW  j ('~ V (f2- 0 * (0 * .
A similar argument on [f yields
v - ' i maxP *  (0dt 
\
+ V 3> " ‘ J 3 ( f - i p c ^ - o  « o * .
From these two inequalities it follows that
fy'n‘”I [gW]"V«s s
0 V ' i max
[  2 4>At)dt
J
+1(-t2~t? ~ i m ax { |  2 (t-rp c^ -O ^C O ^j
< > 3 J \ (  0 * [g(y >1max
-1 + 2 t - t  2 I
-1
c r (2.1.7)
From (d) it follows that there exists a M  . such that0
ym ax 0 (2 . 1.8)
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Lemma 2 ,1 .3  There exist constants K > 0, K^>  0, such that
X 0&  ((,-*,) ‘ [( l-A M ^+ A K K t-fjX lj-O , (2.1.9)
fo r  any solution o f  (2.1,5)*
a ,a
P roo f From Lemma 2,1.2, we know that y ^ M ^ .  Therefore,
y ' « - ( l - A M ^ C O -  m )  g(y + l /n)sS - ( 1 - A M ^ ^ r ) -  A*(I )*(M0 + 1 ) .
We deduce by integration that
y(0 a  « ,-» ,) " 1 [(1-2)5 9 ^ )  + 2 s(MQ+ l)9(r)], (2.1.10)
2 V -s )  <t>(s)ds +  (; -!) f 
2 (i
2^ rf
<^00^  + (r2“0  j
Then
2 (^ 2-J) <f>(s)ds -  J
where 8 ( 0 = ^ ^  J (jt2~s  (f>(s   C?2~0 J f
Tf eJ (t2~s) 0 i(j)rfr  (f -  j ( s - t j f ^ d s ,  t e [ t ltt2l
8' (r) = J r j   (j- )^ ,
r fi
rr2
for Let *0= J (.t2~s) 4>(s)ds, then £?'(fj)~ ^ 0 following
theorems, we suppose <p has singularities at f or t^, 8 '( tJ  may become oo, but 
in either case, 0 '( r  ). Hence there is an £ > 0  such that
—- k ( t- t  )& -^-k  (t-t )(t - t )  on [r , t + £]. By a similar argument,
« V 1 Z V I n  1 1
# (r)2 :-j-fc j (r-r^Xfj-f) on [ t^ -6 , t^  for some k  ^ and <5>0, Since
6{f)I [( f-f . ) ( / - / ) ]  is bounded on [r +£, t -<$], there is a constant C such 1 2 1 2  1
that
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B ^ C ^ t - t ^ - t ) ,  for (2 , 1. 11)
Similar methods shows that
d ^ C ^ t - t ^ - t ) ,  for r e [ r i? y .  (2 . 1. 12)
Let Jf»g(Af0+ l)C  t K  ~ C  , then we get (2.1.9).
Lemma 2 .1 .4  There exist positive constants such that, when
Q<6<  min {K/K , {t - t  )/K  t 1},




where M , M  are independent o f  A and n; ^U')~[g(3K [1 ~t ) *(/-/ )(/ - 0 )] l .1 2  1 2  1 1 2
P roo f We have from Lemma 2.1.3 and the fact that g is nonincreasing that, 
for any solution y(r) of (2 . 1.5) , ,
A , II
|y'(t)| s(l-A)<5 * ((r)+A «0g W f a - t f  ‘
By conditions g £ C ° (0, oo), g > 0  and g has singularity at 0, we know that
{(Oec’V j .y  and 
UCOy'Wl £(1-A)<5 {(1)^(0 + AWOsMj,
where M  is independent of X and n,
Let y(t ) = y(0 ; then
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+A |  2 m  «((»,-»,) ‘( ( l - A ^ + A J O P - * , )« .,-» ))*
J . J
s  s  J 2 t p y i t  + J 2 m  s a ^ - t f
‘
Let M^-S  J 2 •hifdt + J 2 <Kf) g^ K ^ -t^ f'ct-tJ fJ^ O yir. By (e), we get
(2.1.13).
For ueC^Ct , tJ f ic 'tr ,,  t ], define 1 2  1 2
N l 0= sup |m(0 | ,
I V V
Iwt l^ m ax(||uj|o, IIw'IIq),
Here ^ o ^ s O S ^ O ^ , )  V ^ - O X f  *. Set
K= { K e C 2^ ,  y n c 1^ ,  y :  M(f1) = M(r2) =0  and ||«||2< oo} ,
with norm ||.|| and
C = { KEC°(f , O  : sup | « ( r ) | < oo}
(VV
with the norm ||u|| — sup |w(0 |;
cV V
L ;  K — > (C, Lu(t) = $(t) u"(t);
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F  ( m ) C 0 = A « 0  < K 0  g  ( I< (0  +  1 / n )  +  (1 -A )< 5  « ( )  i#> ( f ) .A , n n 1
We claim that K and C are Banach spaces. Only completeness of K requires 
effort. Let {w^} be Cauchy sequence in K. Then there exists u e C 1^ ,  f^] such 
that tlwn—wIIA 0 since C1^ ,  f^] is a Banach space. Because £(f) is bounded 
below on [fQ+ £ , for any d > 0 , u* -$ u *  uniformly on [^ Q + J ,  f-<5], and thus
k S C 2^ ,  f ). Since a Cauchy sequence is bounded, « e K . To conclude that 
ll^-w llj 0 , observe that llMm" wnll2 < e  o^r larSe m > n an^ let m ->oo.
Consider the triangle of maps in F ig .l, We have the following lemma.
Lemma 2 .1 .5  (i) j  is completely continuous;
(ii) F is continuous;
(iii) L  1 is continuous.
K‘
F ig .  1
Proof, (i) Let £3cK be bounded; that is, there is a constant C such that ||k|| :£C 
for all mGO. Then clearly jQ ~ { ju  : wGO} is bounded in ]| • || ; we therefore have 
to show only that jQ  is equicontinuous in order to apply the Ascoli-Arzela 
theorem (see [53]) and conclude that j  is completely continuous. For 
and u E Q  we have
| «'(!)-«'W | <: J  \ u ’ 0 i ) \ d n s M  \  — = m A  * 0 i) g ( .K t- i .W 2-iJ))dn
s J s £ (? )  J s
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and the final integral can be made small by choosing (t - s ) small because 
s W -f jX fj-O )  0 (0  ^  ifltegrable. Similarly
(ii) F. is continuous since
a 7n
{ ( 0 *  ( u + l / n ) = g  ( «  +  l / n ) / f o ( 0 * ( * ( f - O ( r - f ) ) ]a a 1 2
is uniformly continuous on [^>^3 X t— C, C], where C> 0.
(iii) L  is linear, and L  is continuous since
sup | Lu(f) | =  sup | f  (0 « * (f) | s£ j|«||2.
( t i ’V  ( t r V
L  is one-to-one because L u ~  0 together with the boundary conditions 
K(?1)=w(r2) = 0 imply « s 0 .  To see that L  is onto, let /?GC, then the solution of 
the boundary value problem
£(0 k " (0 =/>(0 , ^ 1) - « ( t2) = 0
is given by
j
u(0=(t-rj) J 2 ( t - s )  0 (s) $(k{s-t ^ ( t2~s))p(s)ds
+(^2~0 J ( J -^ )  0(0 p(s)ds, r e t y  y .
From this it follows directly that jj ^  < 00 *
Since sup j £(t)ua (t) j = sup | / ? ( r ) | < c o 5 mGK. Therefore L 1 is
" . • y  « w
continuous by the bounded inverse theorem.
P ro o f o f  Theorem 2.1.1
Problem (2.1 .5), is equivalent to
A, n
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( /  + L‘ ‘ f .  J ) y = 0,A ,n
for A e [0 ,l] .  It follows from above that L  1F* j :  K — »K is a compact 
homotopy.
Let M =m ax{A f. M  , M  . (<5 max 8 (/))}+2 and £}={k€eD< [ ||«|j <:M}, w hereM ,
t f j . y
M' are as in (2.1.6), (2.1.13), (2.1.14). From above we know that 
( /  + L~l Fx J ) y  *  0, y e d Q .
Therefore, properties of Leray-Schauder degree give
degLS( / + i ' ^ W ) 0 ,W ) ,  n ,  0)=degLs ( /+ £ ,- ‘g / ,  13, 0). (2.1.15)
Here G iy)it)— £(r) $(r) +  1/n). Using the fact that L  Vd <f(0 'f'.(t))
—~8 8 ^ t)  and 8 0^(0 € £ 2, we have
degLS ( f + t _ 1(d{(;) ^ ( 0 ), 13, 0)= d eg L s(/, 13, d d ^ r ) ) - ! .  (2.1.16)
Therefore,
degu  ( /  + L XG ), a ,  0)=  1. (2.1.17)
From this, we see that
y '  + ^ ( f ) g n(y + l /n )= 0, y(fi) - y ( y =0  (2.1.18)
has at least one solution in Q. call it o . As we have noted before, u 2:0,
n n
Thus the problem
y* + <K0  gn(y)” 0 , y(fi)=y(t2) =  l/n
has a solution y ~t> -f l/n  satisfying y 5 :l/n , and therefore y is a solution of 
n n n n
y* + g(y ) = 0 , y (M = y  (/ ) =  l/n .
□ n n 1 n 2
Moreover, IIy II ^A f+ 2  for all n 6 lN,
n 2
By the Ascoli-Arzela theorem (see [53]), there is a subsequence (still
call it {y^}) such that |[y —y|| —> 0 for some y e C ^ O , I]. Now, for any fixed
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J^eCO, 1), y^ satisfies the integral equation
y (0 -  yn(0 + (f -0 f ' ( 0  + f (s-t)g (y  (,s))ds n n o  U u O J ^  n
0
and for f € ( 0 , 1) this converges as n -» oo to
y(0 = y(fQ) + (.t-tQ) y ' (fQ) + J  ( f -o  g(y(s)Ky>
*0
because g is uniformly continuous on [-M -2 , M +2]. Thus y € c V  , f ) n C l[^ , 
and y satisfies (2.0.7).
Rem ark a For the proof of Theorem 2,1,1 it is sufficient to take ^ ( f ) 55!- 
However, in the proof of Theorem 2.1.10 below we will need a general <£(*)•
If g has no singularity at 0, we deduce the following theorem.
Theorem  2 .1 .6  Let <f> be as in Theorem 2.1.1, 0 < f  <* <<», g satisfy the 
conditions (a), (b), (d) o f  Theorem 2.1.1 and g(0)=£oo. Then Problem  (2.1.1) has 
a positive solution.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1,1. In this case, we can directly 
consider the problem
y*  +  ( 1- A ) £  +  A $ ( r )  g ( y ) = 0 ,  y ( ? i ) = > ’( r 2) = 0 ,
and condition (c) of Theorem 2.1.1 automatically holds,
—  Qf
Now we consider the special case g(y)=y 
From [71] we know that when 0 < o :< l ,  Problem
y" + < K i ) y ~ tt ” 0, K 0 ) - y ( i ) - 0 .  (2.1.19)
has a solution in C^O, 1] if  and only if  (2 .0 .6) holds. When a > l ,  we have
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Theorem  2 . 1 . 7  Let 4>>0 be continuous on (0,1) and
f t~a <Kt)dt< co. (2. 1.20)
0
Then problem  (2,1.19) has a positive solution.
Proof. By (2.1,20), we know that 0 (f) has no singularities at f= 0  and f = l  and 
condition (c) of Theorem 2.1,1 bolds. Following the steps of the proof of 
Theorem 2.1.1 we prove this theorem.
Remark b When <£(f) has no singularities at f= 0  and f = l ,  then,
(i) If g(y) has a singularity at y = 0 , then Theorem 2.1.1 holds for
' r ° .  *2“ 1:
(») If  g(y) has no singularity at y = 0 , then Theorem 2,1.6 holds for
t = 0, t = 1.1 2
Rem ark c If 4>(t)G C °(t^ t^), 4> has singularities at t= t^  i= t2> 4>(t)>0 on 
2
(/j, t j  and J (f-f^Oy-O <f>(t)dt< oo; g satisfies all the conditions of
Theorem 2.1.1, g is singular at 0, Then, the result of Theorem 2.1.1 is still
true. In this case, we let <^(0 = 1 and £(r)-[<K0 $0* *• Now
K  , S in the proof of Theorem 2.1.1 are K —(t^~t^) ^ (A f  + 1 )C  and 
0 <(5= min {K, 1}.
If  has a singularity at f = 0 and g has no singularity at y = 0 , then
using the remark c above we obtain
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Theorem  2 ,1 ,8  Let tf>(f)<=C (0,1], 4>(0>0 In
(a) g is continuous and nonincreasing on [0, oo),
(b) g(y)> 0, on [0, 00),
r f _i
(c) r H m  g(f) J [g(j)] ds = oo,
77ien r/ie problem
y" + 0 (0 *0 0 = 0 , ><0) - y ( l ) = 0, (2. 1,21)
<3 positive solution.
Theorem  2 ,1 .9  Lei 0(f)eC °(O , 1), 0 ( 0 > 0  in (0,1) and 0 (0  satisfy
t { \ - t ) K t ) d t < ^ \  (2 . 1,22)
J 0
g satisfy the conditions o f  Theorem 2.1.1 wir/i *o= 0f I “ 1. 27i^n problem  
(2 , 1,21) a  positive solution.
Now, we show that some technical restrictions on g in Theorem 2.0.2 
proved by Bobisud, O 'Regan and Royalty [5] are unnecessary.
Theorem  2 .1 .1 0  Suppose that
{a) g(t, y) is continuous a?id positive on (0, 1) x (0, oo),
(b) g(t, y) is strictly decreasing in y, fo r  y > 0  and fG (0, 1),
(c) there exists a nonnegative g^OGC2 [0, 1] satisfying:
(i) a " ( t)  + git, a(t))>  0, on (0, 1), a (0) =<x(l)=0 ,
(H) J g(t, <x(t))dt
0
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(»0  g(t> y) /  £(L ot(r)) /r continuous on [0, 1]X (0 , oo).
77ie/t f/je problem
y * + g(t, y) = o, y(0)=;y(l)=0, (2.1.23)
fou a positive solution.
Proof. Define
g(r, l /n )  + l /n -  |y
\y \ ^1/n
|y |  < 1/n
then is strictly decreasing for y&:0. As in the preceding argument, we 
consider the problem
y m + (1-A) g(t, a(f) + l/n ) + A g (f, y + l/n )«  0, y (0 )= y (l)= 0 , (2.1.24),
n A,n
and prove the following lemmas which replace Lemmas 2 .1 .2 , 2 .1 .4  in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1.1. The remainder of the proof goes through with only minor 
alterations of Theorem 2.1,1, and so will be omitted.
Lemma 2 .1 .1 1  Let the hypotheses o f  Tfieorem 2.1.10 hold , and y ^ ~ y ^  denote a
P roo f  For n large enough, we claim that a " (f)+ g (r, a ( r )F l/n )5 i0 , for * e (0 ,l) . 
Since a" (f)  is bounded on [0,1], g(t, a(t)) is unbounded at / = 0 and f = l ,  then 
there exist fi>  0, N, such that ot'(f) + g(t, a(t) + 1/n) ^  0 for n > N , 
t € (0 , ^ )U (l-y? , 1); On [/? ,!-/? ], a"(f)  + g(t, a(t)) is bounded below by a 
positive constant and hence for n large enough, « " (/)  +  g(/, a(r) +  l/n) £  0. To 
see that y ^ S a (r) , on [0,1], assume the contrary and let a(r)-y^(0  achieve its
solution o f  (2.1.24). . Then
for  Jl6[0,1], *e[0, l] . (2.1.25)
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maximum positive value at * . Then
(2.1.26)
But, a *(fQ) -  y ' ( y  & -g ( tQ, a(r0)+  1/n)
+(1-A) g(fQ, a(f0) + l/n) + A g ( y  y^(/Q) + l/n)
=  A  [g(.t0, y x ( f J  + Un)-g(f0, a C y  +  l / n ) ] .
By ot(ro) w e  know a 'C y - y J C y  >0- This contradicts (2.1.26).
Lemma 2 .1 .1 2  There exist > 0, M^ > 0 independent o f  A, n, jnc/i that
|£ (0  y ^ ( 0 |s A f 3,
w tere f(f) =[£(<*(*))]” \
l ^ l l 0^ ^ 4. (2.1.27)
Proof. From Lemma 2.1.11 we know that y^(f)2:a:(f). Hence, | y ' (r) | :S2 g(t, a(r))
and 2. Since each y^ has a zero derivative somewhere in (0,1), we have
r1 r1
|y j ( 0 |  ^ ( l -A )  g(L ar(f) + l/n)df+A g (t, y .+ l /n )d t
o ■'o Q
^  f g(t, a(t))dt+  f g (t , a(t) + \/n)dt<, 2 f g(J, a(t))dt<iM  , 
o J o n 0 4
where we use condition (/;) and the fact that g is strictly decreasing in y.
From (2.1.27) and y^(0) = 0, we also have
Theorem  2 .1 .1 3  For each f€:(f ,f ) let f(,t}') be strictly decreasing on (0,co).
Then the solution o f  the problem
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y" + / ( ' ,  y )= 0 ,  on (fj, r2) y(f1) = y ( y  =  0J y > 0 on
z'j unique.
Proof. Let y and z be two distinct solutions, and suppose there is a
y(f)-z(f) has a positive maximum at t . Therefore y* 
y '( f3) “ Z'(*3), and y(?3)>z(?3). But then
a contradiction.
Remark d The solution of Theorem 2,1.7 and Theorems 2 .1 .9 -1 0  is unique. Also 
uniqueness holds in Theorems 2.1.1, 2.1.6 and 2 .1 .8 , if g(y) is strictly
decreasing.
2 .2 SO LV A B ILITY  OF NEUM ANN AND D IR IC H LE T PROBLEMS 
W ITH  FIRST ORDER DERIV A TIVES PRESENT
In this section we establish the existence of positive solutions on
f ^ (/ , f ) such that y(*0) > z (*0) ’ Tllcn there *s a SUcl1 15131
y #( y - z ' ( y = - / ( V  y(r3)) + A t 3, z(r3) )> 0 ,
(2 .2 . 1)
where t > 0 , 4>(t) is as in (2.0.5).
Theorem  2 .2 ,1  Suppose that;
(z) g  is continuous on f ]X (0, cc) x  (- oo, o o );
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O'O 0 < g ( t , y , z ) ^  if/(0 h(y) on (r^f^xC O , co) x ( -  oo , c o ) ,  where
(a) h(y)>  0  is continuous and nonincreasing on ( 0 ,  o o ),
(b) y /> 0  is continuous on [f , *2],
(c) 1 /h (k( jt- t^ )  is continuous on [f , f or  each constant k,
0 < k < l .
rr2
(d) j  h(k ( / - / ) )  i//(t)dt < oo /o r  any constant k, 0 < £ < 1 ,
^  rH o o  l^ s = co'
(iii) For each constant Mq >0 there exists f(r) continuous on *21
and positive on (r . f ) such that g(t, y, z)s> £(/) on [r , t ] X (0,M 1 X ( - o o , o o ) .1 2  1 2  0
77?<?/t problem  (2.0.1) has a positive solution.
Before giving the proof we illustrate applications of the theorem.
Exam ple 2 .2 .2  Let g(t>y, z) = t 2 y 1/2 (1 + 3 y 1/2) (2+ z2) (1 +z2) 1 and
~2 — 112 112 — 9
£(t)=3t . We let h(y)—y  ( l  + 3y ), \j/(t)=2t . Easy calculations show that
h(y) and £(f) satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 2.2.1.
Therefore, the problem
y "  +  « o r V U2(l + 3y‘/2)[2 + 0 ’') 2][ 1 + ( y ' ) T 1=0 1
y(»1)=  °> y \ t 2)=o
has at least one positive solution.
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Exam ple 2 .2 .3  Let g(t . y ^ ^ t - t f y  ^ p + z h d + z 1) \  { ( O - C ^ V f , ) 2.
—5/2 2where C is as in (m). Let h(y)~y , y/{t)~2>{t~t ) , we obtain from Theorem
2.2.1 that the equation
A y+  (N -2 y [r)2C/.-(N-2)_i?“ (N-2)
for with the boundary condition (2.0.3c) has a positive radially
symmetric solution.
Proof o f  Theorem 2.2.1
The main ideas of the proof of this theorem are same as that of the proof 
of Theorem 2.1.1.
We consider the problem
where n£(N, to avoid the possible singularity of g at y = 0 . If y is any solution
strictly increasing on (f , f^). Accordingly, we may remove the singularity at 
y = 0  by defining
y * + <M0 g(t ,  y, y ' ) =0, (2 .2.2)
y ( f i ) = l/n , y '( f 2) = & & 0 ,
to (2.2.2), then y * < 0  on (r , t ). So, y ' > f r ^ 0  on (r , t ) which implies y is1 2 1 2
g j j ,  y, z) =
g(t, [ y l . z ) ,  I y I 2=l/a»
g(t, 1 f n t z ) y  | y | < 1/n.
So, every solution o of
u" + <f> (t)  g ( r ,  u, u ')=  0,
n
u ( f J ) =  l /n J D'(t2)=1>,
(2.2.3)
is a solution to (2,2.2). We now consider the family of problems
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f y '  + (1  -A)<5 + A W ) g n(tt y > y ' ) ^ Q  (2 .2 .4)n
[ y ( / 1) = l / n f y ' ( f 2)=&
where 0 < t 5 < l  is a positive real number which is determined below and A € [0 ,1 ]. 
Let y(r) be a solution of (2,2.4)“ Then y(/)& l/n , y ' ( t ) ^ b  for f E[ f  , M . We
A 1
also have
y ” +  (1 -A)<5 + A<Kt) H 0 h ( y )ss y tf + (l~A)<y +  X<Kt) g ( r , y , y ' ) = 0Q
and this implies - y * ^  (1-A)<5 + A <£(0 W(0 h(y). Integrate from t to t- to
obtain that
J
y ' ( t ) - b  <, (1-A) <5 (f2~ ^) +  A J 2 <p(s) ^ (j) h(y(s))ds
rf2^ <5 <Xf )^ + h J ^
since /t is nonincreasing. Thus,
J,
y '( 0  <; + *(y(0) J  2 4>C?) r ( #  +  (2.2,5)
Divide by h(y(t)) and integrate from t to t to obtain
r>,(0 do  CV ~ V  rr2^  m - t ) + b ] --------------+ (t - t  ) 4>(t) w(t) dt. (2.2.6)
i/n nKV)  h ( y ( t »  r
It follows from (e) that there exists CQ> 0  independently of A, (5, n, such that
y ( t )* C Q t e U ^ ] ,  C2.2.7)
therefore l/nrSy(r)=s CQ, On the other hand, from y*(r) : £ - ( ! - A)<5-A0(/)£(O> we 
obtain y(r)£: 0(f)-I-1/n, where
9 (0 = > a - i1)+ 2 " 1(l-A)<5(2r2-J1-0 a -< 1)+^ J  j 2 <Kv)ttt>)dods . (2.2.8)
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Let CO>-r  [  2 ^ (u) £(u)dvds and k =  f 2 <f>(s) £(s)ds, then C '( 0 = £  > 0 . Hence
J f1J j  J f( 1 0
there is an e > 0  snch that C(f)^2 on [^ » ^ + s ] -  Since f(f)/(W j) is
bounded below on [f^+e, r^], there is a constant ^ > 0  such that £(f)s 
on [^ + 5 , y .  Let k — min {£Q/2, therefore,
l/n  + [ i .+ 2 -1( l - A W 2- t 1)+ A i](r-(1) s y ( O ^ C 0. (2.2.9)
Let 0<<5< min {(r - I  - t  )_1, 1}. We obtain
l/n  +  (2-1 rf(/J - r i)](/-fl ) S y (t)s :C 0. (2.2.10)
Using |y  Y(r) | ^  1 + <p(t) y/(t) h(y(t)), we know
\y"  I s i +  m  m  h  v ' d i t f t p v - t p ,  (2 .2 .H )
and then
|y '( 0 |  s » + ( t 2- / ])+  J 2 0(f) ^ (0  A ([2"^(t2- t i )](t-ri ))<it=C1, (2.2.12)
fl
where < ^ > 0  is independent of A, n. Let jc(r) =  1 / ^([2~ 1<5(?2“ rjL)3(f— then
| j r ( 0 y '( 0 |  ^ * (0  +<K0 c 2- (2.2.13)
For u e c 2^  . o n c ’t r ,  / 3 define 1 2  1 2
Ka tb =  y  ; w^ 1) = a £ :0 ' « '( /2) = ^ 0  and ||k||2 <oo},
where | | ' | l2> Jl'j^ are lhe same as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.1. We also let <C 
be same as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.1. So, ^ and (C are Banach spaces.
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Define mappings G, : C1 [r , r 1 — ><C, j  : K — » C 1 [r , r l and
A,  n 1 2  1/n,  D 1 2
L : Kl / n , ^ “ ^ C by GX ^  K1" " ^  + *4>(t)ga(t, u, u ')L  J«=W, and
Lu= x(t) u*(t), Clearly G. is continuous by the continuity of x(t) g . By
A , n n
the same idea as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.1, we know that j  is completely 
continuous and L  1 exists and is continuous. Now, (2.2.4)“ is equivalent to
(.1 +  L ~ ' G x J ) ( y ) = 0 .  (2.2.14)
Let
C — max |  CQf C ^ X + b  ( f ^ )  +
S max (Jt(0)t b+3(t - t  )1. (2.2.15)
‘ V V  J
and define
||«||2< C + 1 } , (2.2.16)
then ( /+  L lG ^ J ) ( y )& 0  on dU . Finally, by l/n  + i>(r-ri)+ 2  
and properties of Leray-Schauder degree, we have
deg (/ + G j , U ,  0) =  1, (2.2.17)
LS 1 jQ
thus, (2,2.3) has a solution in U, The remainder of the proof is similar to
the proof of Theorem 2.1.1.
Remark e The result of Theorem 2.2.1 extend the results of Theorem 2.0.1 and
the results of [57], In [57], one of the condition on h(y) is h(s)ds < oo,
J o
for all c € [0 , oo). So, for example, no result of [57] applies to Example 2.2.3
above.
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Theorem  2 .2 .4  Suppose that
(/) g is continuous on ( t^ t^ )X (0 ,  oo)x(0, oo),
(H) <C0 git, y, z) £  y/(t) h(y)p(z) 0/1 (r^ y  X (0, oo) x  (0, oo),
where
(a) h(y)>0, p(z)>  0 are continuous and nonincreasing on (0, oo),
(h) V(t)>  0 and £(t) > 0 are cojuinuous on (r^ t^); £ ( t j > 0  and
f 2 ( W t <  CO,
\
rf2
(c) ^(f) /j(o:(r—/ ))p (/? (f- t ) )d t< oo, /o r  eac/j p a ir  (a , j5), 0 < a ,  f t < \ ,
W) ^ .y . z )  /  r^ d ) [(i'(OA(a(r-rl ))pOS('2- < » r 1
are continuous on [r f ]  x (0, co) x  (0, oo) and [r , r ]  respectively fo r  a, p,
0 <a,P  <1. Then problem  (2,2,1) has a positive solution.
Example 2 . 2 . 5  Let g(t, y, z) = y/(t) h(y)p(z), here y/(t) ~ r> h(y)=y  3/4 ( l + y 3/4)
and
{ “ 1/2z , 0 < z ^ l
—  (1 +z ), z>  1
Let £(i) — t/ 2. A calculation shows that the functions satisfy the conditions 
of Theorem 2.2.4.
Proof o f  Theorem 2.2.4
We only discuss the case when y ' ( t ^ ~ b = Q ,  for b ^ 0  this theorem follows
easily from the proof of Theorem 2.2.1. We consider the family of problems
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r y* +  (1-AM + X  < f > ( t ) s  ( t , y , y f) ~ 0  
\  n (2.2.18)" 
L y ( r , )= 'l/n , y ' ( f 2) = l/n
where
f 8(t, | y | ,  \z \ ) ,  t l < t< t2> | y |  St 1/n, |z |  s= 1/n
s  ( l  y> z ) =
0 ]_ g(f, 1/n , 1/n), ^ < * < * 2' M <1/ n ' IzI < 1 /n
O < 0 < 1  is determined as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 and A e[0 ,1 ], Let y be a 
solution of (2 .2,18)?, then y(r)&:l/n, y 'X O ^l/n , for It followsA, 1 2
from (ii) that y(f)Sr6(t)+ 1/n and y '( t)2 :d '( t)  + l fn t where
-1 f* f ? 20(0=2  ( l -A)£(2/ -r -r )(f - / )  + A <£00 £(o)dvds, (2.2.19)
2 1 J J g
0 ' ( O - ( 1 - W ( t 2-O  + a J  2 *(») i(s)ds, (2.2.20)
e ’ (t2) = - ( l -X )S  -X <Kt2) « / 2). (2 .2 .21)
rJ2Then, there exists a C3 > 0  such that j  <}>(s) £(s)ds > and
e ' c t ^ a - x w t - t j + x c ^ .  (2 .2 .22)
Using the same methods as in the proof of Theorem 2 .2 .1 , we have that there
exists k , 0 <k  <1 such that 
2 2
y C O & y f- 'j)  ^  * S ( y 2). (2.2.23)
Whether ^ (O ^ c o  or not, there exists C > 0  such that <f>(t)£(t)>C , and 2 4 2 2 4
0 '( O ^ - ( i - 2 ) 0 - A C  . (2,2.24)2 4
Using the same idea as above, we have that there exists k . 0 <k  <1 such that3 3
0 #<O&*3a 2-O , for f e ( y 2). (2.2.25)
Therefore,
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y '(0 fe * 3(*2- 0  + l/n  and | y #(0|  ^  1 +  <K0  V(t) p(k3(t2~t)).
Hence, by condition (c),
r'ab'col =s Oj-fj) + J 0® v ( . t ) K \ ( } - i l) ) P ^ < j 1- t ) ) d t ^ c s ,
and
|y(0|=sC6 for f S p j . y .  (2.2.26)
where Let jr(r) = [ |//(r) h(k2( l - t ^  p(.k^(t2~t) )]~l , so that,
|x ( 0 y ' ( 0 [  S j:(O+0(Os C7.
Here C , C and C_ are positive constants which are independent of A, n. The5 6 7
remainder of the proof is similar to the proofs of Theorem 2 .2 .1 ,
I f  g(t> y> z) has singularities at t - t ,  t= t  and 1 i m g(t, y, z) = 0 for1 2  y —>co
(f, z) *2) X ( - ° ° ,  o°)> then the condition (ii) of Theorem 2.2.4 does not
hold. To cover this case, we have the following theorem.
Theorem  2 . 2 . 6  Suppose that
(i) g is continuous on ( t^  f ) X (0, co) x (-o o , oo);
(ii) 0 <g(t, y, z i p ( t )  h(y) on (r , f ) X (0, oo) x  (-co , oo), wfore
(a) / i > 0  is continuous and nonincreasing on (0, co),
(b) ^ > 0  w continuous on (t ,t^) and ( t- t  ) \f/(t)dt < oo,
(c) S(b y, z) / 1>(0 /*(*(/—rx))3 1 /  |> (f) are
continuous on [f^, t^\ X (0, oo) x  (-oo, oo) and [r^, respectively, fo r  each
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constant k, 0 < A < 1 ,
{d) h(k(t-t )) y/(t) 4>(t)dt< co fo r  any constant k, 0 < k<  1,
^  t U  oo I  P1^ " *  lds = co ,
l
(in') For each constant Mq > 0 there exists (^r) > 0 continuous on (t , t^) 
f?2J (f-fp  co, jwc/i that g(t, y, z ) ^ ^ ( t )  on (f , f ) X (0, Mq] x ( -  co, oo).
*1
77?e« problem  (2.2.1) has a positive solution.
Proof. Let x{t)~  { y/(f) /i([2 * < 5 ( f ))} 1 be as in Theorem 2.2.1, then 
the result of this theorem follows from a slight modification of the proof of
Theorem 2.1.1 by changing the order of integration.
If ?(?, y, z) bas singularities at t==tp tl=t2 anc* z Hoo
for (f, t ) X (0, oo), then we have the following theorem.
Theorem  2 . 2 . 7  Suppose that
(0 g is continuous on (/ , / ) X [0, co) x  (0, co),
(ii) 0  <g(t, y, z)<. y/(.0p(z) on (f  f )  x  ( 0 ,  co )  x  ( 0 ,  c o ) ,  where
id) p(z) > 0 is continuous and nonincreasing on (0, co)  
and zp(z)  is nondecreasing on (0, co),
r f2(b) \p(t) > 0  is continuous on (f , t ) and y/(t)dt<<x>,
2 J ' .
(c) §(*> y> z) /  0 ( 0  pt&Cfj-O)] is continuous on
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[f , X [0, oo) x  (0, oo) fo r  each constant k > 0 .
(Hi) For some constants M , M ^ > 0 there exists £(t) continuous, positive on
rl2
Oji f2> and J £(t)dt< oo such that g(t, y, z ) ^ £ ( 0  on
{l
Then problem (2.0,7) has a positive solution.
Proof. We only discuss the case when y /(?2)=i> = 0, We consider the family of
problems
f y" + A <f>(t) g (t, y , y ' )  = 0
i  “ , (2.2.27)“
[ y (r  i ) = 1 /n , y '( t2) = lln
here g ( t , y , y ' ) t A are as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 .4 . Let y be a solutionn
of (2.2.27)* , then y (0 ^ 1 /n  and y ' ( 0 &l / n ,  for f € = [ r , f ] .  From (ii) we know
A 1 2
t h a t  ( 1  I p(y'(J)))  y ' ( f )  +  2  0 ( 0  H D  a  0 .  L e t  A z ) - J  f a )  i s
increasing since p(z) is decreasing and (f(y'(t)))' + A$(0 ^ ( r ) ^ 0 .  Therefore,
f a ' ® )  £  fl.na) +  f 2 m  m d t .
J t i
The fact that f(z)  is increasing and condition (b) imply that jy '( 0 | and8
|y ( 0 1 < . C J j - t . ) .  Let CD~ C  (t - t  ), then, C and C  are independent of X, n.
o i l  ? 8 2 1  8 9
By condition (Hi) and the same idea as in the proof of Theorem 2.2,4, we have
that there exists £ > 0  such that y'(05=Afc (t - 1) and 
4 '  ' '  4 2
| y * ( 0 1 = s2 « /) H O  P 0 . k f . t - t ) )  & m  H D  P(*4C»2- '))• (2.2.28)
Let * (0  = 1/ [y/(t)p(k (t ~t))]. Define DC L, j> G. as in Theorem 2.2,1
4 2  1/ n, 1/ n A, n
for <5 =  0. The proof is then a consequence of Leray-Schauder degree theory as 
in the proof of Theorem 2.2.1,
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R em ark f  By the same methods we can discuss the following problem
f y"  + 0 ( 0  y , y ' ) = 0
(2.2.29)
f
and obtain results for this problem similar to the above theorems.
y ' U ^ O ,  y(r2)=  0
In the following, we use the above methods to show the existence of 
positive solutions on (f^, t^) ( ^ > 0 )  to the problem
f y “ + 0 ( 0  g ( t , y, y ' ) = 0 , (2,2.30)
y ( t  l )=y(f2)=0.
Theorem  2 . 2 , 8  Suppose that
(/) g is continuous on ( t jf tf) X ( 0 ,  oo)  x  ( - o o ,  oo ) ;
(ii) 0 < g ( f ,  y, z )^y /( t )h (y )  on (i , f ) x  ( 0 ,  oo)  x ( - o o ,  o o ) ,  where
(a) h(y) is continuous and nonincreasing on ( 0 ,  o o ) }
(b) if/>0 is continuous on (r , f ) and
f 2
J  ( t - t j  \p(t)dt< c o ,
(O x  (0, co) x  (- co, oo)),




(d) I y{t) h[k(jt-t )(t -l)]dt < co for  any constant k, 0 < k < \ ,
l
J
(e) ? l_im7i ( / ) J  [/>(03 lds = co.
i
(Hi) For each constant > 0  there exists £(t) continuous and positive
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Then problem  (2.2,30) has a positive solution.
Proof. Using the same methods as in the proof of Theorem 2.1,1.
T heo rem 2 . 2 . 9  Suppose that
( 0  g(t, y, z) is continuous on [ r  , f  ]  X ( 0 ,  o o )  x  ( 0 ,  oo),- 
(») ^ )< .g { t ,  y, z)<> y/(t) h(y)p(z) on [t^, y x ( 0 ,  c o ) x ( 0 ,  o o ) ,  where
(a) h > 0 ,  p > 0  are continuous and nonincreasing on (0 ,co), p(z) = oo1
(b) <(0 > 0 , |K O > 0 are continuous on £>Q at t ~ t  , t ,
f V e r f2 re(c) y{f) h(k(jt-t ))dt < oo; h(k(t ~t))dt< oo; p(t)dt<cx>,
t J t - e  J 11 2
fo r  all constants e, k, with 0 <e, £ <1 ,
(d) 1 / h(k(t - 0 )  and 1 /h(k(t~t )) are continuous on [r , t ],** 1 1 2
Then the problem
f y “ + 0 ( 0  g (  t , y ,  | y '  | ) = 0
] (2.2.31)
[ y ( f  x )= y a 2) =0
has a positive solution in C2^ ,  f .p n c 't /  , f  ].
Proof . We consider the family of problems
Here g (t , y , y ')  is as in the proof of Theorem 2.2,4. Let y be a solution of
(2.2.32)“ , then ySsO for r e t f ^ y .  Let f2), y(f3)=  m a x  y(f). By the
proof of Theorem 2.2.4, we know that there exist k , k satisfying 0 < k  , &,<15 6 5 6
such that y { t ) ^ k s( t - t ^ ,  for f € [ r  , f ]. A similar argument on
0 3>*2] yields y(r)fe*7(f2- 0 ,  | y ' ( 0 |  &*g(f-*3) for y .  Here,
0 < ^ ?, 1- Then,
| y # (01 ^ ( l - A )  d  +  A 0(r) |K0 /z(y)p( |y'  |)
C 1 +  0 ( 0  H O  h(k ( t - t  ))p(k (t - t ) ) ,  t e ( t  , t )
5 1 6  3 1 3 _ ( 2 . 2 . 3 3 )
[ 1+ 0(0 M0Kk7(.t2-t))p(kjit-t3)), r e ( f3,f2)
t
r i ih ( . k  ( t - t  ) ) P (k a  - t ) ) ,  t e a . . t , )
Let -t(r) =  -I . B y  condition (d).
1  /  h(k7(t2~t))  p ( * g ( r -  r 3 » ,  r e  ( f 3 ,  r 2 )
*E C °[r ,r ]. Therefore, 1 2
| x ( 0 y ' ( 0 | s C ]0. (2.2.34)
Condition (c) and (2.2.33) imply
|y '« ) |  s C n  , |y ( t ) | s C 12. (2.2.35)
Here C JQ, and C are positive constants which are independent of X, n and 
S. The remainder of the proofs follows from a slight modification of the proof 
of Theorem 2.1.1.
Remark g It follows easily that the results of Theorems 2.2.6 and 2.2.9 still 
hold for =  0 if the function w(O = 0(O iKO satisfies the conditions imposed 
on ip(t), n (0=0(0 £(0 satisfies the conditions imposed on £(f). The result
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of Theorem 2,2.4 holds for ^ " 0 ,  if m(t) satisfies the conditions imposed on
y/(t) and f 2 0(f) £(t)dt< oo. 
0
Rem ark h Directly consider the problem:
y* + X 0 ( f )  gQ(f, y + l/n ,
y ( ^ 1 ) = y ( ^ 2) = o
(2.2.36)
Here g (f, y , y ' )  is as in Theorem 2.2.9. Using the same idea as in the proof
of Theorem 2.2,9, we can obtain a existence result for problem (2.2,31) if 
1K0 an^ p(z) satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 2.2.7 where also
(<?)' ' gQ> y, z) / w(f) is continuous on [r , f ] X [0, oo)x(0, co).i 1 2
2.3 APPLICA TION S TO EXISTEN CE OF R ADI AL SOLUTIONS
In this section, we use the results obtained in section 2.1 to obtain the
existence of positive radial solutions of problem (2.0.4) in annular domains.
We only state the results, the proofs are immediate consequences of the
theorems of section 2.1. We use g to replace /  in problem (2.0.4).
Theorem  2 . 3 . 1  Let g satisfy
{a) g is continuous and strictly decreasing on (0, oc),
(&) g 0 0 > 0  on (0, co) and g(0 ) ^ o o }
Then problem (2.0.4) has a unique positive radial solution
n
Z
1 i m p(z) =  co but with (c) replaced by
y(r)eC *(l? , R )H C 1[/? , R ], where 0 <R <R < co. A  2 1 L 2 2 i
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J 3 (<3- i r a f “  <,(*) KN-2)r] aN 2)/<N 2,A < ® .
f + <f(r)y **=0 ^>1? N&3
\  (2.3.1)
I y =  0 o n  r = R n
v 3
t o  a  unique positive radial solution y W S C f y .  = ) n C I[J?3, « )  ( t o  t t t o  to
0 as r —>oo, where
( =  [(N-2) r"-2 ]-1 ; r = |* |  ; <3 =  [(N-2) J ^ '2]"1; { 1« - « ( ( N - 2 ) 0 " 1/<N-2>).
Theorem  2 . 3 . 3  Let i?g, r, £(r), ^  as in Theorem 2 .3.2; £ (/) satisfy




(a) g /$ continuous and strictly decreasing on (0, oo), 
(20 SOO>0 on (0, oo); g(0)=£co,
r r - j
(c) f H m  g(f) J [g($)] ds=oo.
27iew, r/i<? problem
A y  +  £ (r )g (y )-  0 r > ^ 3> NS:3
y = 0  o n  r ~ R
(2.3.3)
/ww a unique positive radial solution in C2C o o ) n C 1[i?3> co) f/wjf rerufr f<? 0
as r -» oo.
Theorem  2 . 3 . 4  Lef i?3, f, <^(0. ?3 ^  hi Theorem 2 .3 .2 ; ^(r)6C °(i? , oo) 
and 4(f) > 0 on (0, oo). Let / ( f ) -  4 (t) [(N~2)r]” (2N” 2)/(N" 2) awd f(t) satisfy
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the conditions imposed on <p(t) in Theorem 2,2.7; g(y) satisfy 
o f  Theorem 2.2.7. Then, problem (2.3.3) has a unique positive 





BOUNDARY VA LU E PROBLEMS FOR A CLASS OF 
Q U A SILIN EA R  ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUA TION S
INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, we establish the existence of solutions to the Periodic 
Boundary Value Problem (BVP)
under various conditions on the function y ; [0, 1] — > 1R and the function
( I t t ' l *  V ) '  + f i t ,  u , u ' ) =  y(0, «(0)“ K(1), k '(0 )= k '(1 )  (3.0.1)
/  : [ 0 ,  1 ]  x  (R — > ( R ..2
We also consider the problem of the following form
(3.0.2)
2
where Ak—- ( n ( | u ' j  )w' )% a: iR->(R is a continuous mapping such that
2
2r*
/i(r )=  a(r)dr  is a strictly convex function on K. That is, the equation
J o
(3.0.2) coincides with the equation g f iu)—0, where
i f 1 12 r*
T  h ( \ u ' \  ) d r -  f iT ,u ir))drd t.
o o o
(3,0.3)
By a C —solution of problem (3.0.1) we mean that uE,C  ([0, 1]), w(0)=k(1),
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« '(0 )= k '(1 )  and u satisfies:
| u ' ( 0 1 ■P~2 u ' (0 -  | u ' (0) | ■P" 2 u ' (0)
=- J k(j)> k '( j) )  -  y(s)j ds .
By a C^-solution of problem (3.0.2) we mean k £ C 1([0, 1]) satisfying
w '( 0 )= w '( l ) - 0  and
- ( a ( |« ' | 2) w ' ) ' ~ M  « )=  0» «.«• in [0, 1]. (3.0.4)
In a recent paper [62], the problem
( l u ' I ^ V ) '  + R t ,u ) =  0, m(0)=«(1)—0, (3.0,5)
was considered. Under homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, G ^ ~ A  1 is
compact from C^[0, 1] to C^[0, 1] and Eq (3.0.5) is equivalent to
u - G  (R t,u ))=  0, (3.0.6)
Mr
so, Leray-Schauder degree theory can be used. But under the periodic boundary
condition or the Neumann boundary condition, A is not invertible, and the
approach of [62] is not applicable. Problems of this kind were also studied in
[6, 10, 38, 58, 75]. In these papers, all the authors considered the problems
in the Sobolev spaces W ^  or and proved the existence of solutions in
these spaces by generalized degree theory (see [10, 38, 58]).
It is clear that these methods do not work with our boundary conditions,
we need solutions belonging to C l([0, 1]). We note that the special case of
problem (3.0,4) with Dirichlet boundary conditions can be easily dealt with in
27^(0, 1)> hut we do not know how to deal with the problem with our boundary
0 +conditions. Let Au=-(b(u) u ' ) ' , for b E C  (R, R ), and consider the problem
A u ~ f { t , u )  — 0 in  (0, 1) |  (3.0.7)
w(0) = u ( i ) = o  r
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for / €  C°([0, 1] X (R), In this case, the equation (3.0.7) does not have a
variational structure. But it can be easily shown that B: tf* (0 ,l) ->(27^(0,1))*,
B u -A u - f i t ,  u) is of type (5) , where (#!(0 , 1))* is the dual space of ff*(0,l).+ 0 0
So, using the degree theory of the mapping of type (S)+, we can obtain some
existence results for (3.0.7) by using the same ideas as in section 3.3 below.
But it is not clear how the existence of solutions of the equation in (3.0.7)
with periodic boundary condition or Neumann boundary condition can be treated.
In sections 3 .1-2 , we study the existence of solutions of problem (3.0.1) 
and the problem:
- ( l u ' I ^ V ) '  + f t t ,  u, u ' )=y( t ) ,  w(0)=«(l), « '( 0 ) = u '( l ) .  (3.0.8)
Our methods are closely related to [58], but we consider the problems in 
^ ( 0 , 1 ) ,  where C ^ (0 ,  1)== { u e C ^ O ,  1) | «(0)=«(1), « '( 0 )= t t '( l ) } .  In this
case, we do not know whether A : C2 (0, 1) — > C°[0, 1] belongs to a class of
per
mappings with a degree theory such as ^-p roper maps because we cannot prove 
that A maps C^^CO, 1) onto a linear subspace of C°[0, 1]. In order to 
overcome this difficulty, we replace A by A£ : 1) — > C° [0, 1] where
A u —~su" -  ( I« ' 2 u ' ) '  and s > 0 .  Our results are related to those of theC *
recent papers of [60-61], In section 3.3, we directly use Leray-Schauder 
degree theory to give an existence result for problem (3.0.2).
3 .1  AN ABSTRACT EX ISTEN C E THEOREM
In this section we give an abstract existence result similar to that of 
[60-61] where it was assumed that p  =2. To do this, we first show that Ae
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possesses properties similar to those of a Fredholm map of index 0.
n —2For convenience, we let $ (s) — | j where p >  2 is fixed and let
g ( j )=  ss +  4> (s).
e  p
Lemma 3 , 1 , 1  For any h E C° [0, 1] with j h(s)ds =0, there exists a unique
o
K S c ff0, 1) such that u satisfies
~eu* -  ( \ u ' \ p ~2 u ' ) ' ^ h t tt(0)=w (l)=0, k '(0 )« m '(1 ). (3.1.1)
P roof. For a given /i£C °[0 , 1] with J* ^ ( f ) ^ ^  0, we look for a function
k€=C*([0# 1]), such that g (u ')  is absolutely continuous and 0 $
-e u "  -  ( | w'  « ' ) '  =  K  a.e. on [0, 1]. (3.1.2)
First we find a solution w G !F ^ (0 , 1) of (3.1.2), It is well-known that
searching for u e H ^ ^ (0 , l )  satisfying (3,1.2) is equivalent to finding critical
points of the functional w. (w)= -4- f |h»/ | 2 +  —  f Iw'J-^-f h w ,  We find
h 2 j 0  p  } o J o
that is a continuous functional such that y/ ^ — as I M I j ^ — >co* Hence (see
[22]) it possesses a critical point 1) at which it reaches its
minimum. So, u satisfies k(0)=k(1)=0 and
f («') o ' = f h u, (3.1.3)
Jo L p -I **o
for all d€ R ^ ’^ CO, 1), Then, it follows that eu*+<j>^{u/) belongs to L^(0 ,1 )  and
satisfies (3.1,3) for all u e  c ” (0, 1), Here q ~  p  I ( p -1), so q < p  for p > 2.
Therefore, eu ' + 4>^(u')G 1). From this and theorem VIII of [7] we can
see that S£iu ') Is absolutely continuous function which satisfies (3.1.2).
Since g is invertible and g l £iCl(jR), using Remark 6 of [7] we find that u E C 1, 
8 8
(3 .1 .2) means that u" =~hi [e+  (p- l )  |« ' \p  2] a , e . in [0,1] and k '( 0 )= k ' ( 1). The
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latter equality follows from the fact that the function g  (s) is strictly
&
increasing, (3.1.2) and j^h (s )d s= 0 .  Now we can redefine on a set of 
measure 0 so that u" =~h / [e + (p - l)  | « ' \P 2], for all f€=[0, 1], then kGC^(0, 1)
and u ' ( 0 )=w'(1).
Now we prove u is unique. Suppose that there is k 0, 1) such that
-aw* 2 wj) '  =/i and k (0)=w (1 )« 0 , « |(0 )—«'(1), then
<?(«"-« J) + [ ( |W^ | ^ 2 W') /- ( | « ; | P"2 « ;) /]= 0 .
Multiplying by (« -w ) and integrating from 0 to 1, we obtain
e [ ( M ' - u ' f d t  +  f  W C u ' h t  ( u ' ) ) ( u ' - u ' ) d t= 0. 
o J o p p
By the monotonicity of 4> we get u ' —w' on [0, 1] and hence « =  on [0, 1],
Remark a If e= 0 , then gQ(.s)=<}>^ (s). It follows directly that 4>p does not 
belong to C^OR). So, we cannot prove that w eC ^O ,!) from (3.1.2).
Let C  (0, 1)— \  u e C 2 (0,1) I «(0) = w(l)=ol, then 
o .per ^ per J
(?  (0, 1) = IR © &  (0, 1).
per 0 ,per
From above we know w0 e ^Q per(0> *)• For A€C^(0, 1), we write = J^ /*,
and J*/i =0,  then C °= R © Z, here Z = j  /ieC °(0 , 1) I Let A , be0 1 1 1 0 J €.1
defined by A : C" (0, 1) ■— >Z, A (u)=A («), where k =  k(0) + k. Then Ae,i o,per ' ’ e , r  ev s,i
is invertible,
Lemma 3 . 1 . 2  A^ : C2 (0, 1) — » C°[0, 1] is a continuous map.
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Proof, Note that the function T  : (0, l)xER2 — »(R, TXjt, x ,  y )~ (e  + j^ |^ ~ 2) y is 
continuous, the proof of this lemma is then routine.
Lemma 3 , 1 . 3  A 1 * Z — > C* is compact.—..... ■ .......  £, 1 0,per r
P ro o f  For a bounded sequence h e Z , A 1 (h )~ k  , then u E C 2 (0, 1) anda i n n  n 0,per
» K + V Wn) r | l 0 ^  iJAn!lo^ M ' (3’L4)
As u (0) = k (1 )= 0 , we have that for any n, there exists a ( £ (0 , 1) such thatn n a
u ' ( t  ) =  0 and <f> (u'Ct ))=0. From this and A u =h , it clearly followsnv n' nv n"  6,1 o a J
J  
t
that ~eu'(t)~ 4> (u ' (0) — f h (s)ds, Therefore,n p  n J n
K +  iftj 0 s  M - o . i . s >
(3 .1 .4 )-(3 .1 .5 ) imply
Using the fact that i : C71([0* 1 ])— > C°[0,1] is compact, we obtain that there 
exists a convergent subsequence (still denoted by { su^ ^  (k^)}) such that
+ 4>^(h' ) — >v in C° [0, 1], As £+<f>■ : IR— >IR is strictly increasing and
t r  *\ ” 1
continuous, we have u* -> ( e + ^ J 1 (u) in C° [0, 1]. Let K(r)=J - f - J  ^(/)dsf
then, it follows from u ' -$ (£■¥<}> ) l(t>) in C° [0, 1] that k (1 )= 0 andn p
u f (0') = u , (l).  Therefore, per($> 1J) an^ u j t )  tends to [ v(s)ds
in C* ([0, 1]).0,per
/ 0 K)
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Lemma 3 .1 .4  A 1 * Z —^ C 2 is continuous.— ——-— 6,1 0,per
Proof, Let h &Z  and u e C 2 be such that h - ) / i  in C° and ,(« ) —A , Then
n n 0,per n 6,1  n n
from Lemma 3.1,3 we have u -» u in c \  . As u* ~ h  I (6 +  (p-1) I w' l^-2 ) we alson 0,per n n ^  1 n 1 '
have that u -> k in C2(0, 1) and u* =h I (s +  ( p - l ) |u* ^  on (0, 1).
In the following, we prove that for some N, A -X N  is ^ -p ro p er with
G
respect to some r*  t where r ' is as in Definition 1.2,4 of Chapter 1, and give 
a existence result for problem (3.1.1).
Let Z cZ  (Z is as in lemma 3.1.3) be sequences o f oriented finite
n
dimensional spaces, Y —!R © Z and Q : Y Y be a linear projection of Y onto
n n n n
Y for each n ^ l  such that for any y<EC°[Q, 1], Q y - » y .  Let E ~(R © (A 1 (Z )). n a J n 6,1 n
Then E are sequences of oriented finite dimensional open sets in C2 (0, 1)
n per
and from the properties of Y , we have that for any k g C2 (0, 1),
n per
dist («, E ) 0 as n ->oo.
n
Lemma 3 . 1 . 5  The Scheme E , Y , 0  \  is admissible. ----   ^ n n n J
Proof. For any n, A : A  1 (Z ) — »Z is a homeomorphism. By the fact that 
6,1 6 , 1  n n
dimension is a topological invariant (see Remark 1.1.2 of Chapter 1), we know
dim (A~l (Z ))=dim  (Z ).
6 ,1  n n
and so, dim (E ) =  dim (Y ). Here dim (A 1 (Z )) is as in Chapter 1.
n n 6 ,1  n
Lemma 3 . 1 . 6  Suppose A £ is as in Lemma 3.1.1, F* is as in Lemma 3.1.5. Let
GcC2 (0,1) be an open, bounded set. Then A : GcC2 (0, 1) —> C°(0, 1) is 
per  c  6  per
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A -proper with respect to F*.
Proof, Let -I u | u €=G I be any sequence, bounded in C2 (0, 1), such that
I  Qj “j  nj J  P®r
8 m Q A (u ) — >g for some g in C°. Since u ( j ) - u  (0)+w (f)> « €E , ,n, o. c n, n n, n, n, l,ni i i J J J J j
here E cC2 , A (u )= A  (u )cZ  , then Q A Xu ) - A X u  ). We see l,n. 0,p©r fi n. e, l  n. n n £ n fi n
J J 3 j  J 3 J
that m^ e u^D ) =^e i^ wn ) — *n ^  continuity of A 1 , we know that
j  ° j  '  “ j  ’
u —->A 1 g. As { u (0)} is bounded, we also have u ( 0 )— >C and so, u
n. o , 1 n n n
J J j J
converges to C+A 1 g, Let u -C + A  1 g, then w eC 2 (0, 1) and A u=g. Since G is aCjl per £
closed set, u £ G .
Now, using the A-proper property of A and using generalized degree£
theory as in Chapter 1, we give an existence theorem similar to Corollary 2 
of [60], but in [60] the map A is linear and Fredholm of index 0.
T heorem 3 .1 .7  (Existence Theorem) Let y S Z , A be as in Lemma 3.1.1, let GcC2 '.....    S per
be an open bounded set with O eG  and N: (?  ( 0 ,1 ) — > C°[0, 1] be a bounded
per
continuous nonlinear map such that
(a) A -A N  : G ^  C°[0, 1] is A-proper w. r, t, F ' , fo r  each A e (0 , 1],C
(b) A u =£ ANu+Ay fo r  uE dG  and A e(0 ,1 ],C
(c) QNu =£ 0 fo r  ue\R r\dG , where Q is a linear projection o f  C° onto R 
with C° = IR © Z,
(d) d tg A(Af QN, G, 0 )* {0 } .
Then there exist uG G  such that A u -N u~ y.e 7
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Proof. Let B.(X.,u)=A£U -{\-X)QNu-XNu-Xy for k E G  and A E [0,1], Since QN is
compact, A&-X N  : G -» C°[0 , 1] is /4-proper with respect to F '  for each A E[0, 1]
and the additional condition on N(dG), it follows that H(A,«) is an /4-proper
(with respect to i" ')  homotopy, Moreover, in virtue of our conditions, we may
assume that H(A,w)=ifcO for A e [0 ,l]  and « 6 t)G. Indeed, if this were not the case,
then there would exist A^E [0,1] and kqE3G such that H(AQ,«0) —0, Now if A0= l ,
then 0 - U ( l ,u Q)= A suQ- N u ^ y  with kqE3G, that is, is a solution and so we
finish the proof. Hence, we may exclude this case from further considerations.
If Art~ 0 , then 0= H (0 ,k  ) —A u -Q N u . Since A u E Z  and OATwAElR, it follows that 0 v , o a o ^ o  5 0 ^ o ’
and QNuq= 0 . This means u^ElRndG such that QNuq= 0. This contradicts (c). 
If A0G(0,1), then A^uQ-X 0NuQ-X ^ y ~ (l-X 0)QNu0 &0 by (b). Hence QNtt &0 and, since 
A uQ-X ^yE 7., we get from the last equality the contradictory relation
-A nQ N u= Q [A  u ~ X N u - X v ] = ( l - X ) Q N u .  0<A < 1 . o o e o o o c  o o o
The above discussion shows that H(A,»)=£() for AE[0,1] and uG dG . Consequently,
degA(/4fi-N , G, 0 )= degA(/4£ -  QN, G, 0 )* {0 } , by (d).
Hence, there exists k E G  such that A u-N u~ y.e
C oro llary  3 .1 .8  Let y E Z  and assume that
(a) A -X N  : G C°[0, 1] is A-proper with respect to F* fo r  each
v
AE(0, 1] with N(dG) bounded,
(b) A u  &XNu+Xy fo r  uE 3G  and A e (0 , 1),
(c) QNu&O fo r  wEtRHdG,
(<?) For wERPldG, either (e^): [QNw, or
(e2): [Q N u ,u ]^0 .
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Here [QNu, «] =  QNu X u. Then there exists u& G  such that A u -N u —y.s
Proof. By Theorem 3.1.7, We prove that (c) and (e) imply 
deg^ A - Q N ,  G, 0) * { 0}.
Indeed, suppose first that (e^) holds and consider the homotopy 
H : [0,1] x G - 4  C°, H(A,w)=y4 u~(l-X)Bu-XQ N u
3
for k €  G and A € [0 ,1 ] with B ~ P y P  is a projection of C1 (0,1) onto !R if  ( e )
per l
holds and B = ~P  if (^ ) holds. Since B and QN are compact, it follows that H is
an ^ -p ro p er homotopy and the fact that u ~ 0 y u E C 2 ^(0, 1) if and only if
u E3 0. Moreover, H(A,w)^0 for uG dG  and A€ [0 ,1 ]. Indeed, if this were not the
case, then there would exist AQE [0,1] and uQGdG  such that H(Ao,w0)= 0 . Now, if
AQ= 0 , then 0=H( 0 ,ko) — with wo ^O. From above, we know s* 0. This is
a contradiction. If A = 1 , then H(l,wJ=y4 u - Q N u  =0 . Since A u = Q N u n with0 0 e 0 0 s o  0
A w GZ and QNunE DR, it follows that u GKH3G and QNu = 0 , in contradiction to e o o o o
(c). Thus Aq E(0,1) and A ^ -C l-X ^ B u ^ + X ^ Q N u  . This again implies that . 4 ^ = 0 ,
that is, u EIR and o
±(l-A o)F«o+A0^ « o = 0 -
Since BuQ^ u Qy ± (U X 0)u0+XQQNuQ=Oy Then,
±(1-A W '+A  QNu Xu = 0. o o  o o o
Thus, in both cases, H(A,«)=£0 for all uE dG  and all A€ [0 ,1 ]. Consequently,
deg (A -Q N , G, 0)=deg (d ~P, G, 0).A c  A c
Since A ^-P  is one-to-one and 0 6  G, we have from the properties of the Brouwer
degree of one-to-one map and the definition of deg , that
degA0 £- P ,  G, 0)c { 1 ,-1 } , and, 
in particular, O gdeg (A -N ,  G, 0).
A £
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C oro llary  3 .1 .9  Let y eC °[0 , 1], Ag be as in Lemma 3 .1 .1 , let G c C ^  be an 
open bounded set with O&G and N  : C2 (0, 1) - » C°[0, 1] be a bounded
per
continuous nonlinear map such that
{a) : G C°[0, 1] is A-proper w. r. t. V * , fo r  each A e(0 , 1] with
N(dG) bounded,
(b) A£u & XNu+Xy fo r  uGdG and A€(0,1],
(c) QNu -f Qy =£ 0 fo r  w€E[R PlclG, where Q is a linear projection o f  C° onto R
with C°=lR © Z,
(d) Either (0  (QNu+ 8 )0  X 0 or
(ji) (QNu + Qy) X u S O
fo r  wGERHdG. Then there exists k € G  such that A u -N u= y.e
Proof. Replacing N  in Corollary 3.1.8 by N + y, this corollary follows from 
Corollary 3,1.8.
3 .2  EX ISTEN CE RESULTS FOR PERIODIC BOUNDARY V A LU E PROBLEMS
In this section we use Corollary 3.1,9 to establish the existence of
solutions to the problems:
SB' +  ( j M' \P~2 U ' ) ’ +  f ( t ,  H, H ' ) =  y(t),  B ( 0 ) - B ( 1 ) ,  b ' ( 0 ) - b ' ( 1 > ,  ( 3 2 -l>6
where p > 2 ,  f  : [0 ,1 ] x  IR —^ [R is continuous, y £ C°[0, 1], Then we shall let e
tend to 0 and obtain the existence of a solution to (3,0,1). We assume that:
2
(H p /  : [0, 1] x  (R — >IR is a continuous function and there are positive
constants A, B, C such that B + C < n  and
P
|./U, q, r) | z s A - t -B l^ l^  + C l r l^"1 (3.2.2)
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for r e [0 ,  1] and q, rElR, where tt^> 0  is the first eigenvalue o f the problem
( I w ' I ^ V ) '  +  A j u l ^ w ^ O ,  w ( 0 ) - w ( l ) —0 ,
2
( H ) '  /  : [0, 1] x  1R — »ER is a continuous function and satisfies
(i) there exists a continuous function /  : [0, 1] X 1R — > R and a
constant C such that |/(f, q, r ) | £)+■ C |r ] ^ ,
(it) there are constants a ,  /?, y ^0  and cr, t  <p  such that
qf( t ,  q t r)£= - o t \ q \a - f i \ r \ T- y  (3.2,3)
for tE [0 , l ] ,  $,r€lR .
Now we prove the following theorem.
Theorem  3 .2 .1  Suppose that in addition to (H p we assume that
(H p To a given y E C °[0 ,l] there exists M >  0 {depending on y) such that
J  u, u ')  -  y(r)j- dt&  0, fo r  wEC2 (0 , 1) with |u |  > M  fo r  / E [ 0 , 1],
(H3) There are M ^ M  and a, 2>E(R such that either (f) or (if) holds, where 
(f) a'Szb, wElR and f(t, u, 0)5:a;
u^-M = * f(t, u, 0)^&  fo r  r € [ 0, 1] and b tS y ^ ^ a  with
(if) a ^ b ,  u E R and u 2 : M ^  f(t, u, 0) <,a;
u<>-M=* f(t, u, 0) ^ b  fo r  fE [0 , 1] and a & y ^ b .
Then the periodic BVP (3,2.1) has a solution in C2(0, 1).
P ro o f Let Nu =f(t, u, u ‘), then the map N  : C^O, 1 )— > C°[0, 1] is compact 
since c f y ,  1) is compactly embedded in (^([O, 1]) and, by Theorem 3.1.6, 
A -A N  is ^ -p ro p er w .r.t. /*' for each AE(0, 1], Condition (a) in Corollary
v
3.1 .9  holds. Next we show that if (H p holds, then there exists r > 0  such that
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if  we let G = {xEC^CO, 1) : |(x||2^ r } ,  then (b) of Corollary 3.1.9 holds. For that 
it suffices to show that if kE C ^O , 1) is a solution of
- £ K ' - ( | u ' | p “ 2 * 0 '= A A ri^ « ')~ A y , w (0)=tt(l), k '(0 )= k '(1 ) , (3.2.4)
for some A e (0 , 1], then j|u||2^A/ 2 for some M^ > 0 independent of u and A.
So, let u EC *(0,1) be a solution of (3,2.4) and integrate from 0 to 1 to
obtain
J  < 0 ,  «'('))- y(< )}*= 0 . (3.2.5)
It follows from (3,2.5) and (H p that there exists [0, 1] such that
| k ( 0 |  We write u (r)= w (0  + u'(s)d$, and so
\
(■ J  „ 1 u p
| w(r)| <;M +J|w '||^, where IMI^= [ J  M d tj . (3.2.6)
For h £  C2 (0, 1), we write u(t) — «(0) -f h with /iE  C2 , then u* = h ' and
per O.per
11^  * Therefore, |ju(r)]j^=£M+ ||/j ' || . From the equality (3.2,4), we obtain
e f h /2dt + f \ h ' ( t ) \ p  dt =  A f ( jfr , u, « ') -  y ( t) \K t)d t ,  (3.2.7)
J0 0 J0 t  )
then,
r l
I \ h ' \ p d t *  |(|Af.«,«')| + |y|)L P>L
0 H P
*<A + B  H ^ 1 +  C ||/ . ' |f ' 1 +  | y |o) \M p . (3.2.8)
In view of the fact that /»(0)=/f(l) = 0 and ||/j|| 1 ||/i^|| (see [62]), one easily
P P P
derives from (3,2.6) and (H p that there exist ^ > 0  independent of A, s such
that and so, | w | ^ A f f o r  fE [0 ,l]  and ||«||
It follows from (3.2.4) that
e A ' ( 0 +  ^ ' ( O l ^ A ' W - A j  -[/C*. « . * ' ) - ( 3 . 2 . 9 )
where f^E(0, 1) is such that / j '( rp = 0 . Then, we get from (3.2,9) that
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I £/*'(*)+ | / i '( 0 [ ^  2 h '(t) I <ZA2> (3.2,10)
where A2~ A 2(Mt A, B, C, ||y||0). Using the facts that 4> is strictly
increasing and A2 is independent of e and (3,2,10), we easily obtain that
there exist A3> snch that for fG(0, 1), A  is also independent o f A
and e. Hence, ||«J1 s  A^+M , From (3.2.4) we also obtain
- ( £ + |« ' | ^  2)« *  «  A f i t ,  u, u ' y X y ,
therefore,
|k # | =s e ~ \ \A t ,  u, w ') | +  |y |) s s  (3.2.11)
where ^ 4 > 0  is independent of e, A. Now let r > max { A^ + M, e 1A^} and
G =  { k 6  C2 (0, 1) : ||«|| then for A g(0 , 1] and mGSG,
p© r 2>
-eu*  -  ( i K ' I ^ K ' r ^ A / U ,  «, « ')-A y, (3.2.12)
that is, condition (b) of Corollary 3.1.9 holds. Note that Corollary 3.1.9
(c) bolds, for £ A f r - ( 2 y = J  j/Cf» x, 0) -  y(r)j- dt ^ 0 ,  jcelR ndG . This follows
from the fact that if *ERPlc)G, then \x \ = r > M  and by using (H^), Corollary 3.1.9
(d) follows directly from (H^) (see [60]). Hence, the conclusion of Theorem
3,2,1 follows from Corollary 3.1,9.
C o ro lla ry  3 .2 .2  Suppose that (H p-(H 3) o f Theorem 3.2,1 hold, y e  C°[0, 1]. 
Then BVP (3,0.1) has at least one solution in (^([O, 1]).
P roof. From the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, we know that for any £ > 0 , there
exist at least one u GC2 (0, 1) which satisfies
£  per
« « '  +  ( | « ; r V ) '  + fi t ,  ue, « ')  = y((), (3.2.13)
and Jjw || 2S.4 +M  and A + M  is independent of e. Let u ~ u  (0)+  u , then
o 1 3 3 £  £  £
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«e satisfies A e l (M^=AU “e> # ') -  y(0 and ug> « ') -  y|l0^ 3» here ^ 3 > °
is independent of e. Lemma 3.1,3 implies that there exists u e ^ o p e r ^ ’ ^  
such that u - » u in C,I(fO, 1]) as s  -» 0 , The boundedness of |jw L  implies thatc £ 0
u (0 )— >C as e -> 0, here C eR . Hence u — >u in ( (^[O, 1]), u -C + u ,
£ £
Integrating (3.2,13) from 0 to t and letting e -> 0, we obtain that
« € C ^ r([0, 1]) is a solution of (3.0.1).
R em ark b I f  the function /  in problem (3.0.1) is independent of then
N (u)= f(t, u) is also compact as a map from C2 (0, 1) to C° [0, 1] and so
per
Corollary 3 .2 .2  yields existence results for the periodic BVP
( | u ' \ p ~'1 u ' y  + f i t ,  u ) = y ,  ii(0)= u ( l) , u '( 0 )—u '( l ) .  (3.2.14)
Combining the facts in [61] and Theorem 3 ,2 .1 , we have the following
theorem.
Theorem  3 .2 .3  Let =0  and suppose f  : [0, 1] x  R2 — »R is continuous and 
satisfies the conditions
(H ) There is M >  0 such that f(t, u, u ' ) u < 0  fo r  w eC 2 (0 ,1 ) with4 per '
| u(t)\ fo r  r e [ 0 , 1].
(H ) There exists a continuous function f  : [0, 1] x  R — »R and a5 1
constant C € R *  with C < n  such that |./(f, q, r ) | ^  f ^ t ,  q) +  C | r \ ^  1 fo r  f € [ 0 ,l ]  
and q, r€=R.
Then the periodic  BVP (3.0.1) has a solution in C^fO, 1]).
Now we give an existence theorem for a different version of the BVP 
(3 .2 .1)£ , namely,
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-eu*  + f t , u t u ' ) = y ( Lt), w(0)«k(1), k '(0 )-w '(1 ) . (3.2.1V
v
Theorem  3 .2 .4  Suppose that in addition to (H .) ' we assume that (H J  and (H J
in Theorem 3,2.1 hold. Then the periodic BVP (3 .2 .1 ) ' has a solution in&
c \ o ,  1).
Proof. Let N u= -f{t, ut u ') ,  then condition (a) of Corollary 3 .1 .9  holds. 
To prove this theorem, it suffices to show that 0, 1) is a solution of
- e i V - ( l u ' I ^ V ) ' —  Xf(t, u, w')+Ay, k(0)=«(1), w '(0) =  n '( l ) ,  (3.2.15)
for some A E (0, 1], then ||k||2^ M 3 for some M^>0  independent of u and A.
Following the same ideas as in the proof of Theorem 3 .2 .1 , we obtain that
\\u\\p <;M+\\u'\\p
and
e f u ,2dt + f | « ' dt + A f f( t , u, u ')  u dt= X  f  y udt .  
o J o J o o
In view of (3.2.3), one easily derives that
f  AL u, u ' ) u d t  2= - a  f | w | Cr-  f  |u ' \ X-  ys: - a  j |« |£  -  £ | |k ' | |* -  Y>
o o o P P
Then> «  H«Ilp + .11“ 'II* + !MI0H  + Y- So> «xists which may
depend on M, a , ft, y, o t r , and ||y||o, but is independent of A and s  such that
\\u '\\p^M ^. Therefore, ]j«jj^^ M + 2 M ^ .  Since IP1 ^ (0 ,1 ) is embedded in C°(0,1),
where M  is independent of e and A. Let
M6= sup { \f{t, q)\  : 0 :S f:S lf | ^ [ =SJWf5},
then M^  is also independent of A, e. From this, (H^)' and (3.2.15), it easily 
follows that
|e«'+  <|u' \p~2 u') \ s  J  \ f l f ,u,u' ) \dt  + W 0sM6+ C(M+Uif+WyW^.  (3.2.16)
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Let + C ( M+ 2 M4f  +  \\y\\Q> we know that M' is independent of A and s.
Therefore, From (3.2.15) we also get that there exist Af^>0
independent of A, 8 such that In* I :£e 1 M . Now let r> m ax < A f , M l / ^  ^ , 8  I
8 1 5  7 81
and G =  { « €E0 ^ ( 0 ,  1) : j|«|]2^ r } ,  then for A e (0 ,l]  and uEdG,
-&u'~ (|iV  l^"2 u'Y  *~A/(r, «, w') +  Ay. (3.2.17)
Condition (b) of Corollary 3.1.9 holds.
C oro llary  3 .2 .5  Suppose that the conditions o f  Theorem 3 .2 .4  hold, y £ C ° [0,1], 
Then BVP
~ ( \ u ' \ p ~2 U' ) '  + / ( f ,  u, u ' )  = y(0 , K(0)= n ( l) , « '( 0) = « '( 1),
has at least one solution in ^ ([O , 1]).
Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 3,2.2.
If  the function /  in (3 .0 .1 )' is independent of u f , then we have the 
following corollary.
C oro llary  3 .2 .6  Suppose that f  : [0, 1] x  R — »1R is a continuous function and 
there exist constants a , /? 5:0 and o <p such that
q f l ) ,  «)*: - a \ q \ ° - p ,  (3.2.18)
fo r  fE [0 ,l]  and ^ e R . We also assume that:
(H^)' To a given y e C ° [0 ,l]  there exist M >  0 (depending on y) such that 
Iq {/(b «)- y(0} 0, fo r  wEC 2^ 0, 1) with |k |  SsM fo r  fE [0 ,l] .
(H^)' There are M ^ M  and 4 ,&ER such that either (/) or (//) holds, where 
(/) a ^ h, hER and u 2:M^ =*• /(f , u) 2: a;
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u ^ - M  =>f(t ,u)£b f o r  r€ [0 , 1] and b ^ y ^ a  with y ^ l ^ y d t .
(j7) a ^ b ,  ttGlR and u'S:Ml ^ f t ,  u )£a;
u ^ - A f  =» f { t ,u ) ^ b  fo r  fG [0 , 1] and a < > y^b .
Then the periodic BVP
- ( | w '  \P~2 u ’) ‘ + f t ,  u)= y, k ( 0 ) = k ( 1 ) ,  w ' ( 0 ) = « ' ( l ) ,
has a solution in C*([0,1]).
P ro o f This corollary follows from Theorem 3.2.4 and Corollary 3.2.5.
3,3 EX ISTEN CE RESULTS FOR NEUM A NN BOUNDARY V A LU E PROBLEMS
In this section, we directly use Leray-Schauder degree theory [51] to 
discuss the problem
A u - f ( t  ,u )= 0  in (0,1) 
u ' ( 0) = « '(  1 ) =0
where A u = - (a( j u ’ | ) « ') '>  & ■ K —> ER is a continuous mapping that satisfies 
the following conditions:
2
(a ^  the mapping h(t ) is strictly convex, where
* r '2/»(*)“  a(T)dz;
J o
( a )  there exist p  > 1, c , c > 0  and c , c £: 0 such that 
2 0 3 1 2
c011 \P~2 +  Cl ^  a ^  25 C2*  C31 * (3.3.2)
for all fGlR.
Using the same ideas as above, we can obtain some existence results for 
problem (3.3.1). But in this section, we use a simpler method.
(3.3.1)
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The condition (<3^ ) holds if a(t) is a polynomial with . Other
examples are a(t2) = l+ (l-f- t2) 2 and for any p > l ,  tf(t2) —(r2) ^  2^ 2. We first 
establish the following lemma.
Lemma 3 .3 .1  Let A u— (<j(|#' | 2) 5 ( « ) - f l ( |« |2) and  c i([0 ,l])= jm E C ^ IO .I]).*
t t , ( 0 ) - K / ( l ) a= o | - 4 For any S >§ ,  let J^(u)=Au + S S(u) u. Suppose the function a
satisfies conditions (a^) and (a^). Then, J ^  is invertible aixd
J ^  : L^(0, 1) -» C*([Q, 1]) is compact.
Here q ~ p / ( p - 1), p  is as in (3.3.2),
Proof. For a given x€zL^(0, 1) with q = p l(p -1), we look for a function
w E C ^O , 1]) satisfying
Au+ S  S (w )u= ;c a.e. on [0,1] 
u ' (0 ) = u '(  1 ) = 0
with a ( \ u ' \ ) u '  an absolutely continuous function on [0,1]. Clearly, if » is
such a solution, then it satisfies
1 2 r1 2 r1<2( | w ' | ) w ' u ' + < y  a( j w| ) «  u=  x v ,  (3,3.4)
o J o J o
for all u e  ^ ^ ( O ,  1). Conversely, if 1) satisfies (3.3.4) for all
u etf^ C O , 1), then by condition ( a ) ,  a( | it' | 2) «' <ELq(Q, 1), <j(| u | 2) u € L q(0, 1) 
and satisfies (3,3.4) for all t )€ C " (0 ,  1). Hence, o ( |u ' j2) u ' e  1 ^ ,P(0, 1); 
&(\u*\ ) u* is an absolutely continuous function on [0 ,1 ]. The embedding of
H^>P(0,1) to C°[0, 1] implies that a ( \ u '  |) « ' e C ° (0 ,l)  and « ( | m'( 0 ) | ' ( 0 > = 0
. - 2 2 
—a ( { n '( l ) |  )w '( l ) .  Since the function 0 (l)= a(f )t is strictly increasing, we
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(3.3.3)
conclude that KEC^tO, 1]) and k '( 0) —k '(1 )—0, This means m S C ^ O , 1]).
Now, we prove that there exists 1) such that (3 ,3 .4) h o ld s .
Consider
/(« )=  4 -  f A(|w ' l2) +  f 1 AC|«|2) -  f* . (3.3.5)
1 J0 1 J0 o
By the properties of h(t), we know that
I(u) S: C||m|[^ , (with some C>  0). (3.3.6)
We also find /  is a continuous convex functional on ^ ’^ (0 , 1). Hence, it 
possesses a critical point k E JF 1^ 7(0 , 1) at which it reaches its minimum. We 
also know that at k, (3.3.4) holds for all 1).
For * e L ? (0 ,l) , there is only one 1) satisfying (3.3.4).
Indeed, suppose not, there are u ^  «2E c J [([0, 1]), u& u  such that
J  a(|»J|2)«Ju#+<5 J  xv  (3.3.7)
[ a ( | « ' | 2W + < 5  r ^ d u l V o - f x o  (3.3.8)
J o 2 J o 2 2 J o
for aU 1). Then,
.1 
o
0 = (J r<5(ui) - 7 <y(w2), «j"»2)=  J  (a (|K j|2)u J- a(\u'2\2) ( u ' - u ^ )
+S  J (a(| wi |2) a( \ u2 \2) «2) ( M - u2)
^ c l « ; i 2) l « ; l - * ( K l 2> K i x i « ; l - K l >
-f<5 J^(|«i |2)|ni |-^ (|M2|2)|n2|)(|wl|~|«2|)>0.
This is a contradiction. Therefore, J ^  is invertible.
To end the proof of this lemma, we have to prove that is compact. We
first show that : L^(0,1) C*([0, 1]) is continuous. Let (x } be a
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sequence in 1,^(0,1) such that x ^ -^ x  as n->co. Suppose that ( x j  does not
converge to J ^ ( x )  as n->oo. Hence, there exists an s > 0  and a subsequence of
{* } which we will call again {x ) such that n n
(3.3.9)
for all n€iN. Based on the definition of the mappings <f> , and the fact that 
for a solution u of problem (3.3.3), is an absolutely continuous
function on [0 , 1], setting
u **J~\x  ) (3.3.10)n O n




for each fixed nelN, Kq €C *([0,1]). Equation (3.3.12) and the boundedness of 
(x } in L q(0,1) tell us that IIu II is bounded. There exists a subsequence of
n 11 n"l , p
{« } (still call it {w }) such that there exists w 6 C°[0 , l ] ,
n n
u —> w in C°[0,1]. (3,3,13)
n
Here we use the compactness of the embedding o f ^ ’^ (0,1) in C°[0,1]. From 
(3.3.12) we also know that the sequence {$(# ')} meets the requirements ofa
A scoli-A rzela 's  theorem in C°[0,1]. Therefore, there exists a subsequence of 
{4>(u^)} (still call it {<£(u^)}) which is convergent in C°. This and the fact 
that the function 4> has a continuous inverse imply that {k } contains a 
convergent subsequence in C ^tO ,!]) and u in C ^fO ,!]), From the equality
f l<i>(uf) v ' +S S(u ) u  u]=f x o, (3.3.14)n n n  J „ n
d r l
I4 ' u <5 ]=  ;
o a n n J o
for all u e l ^ ’^ O ,! )  and n(=iN, and recalling that $  is continuous, we can let
go to infinity in (3.3.14) to obtain
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J  DKh'') S(w) y ]= J  x o, (3,3.15)
,1 r i
[0 (w/ u / + ^  )u]  ;
0 J0
for all u £  W1’^ . This and the argument above imply that w ~ u , which is a
contradiction in light of (3 ,3.9). Following the same ideas as above, we can
show that is compact.
Theorem  3 .3 .2  Let f  : (0, 1) x  1R —> 1R be a Caraiheodory function, i.e. f i ' ,u )
is measurable fo r  every kER and f i t , ' )  is continuous fo r  almost every rE  (0 , 1).
Mereover, assume that fo r  every R > 0 ,  there is a k e z /(0 ,1 )  such that
R
|/(?,«) | :s*R(r)
fo r  all |wj ^ R  and almost every t E (0,1). Let aiEL^O ,!) be such that
(A ) fo r  any s>  0, there exist ft EL^(Q ,l), y 62^(0,1) such that 1 & s
/(r,«)w  ^  ( a ( 0 + « ) |« |p +Ae( 0 | K| ^_1+yfi(0;
(2? ) fo r  any « G ^ ' ^ ( 0, 1), one has f  ( | w ' | ^ -  \u \^)d t> Q .
J0 c 0
Then problem  (3.3,1) has a solution in c \ ,  where cQ is as in (3,3.2).
Rem ark c It is easy to show that assumption (/i^) is true if  for some
a e L V u ) ,
l im  s u p  ( f t t,u ) / \u \P  
| W j ->00
for almost every f £ ( 0 ,l) .
Rem ark d  The condition (2f ) is equivalent to
(B ) there exists fi> 0  such that for any K e l^ ^ O , ! )  one hasr
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Suppose (J?2) is false, we can find a sequence {w^} in T F^fO ,!) such that
j | j | i  ^  =  1 and J  | |p  ~ | « J P J -» 0 . Taking a subsequence, we can assume
w -^> u  weakly in ^ '^ ( 0 ,1 ) ,  Then {u } converges to u  in l/*(0,1) and the weak
semicontinuity of the lP  -  norm of w' implies j |w ' |P -  ™  |wjP hsO . By (2? )>
n •'o'* c o J 1
« = 0  and the above implies that {t^} converges to 0 in 0,1). Since 
J  ! Kn ^  ~ ' T   ^Ma ^  ^  ^°^ows ^ at Hm^II j p  -» 0, which is impossible.
Lemma 3 . 3 . 3  Suppose ( B h o l d s .  Then fo r  any S>  0 and aG L ^O , 1), the equation
- ( a ( | « ' | 2)K')'+<$ S (u )u -a (t) \u \P'2u= 0  (3.3.17)
has only the trivial solution in ci([0,l]).
Proof. Suppose wGC*([0,l]) is a solution of (3.3.17), then
f [a(|M#|2) | “ #|2+<y 5(K)«2-a (r ) |« |p]rf/*0. (3.3,18)
o
So,
O&c^J [ | w' |P + d |  u \p  -  ]w |p ]<2r > 0.
0
This is a contradiction
P roof o f  Theorem 3 .3 .2
From Lemma 3.3.1 we know that for any <5>0, problem (3.3.1) is equivalent
to
T- lu -  J s o 6 S(u)u +  jXt,u) =0 (3.3.19)
and J ^  : L^(0,1) -> C^([0,1]) is compact. Now we establish the priori bounds
necessary for application of coincidence degree.
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We consider the family of equations
u -  J ' 1 £ AS S(u)u +  -  (l-A )a(O  | u \P~2u j = 0  (3.3.20)
for A €[0 ,1 ]. Let u 6 C * ([0 ,l] )  be a solution of (3.3.20), then u satisfies 
Au + S S(u) u -  A S S(ju) u +  /(*,«)j -  (l-A )a(f) | u \P 2 u
= 0  a.e. on [0,1], (3.3.21)
J  |^ <3( | « '  | 2) | u '  | 2-f <5 S(u) u2-  A ^d  S(u) u2 + u j -  (l-A )o :(f) |« |P 
Fix e< c Qe. Condition (zip and the above Remark d  imply that
° ^ J  | 2> | « ' | 2 - a  (a( t )+e) \u\p  + £ £( r ) |u |p _ 1-t- yg( o J -  ( l -A )a ( f ) |u |p J
f e c o J  [  " f " \ U\P ~ e l ~  A £ £ ( r ) | u | p “ l - y fi( f ) J dt
fe( y  -  J  [ ^ ( 0 |m |/>" 1+ y fi(0 dt.
From this we obtain that there exists M^> 0 independent of A and u such that
||u|| .I! Ilj^p 9
The embedding of JF*’P (0,1) to C°[0,1] imply that there exists M.o >0
independent of A and u such that
ISull <.M . 
11 lj0 10
Directly integrating in (3.3.21), we obtain that there exists ^ ^ > 0  such that
Let
c = { « e c i ( [ o , i ] ) |  ||u ||l ^ M n + i},
G(f, u)= S S(ii)u +  JXt}u) and R(ty u ) - - a ( t )  | u \P~2u
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Then,
u -  J - l AS S(u)u +  Afit,u) -  (l~A)o:(01 u 2u j &0, for u&dO.
Using Lemma 3.3.1 and the properties of Leray-Schauder degree, we have
d 0 *L S( / "  JS G > °> 0)i=desLs( /  “  r8 R > °>  0)*
From Lemma 3 .3 .3 , we know that
degJ J - J 'g 1 * . 0 .0 ) - 1 .
then Problem (3.3.19) has a solution in O.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SOME EX ISTEN CE AND M U LTIPLICITY  RESULTS FOR A CLASS OF 
Q U A SILIN EA R  E L L IPT IC  EIG EN V A LU E PROBLEMS
INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, we consider the existence of positive solutions of the 
following eigenvalue problems:
for A>0 ,  N & 2  and p > l .  The domain £2 is assumed to be open bounded, connected 
and to have a smooth boundary 3 £2 which is connected.
(P) in a weak sense with « > 0  in £2. That is, u is positive in £2 and satisfies
(F ) There is jf?>0, such that
f(0)= f{p)= O , / >  0 in (0 ,/?) and / < 0  in 0#,oo) and
CP)
A positive solution of (P) will be a pair (A,w) in R+ xC*(£2) satisfying
+ + 00  for every $ E £$ (£2), where ® (£2) consists of all nonnegative functions in C (£2).
l +The function / E C  (TR ) and we shall suppose that it satisfies either (F ) 
or (F2):
(Fj) /  is strictly increasing on [R+ , / ( 0 ) - 0  and l_ngi 0; there
exist Ofj, «2 > 0  such t h a t + a  | s | ^ ,  0 < f i < p - l .
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We shall obtain some existence and multiplicity results for Problem (P). 
When p —2,  such problems have been considered by many authors (see [16, 19-20, 
64, 66, 70]), but when p & 2, many of the ' n ice ' properties of A are lost and 
the methods used for A are not applicable.
In  section 4.1, we prove that a strong maximum principle is available for 
when 1 <p=s2, # > 0 ,  where A- -  -  div ( |l> - D-),  In section 4.2, we show
that the positive solutions of (P) when /  satisfies (F^) or (F^) occur in 
pairs, using the theory of degree of mappings of class (S)+ . In section 4.3, 
we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of solutions of 
(P) when 1 < p ^ 2  and a necessary condition for p > 2 .
4.1 SOME PROPERTIES OF THE p-L A PL A C IA N
In this section we obtain some results which will be useful in the coming 
proofs. We say that u , u G C l(Q) satisfy
- d i v ( )  +  d« fe ( s ) -d iv ( |D «  |p “2Du ) + d «  in Q,
in the weak sense if for every $ +(£3),
f  ( | D l l +  * ) S = C ^ ) f  ( |
Q 1 1 j O
'Du D<f> +  du 6),
where 0  (Q) consists of all nonnegative functions in C Q (£2),
NLemma 4 . 1 . 1  (W eak com parison principle) Let Q be a bounded domain in IR (N ^ 2 )
with smooth bowtdary dQ, and let t?S=0. Let u , u & W1 '^(Q) satisfy1 2>
f \Du \ P 2Du 'D\pdx+\ y/dx£ f 
j O 1 J Q 1
fo r  a ll non-negative Q). Then the inequality
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implies that
u s£ u on dQ 1 2
u t Sa u in Q. 1 2 (4.1.2)
Proof. Let t j—D u ^  and ^  -  max {u f u2  ^0}. Since on dQ, belongs
to W^’P(Q), Inserting this function y  into (4.1.1), we have
f  c k P ’  V | v ' | p  2n'Xn-i7’)dx^o.
We suppose that := {x : [^(jc)J s: ( > ) | J 7'(* ) | }, then
~  [ / / - / / ' | <; | #f' +t(J1~*1, ) \ £  1 +  | | +  | *7' | in o /  ( # ) ,
for all f€ [0 , 1/4] ([3/4, 1]). Therefore, writing a \t} )= \t} \^  2/?.,
f { \r t\p ~2n - \ n , \p ~2n ,)iv~ n , )dx
{M1>W2}
r r1 N a*1Z  -jr=<n' +t(n-ti'Mn - t i ' Xn -n[)dt dx 




fl/4 1J +0 3 / 4
(.l+\*l\ + \ n ' \ f ~ 2 \* ! - n ' \2dx  i f p < 2 ,
N -  i
J  \ n - r \ p dx if p S : 2 ,
where yQ > 0. From this and (4.1.3), we see that (4.1.2) is true.
Lemma 4 . 1 . 2  (H opf type m axim um  principle) Let B be a ball contained in Q and
assume that $ > 0, 1 < p < ;2  and u& C  (B) satisfies
n 2
-d iv( | Du | D u ) d u  2:0  in B (in the weak sense), (4.1.4)
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Then
u > 0 in B, and u(xQ) —0, fo r  some JCQe3B . (4.1.5)
2>«C*)*0. (4.1.6)
The conclusion is still true fo r  all p >  1 when d~0.
Proof. For p = 2 , it is well-known that the result is true. Now we only 
consider the case of l < p < 2 .  Without loss of generality, we may suppose that 
B = B j  is the unit ball, centred at 0. For k > 0 and or>0,  we set
i 2, ,  x - a h r  - a ,&(>:)“  £(e 1 1 - e  ).
Then, writing r — | jc j ,
-  div( | Db | p ~2Db) + 0b= ~r~(N" l\ r H~11 ^  | ■p ~2bj) r +  db
=  (2a ^ / 7~ Ir^- 2((N -2 + p )-2a ( p - l ) r2)e~0;^ _1>r +  tf*(e"“ r  - e " a ).
As 1 <p < 2, we can choose k and a  in such a way that
b £ u t on a fB ^ B ^ ) (4.1.7)
and
-d i \{ \D b \P~2Db) + db<kO in B -B  . (4.1.8)
The weak comparison principle (Lemma 4.1.1), (4.1.5), (4.1.7) and (4.1.8) 
imply that
b ^ u  in B -B  (4.1.9)1 1 / 2  V '
From (4.1.7) and (4.1.9) we know that I <. -=— I < 0 . This implies that
dn U b i dn U b 1
(4.1.6) is true. Following the same ideas as above, we can obtain the result 
for all p > l ,  when t?=0 .
Lemma 4 . 1 . 3  (Strong M axim um  Principle) Assume that 1 < p ^ 2 ,  d >0,  Q is
connected. Moreover, suppose that u E C l(Q) satisfies (4.1.4) in Q, u is
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nonnegative and that it does not vanish identically. Then,
« > 0 , in O.
The conclusion is still true fo r  all p >  1 when 0.
Proof. Suppose there is a such that u ( x ^ ~ 0, then we can find x ^ G Q
such that there is a ball B contained in Q,  x ^ B B ,  «(jcj) = 0 > w(x)>0 in B and 
Du(x ) —(). This contradicts the conclusion of Lemma 4.1 .2 .
Now, we prove the following proposition.
P roposition  4 . 1 . 4  Let f  satisfy (F ), l< p< ,2 . Suppose u E C l(Q) is a solution o f  
the problem
with u ^ 0, max u £ fi. Then max u < 0 .
P roo f By (F ), we have that there exists M >  0 such that f(s)+ M s  is monotone 
increasing in s for jE [ 0 ,  fi]. Since
-d iv ( |D « |^  2Du ) = X f ( u )  in  f3clRN 
k = 0  on BQ
(P)
(4.1.10)
This proposition follows from Lemma 4.1.3.
For and a given /ieC°(£T), we are going to look for a function kE c Y ^)
satisfying
(4.1,11)
To prove that there is a solution, we first prove that there is uQ W ^^(Q )
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such that u satisfies (4.1.11) in a weak sense, then applying some of the
theorems in Chapter 1, we obtain that u E C l(0 ).
We observe that searching for u E  yv^^(D) satisfying (4,1.11) is equivalent
to finding critical points of the functional
y h : R defined fcy
. ( t»«( l /p)f  |Du|/ , -f(t?/2)f 02 - f  hv. (4.1.12)
Q
We find that is a continuous strictly convex functional such that
iP^(u)— >co, as 1M| -**>. By Proposition 3.1 of [30], is differentiable. So,
it possesses a unique critical point w e B ^ ’^ (£2) at which it reaches its global
minimum. It also follows from [30] that w satisfies:
f |Dw|p + 0 f W2= f  ftw. (4.1.13)
Therefore,
J iDwl^sllAH^meas^^CJlDwll . (4.1.14)
Here l/^  + l/p  = l ,  and is the Sobolev embedding constant. So,
When l < p < N ,  the embedding of 1T^(£}) in
implies that ^(£2). Applying Theorem 1.3,16 of Chapter 1, we obtain
the estimate:
sup{ | w | ; * e f2 } :£ C 3, (4.1.15)
here (||/i|| ). ^  pSrN, we get (4.1.15) from the Sobolev embedding theorem.
Using Theorem 1,3.15 of Chapter 1, we see that w belongs to €**(0) for some 
0 < a <  1, and
H  (4.1.16)
c r
here C^ is determined by C . By Theorem 1,3.17 of Chapter 1, we also know that 
w  belongs to CI ,a (£2) and
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Here C is determined by C .
5 4
From the previous arguments we conclude that (4.1.11) has a unique
solution k G C ^ Q ). Thus we can define a mapping G : ) by G (h ) ~ w .
P P
P ro p o sitio n  4 . 1 . 5  For p > \ ,  the mapping : C°(G) — > C^CG) w compact.
Proof. Let G ^(h)~u. From the arguments above we see that there exists C5 > 0
such that ||w|| -&C . The compact embedding of C i+ a (G) in Cl(Q) implies that
C
the mapping G'■ : C°(G) — C^ G)  is compact.
4.2 EX IST E N C E RESULTS
In this section we first give the following existence theorem.
1Theorem  4 . 2 . 1  Let f E C  (IR ) satisfy (F p , p > l ,  Then there exists A >0 such that 
fo r  all X>X,  (P) possesses at least 2 distinct positive solutions u^(X),
«2(A).
To prove this theorem, we first prove the following lemmas.
Lemma 4 . 2 . 2  Suppose f  satisfies (Fp  or (Fp , p >  1. Then fo r  any A^  > 0 , there 
exists p — p(A p such that fo r  AE(0,Ap,  whO is the unique nonnegative solution 
o f  (P) in B^(0)cC*(G). Here #^(0) is a ball with centre 0 and radius p.
Proof. Suppose not, then (P) possesses solutions (A , u ) with u 2:0 and u £0,
m m  m m
and 1 i m u -» 0  in C*(G); A > 0  and some A G(0, A 1. From  the equation (P) we 
m —>co m 0 m m l
have
f I Du \Pdx=X  f f iu  )u dx. (4.2.1)m m J 0  m m
Then, using 0 and Holder inequality, we get
f |Du |P^<;A C (m)f (« /asA C («i)f |Du \p dx, 
m i 6 J Q m 1 7  J o  m
where C^ Qn) 0 as m ->co. Thus in both cases, we obtain a contradiction.
R em ark a By the proof of Lemma 4.2,2, we see that if /  satisfies (F ), then
for any A j> 0 , there exists small enough such that for A € (0 , A ], nssO
is the unique nonnegative solution of Problem (P) in B^(0)c
Lemma 4 . 2 . 3  Let f  satisfy (F^), p >  1 and A be large enough, Then problem  (P) 
possesses a positive solution (A, u) with k g C ^ O ) .
Proof, First modify the function f  by setting f i s )~ - f{ - s )  for j < 0 .  Now we want 
to minimize
/a ,B )  =  l /p f  \Du\P~k  f  F(u), in W^’P(Q), (4.2.2)
J fl j O 0
where F(u)~  f f(s)ds.
J o
For A>0 ,  by (F ) we know that /(A,«) is bounded below in Let u1 0 a
be a minimizing sequence of /(A,«) for a fixed A, then
/(A, I u |)  = l /p [  |2>|« I \p~x{ F( \ u  I) 
n '’ Q Q n
<tl//>f I Dm 1^-aF f n f(s)4s<iI(X,u  ).
" J £ 2 J 0
Since /(A ,’) is sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous and convex in 
w f c a ) ,  /(A ,-) possesses a nonnegative minimizer, which we denote by Uy  It
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follows from the equation (P) and condition (F}) that
| Dux  | •P <; X \ f l . u x )ux s  + ' +-1“  J q “A
f r  n-\(M+W r r n -\UP
* XTi [ l a \Duf }  +A7i [ j f l lD^ i P) *
From this we get that j|wJL is bounded. Then following the same steps as inA 1 ,p
the proof of Proposition 4.1.5 we get
To prove in Q, by Lemma 4.1.3 we only prove t ^ O -  If choose
o eC ^C f? ), C >  0 such that 0 ^ u ^ C in i3 ^ = = { x  £  Q : dist(jc, dQ) <3} and u =  C in  Q \  Q 
Then,
/(A , o)-/(A ,« .)  =  1/p I* \ D o \ p d x ~ x \  F(v)dx 
J Q
<> 1/pJ | Dv | pdx~X l i  F(C)<£t+j* (F(c)-F(C))^j
C
:£ 1/pJ (Do l^dr-Aj J ff,s)ds+ XMC measCD )^,
where M — sup f[s).  For measCfK) small enough and A large enough, then 
10,C] 0
/(A,o)-/(A,k^) < 0 ,
This contradicts the fact that /(A,w.) = min /(A,«) for all u £ W XtP(Q).A 0
From Lemma 4.2.3 we can easily obtain a subsolution y^  to problem (P), In 
fact, let g (r )= ( l/2) / l» ,  then g(s) satisfies the same hypotheses as / .
Following the ideas of Lemma 4.2.3 we get a positive solution y^  to the
problem
-d iv ( | Dm j^ - 2DM) = (A/2)/ ( u) in  Q )
V . (4.2.3)
m—0 on dQ
Therefore, y^  satisfies:
iP-2-d iv ( |D y ^ |^  D y ^ ^ X jX y j )  and lly^lij is bounded by C(A), (4.2.4)
Moreover, ifl This follows from Lemma 4.1.3. For convenience, we denote
C(A) by C.
From Lemma 4.2.3 we also can obtain a supersolution to problem (P), Let 
g(,s)~f(s + C)> then g(0)>0.  Writing g(j)=s2 g(0)-g (-j) when s < 0 , and following the
same steps as the proof of Lemma 4 .2 .3 , we get a positive solution z^ to the
problem
-d iv ( |Dm jP ~ 2D u ) = Af(u + C )  in  Q )
f (4.2.5)
u  = 0  on d Q  J
in the weak sense. Setting w ^= z^-fC , is a supersolution of (P). It is clear 
that w ^ e c ’cfl) and > y^, in Q.
Now, we will show that z ^ > y ^  in Q, Since in & an^ /  is strictly
increasing, then
-d iv ( | Dzx \P~2Dzx ) > -d iv( | Dyx \P~2Dyx ). (4.2,6)
It follows from Lemma 4.1.1 that yx <,zx in Q . From this, we can prove the 
following lemma.
Lemma 4 .2 .4  Let yx and z^ be as above. Then yx <zx in Q.
Proof. By the fact that Q satisfies the interior sphere condition, applying
Lemma 4 ,1 .2  to y^ and zx , we obtain, for n the normal direction,
d z X d y X
< 0  and “ ^ - < 0  on dQ (4.2.7)
d z X d y XSince - 5— and -=— are continuous, then we get from (4.2.7) that dn dn * & \ /
d z X d y i —
- f -  <~d  and - f -  < - d  on G (4.2.8)dn dn /
where <5 is a positive constant and G is an open one-side connected
neighbourhood of dQ in Q. Suppose there exist a xqE Q  such that Zx (xQ) —yx (x J ,
we show that there exists a x ^ £ G  such that %x~yx  vanishes.
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Choose a bounded subdomain fj of Q  with smooth boundary BQ^ which 
satisfies
Q c£3, B Q c G  and x & Q , .1 1  0 1
Then we have a point where z ^ - y ^  vanishes. Indeed, suppose z ^ -y ^ > 0  on
BQ . By the continuity we have
z ^ -y ^ S :r> 0  on BOi (4.2.9)
for some r > 0 ,  Since the function + T satisfies
- d i v ( |D o J p ~2i} o p < aA y A) in Q J (4.2.10)
in the weak sense, we have
- d iv ( |D z J ^ ~ 2I}zA)> -d iv ( |D o A|p ~2Dt>A) in Q i (4.2.11)
and on Then it follows from Lemma 4.1.1 that
zA^:oA in Q . (4.2.12)
Since we have z^(x^)^. v^ ^ ~ y ^ ( x Q) + T, This contradicts z^ (x ^ ~ y ^ (x ^ = 0 .
Thus we have a point x ^ B G c G  where z ^ -y ^  vanishes.
We now use the maximum principle to obtain a contradiction. We have
0 < -d iv ( |D z A \P 2D z ;{) -  j -  d i v j j D y ^  2^ y J  |
= - E  ]x > m G, (4.2.13)
i J  1J J i
1
where a ..(* )= | [ a(tDz< + (l-r)D y .)]  dt, and a,(j>)~\p\P V  ( i - 1 ,2 ,...,N ),
ij J i A A f i  i i
0 J
for p - C p ^  . . . ,P N) e R N. Put L- =E  [a{,(x) ] . From (4.2.8) we see that L  is
>.j 1J j i
a uniformly elliptic operator on G, Consequently, we have
- L ( z .~  y , ) > 0  in G 1
X X V (4.2.14)
on BG  J
and x^C-G, =0. Then, by using H opf's strong maximum principle for




Proof o f  Theorem 4.2.1.
We note from the proof of Lemma 4.2.2 that if is a solution of
problem (P), there exists <?(A) > 0 such that ||w^|| ^  < ?^(A).
Let O x — 4> £  Cg(O): yx < 4> < Z^, in G, ||4>||l < <?(A)j- where yx  and zx  were defined
by (4,2.3) and (4,2,5). Let T .u  = G (Xf)(u) (here t?~0), by Proposition 4.1.5
A p
Tx is a completely continuous mapping from & (Q )  to C ^fJ). The result of Lemma 
4 .2 .4  and shows that if <jf>e(A ,^
yx < Tx (yx ) x  Tx (4>) ^  Tx (zk ) < zx in Q. (4.2.15)
Let ^P(A,m)=w -  ^ (m ), By (4.2.15), 0£<£(A, dOx ). Hence the Leray-Schauder 
degree of $(A,*) relative to the set Ox and the point 0 is defined and will be
denoted by ^LS( ^ > ' ) .  0), Since Tx : 0 ^ 0 ^ ,  then d ^ W , 1), ^ , 0 )  =  1.
To verify this, let S  (A, w )=r7\(u) + ( l-f )a , and iP (A, u) = u -S  (A, n) for
A t  A i t
f £ [ 0 , l ] ,  Then : O x ~$Ox> so, Og* ^  (A, dCLj) for /€ [0 ,1 ]  and therefore by the
homotopy invariance of degree,
dLS( ^ ( V ) ,  Ox , 0) =  constant = <0^  f € [ 0 , l] .
Since *Pq(A, k )= « -u , the definition of degree implies 1.
Let g>eCl( 0 ) : | | ? > - ^  <p  J .  By= B y(0) and Q+ = |  ( J e c 'c O ) , q »  0 in j j j .
By Lemma 4.2.2, if y=>*(A) is sufficiently small, is the unique solution of
(P) in anc* y can chosen independently of A for A in a bounded
interval. Fix A>A, choose such a y for [0,A] and let
«a)=jou.«>)elRxQ+ : /,s[0,A]. y<|[(i>I1<«(A)j.
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Since A) is continuous, $(A) is a bounded open set in [0,A] x  C l(0 ) with no
zeros of on 3®(A) (relative to [0,A] x C ^ i) ) ) .  By the bomotopy invariance of 
degree,
d ^(A>* 0) *  const. =<»2, //€ [< ),A],
where ® (A) =  { ^ e C 1(fl): (jx, ?)e® (A )}. Since has no zeros in ©(A), co = 0 .fi 0 2
By the additivity of degree,
dLSW A ’ '>> ^A(A)’ a>-dL,<#CV >. 0)
‘f d LS(#(A j,)j 0)
“ 1+ y ^ . o ,  » a (a> - o x , o).
Hence, d^C^CA,*), #A(A )-0^ , 0 ) = - l  and therefore, there exists a solution of 
(P) belonging to ^ (A )~ 0 ^ c Q + , This completes the proof.
We now give a result assuming f  satisfies (F^).
Theorem  4 .2 .5  Let fE C * (1R+) satisfy (F^), l< p s ;2 .  Then there exists A > 0  such
that fo r  all A>A, (P) possesses at least 2 distinct positive solutions.
To prove this theorem, we give the following lemmas.
Lemma 4 .2 .6  Let f  satisfy (F^), 1 < p ^ 2 .  Then problem  (P) possesses a positive 
solution (A, u) with u E C ^ Q )  and max w€i(0 , /?)•
Proof  First modify the function f  by setting f s ) ~ - f ( - s ' )  for s<  0 and jXs)= 0 
for s> f i .  It follows from Lemma 4.2.3 that there exist a solution i^ G C 1^ )  such 
that w > 0, Suppose that m a x u > f i ,  By the continuity we have that there exist a 
connected domain Q^cQ  such that u > fi  in O^and u - f i  on Hence, u satisfies
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~ d iv ( |D O -£ ) |p  2D (u -P ) ) & 0 in  Q )
f , (4.2.16)
u-j5 =  0 on
Thus, u ^ f i  in O . This is a contradiction. By Proposition 4 .1 .4  this proves the 
lemma.
Proof o f  Theorem 4.2.5.
Using the same arguments as after Lemma 4.2,3, we obtain a positive 
subsolution y^  of (P) which satisfies
-div(|jD y. \P 2Dy.)=(Xi2)f(y  . ) in Q (in the weak sense)*]
\  . (4.2.17)
>^“ 0 on dQ  J
Therefore, y^  satisfies
-d iv ( |P y A |P~2D y£ < ,X f(y£  and !iyAll0 < £- 
So, y^  also satisfies:
- d iv d D ^ l^ ^ y p + A A /^ ^ A C /ty p + A fy ^ )  in Q, (4.2.18)
where M > 0  is a constant such that g(s)=f(s)+Ms  is strictly increasing for $ > 0 . 
Let z ^ E ^ i Q )  be the positive solution of
-d iv ( |D « |^  2D u)+ X M u= X g(0 ) in  fl (in the weak sense) 1
\  . (4.2.19)
u = 0 on dQ  J
We will show that *n & and z ^ > y ^  in Q, In fact is a consequence of
Lemma 4.2.6.
Now, we prove that z. > y . in Q . The idea of proof is the same as that ofA A
Lemma 4.2.4. Since in & aQd g is monotone increasing in s > 0 ,  there exists
a > G  such that g (f i)^g (y^) + ac in Q . So, it follows from Lemma 4.1 .1 , that 
in Q . To prove z ^ > y ^  in it suffices to prove that if there exists a 
such that z^ x ^ ~ y ^ x 0)y l^ n tbere exists such that vanishes. Here
G is as in the proof of Theorem 4.2,1.
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Choose a bounded subdomain Q c Q  as in the proof of Lemma 4.2.4. Then we 
have a point x^&dQ^  where vanishes. Suppose on &Q^ By the
continuity we have
This contradicts z f x ) - y A x J  — Q, The remainder of the proof is same as the
A 0 A O
proof of Lemma 4.2,4,
For p >  2, we have the following theorem:
Theorem  4 ,2 .7  Suppose p > 2 ,  f  satisfies (F ) and f * ( x ) < 0, fo r  * e ( T h e n  
there exists A > 0  such that fo r  all X>X,  (P) possesses at least 2 distinct 
positive solutions.
To prove this theorem, we let
z ^ - y ^ T  on d Q , (4.2.20)
where 0 < r< a /A f .  Since the function + satisfies
-d iv ( |Z ) u J ^  2D o ^ )+ X M o ^ X (%g(y^)X-MT)^Xg(fi) in Q (4.2.21)
in the weak sense, we have
~ d iv ( |D z ^ |^  2D z ^ )+ A M z ^ £ :~ d iv ( [D o ^ 2Du^)+AMo^ in (4.2.22)
and on dQ , Then it follows from Lemma 4,1.1 that
in .
o t h e  rwise,
and consider the problem
div(|jL>« |^  2D u)+ X f ( ji)=0t on Q
u ~ 0 ,  on dQ
(4.2.23)
By the maximum principle, we know that if « e C Q(0 ) is a nontrival solution of
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(4.2.23), then So, from Lemma 4.1.3 we know that u is a positive
solution of (P). For convenience, we still write /  rather than /  .
Let W = W ^ ( 0 ) ,  W =W  llp + l l q ^ l ,  Now we give some lemmas.
*
Lemma 4 .2 .8  For each ?£ (0 , 1), the mapping A ( t ) - A - tX f  : W —>W is o f  type 
(S)+. Here (5)+ is as in Definition 1.2.6 o f  Chapter 1.
Proof. Let {u }cW be a sequence such that u converges weakly to a point kE W
n n
and lim sup <  Au^-tXf(u^)y u -u  >  ^ 0 .  Then from the Sobolev compact embedding
theorem, we have that u converges strongly to u in lP(Q),  Therefore,
lim < / ( «  ) ,u  -  u >  = 0 .
n n
Thus we find
N du d(u -u )
lim sup >  =lim  sup £  <  ^ -----  >  ;s0 . (4.2.24)
1 i i
On the other hand, we have that there exists C > 0  such that
|||Dw 2 \ Du 111 <<C, for all n & l.ii i n i i n i
We also have that ( | i | ^  2t - \ s \ p  2s ) ( t - s )> 0 for s y rER and s& t,  since the
TJl_H ^
mapping s is strictly increasing. Then for each x& Q  with
j DuJ jc) | | Du(x) j , we have
1 i i
N
> I Z J u W l ^ d O i t J  | O k | - | 0 « |2) s E  < \ D u \p ~2 JL  (« b- k ) > .  (4.2.25)
1 i i
Since u converges weakly to u in W, we have
limE <  - ^  ( « -„ ) > •  = O’
1 i i
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Then combining (4.2.24) and (4.2.25) with the equality above, we find that 
|D « J  converges to |D «j a. e. on O. Suppose that u does not converge to u 
strongly in W. Then we may assume by extracting a subsequence that there 
exists £ > 0  such that
I Du -Du  I ^ d x —e.1 i m f
n - > o o  J
By using F atou 's  lemma, we can see that for each m > 0 ,
1 i m j I Du -Dul^dx
s j l i m s u p *  |Db . \Du-Du\Pdx=Q.
1 n 1
Here x . denotes the characteristic function of the set A. Then we have A
N
lim sup £  f  \Du \P~2 ( u  )■ - j t  (u -u)dx
l J { ^ : |O u W |s m }  ” d xi “ d x i ”
f r f f r 1
^ lim su p K  |Z)w I* 2 \D u I V \ | \Du - D u \ ^ d x \
I 11 " J  J i j {x‘. \ D u J x ) \ ^ m }  n i
Up
^ l i m s u p c i "  f  \Du ==0. (4.2.26)
 ^ I Du (x) I :£m} a J 
H 1
Noting that meas {*ef2 : jDw (x)| >m } -> 0 as m~>co, uniformly in n, we find that
j | Du | ^ dx  —> 0 as m ->00, uniformly in n. Therefore, we obtain
{x : I Du (x) I > in}' 11 1
that there exists m >0  such that for each m&m ,0 0
lim inf f \Du \p d x ^ e l 2  (4.2.27)
{*: \Du (jc)| > m ) n
' n
and
lim sup -f f ( |D« \p 21 Du |)^cfxl -f f |Z>«|^<£tl ^£/4.J l J {x: |D«q(x)| >m }  J
Here we obtain from (4.2.26), (4.2,27) and the above equality that
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OS;lim sup £  <  |Du \P~2 ~  « » 4 - (» -« ) >, 1 n 1 OX , n d x  ' n *1 1 i
=lim sup £  f \Du \P~2-^- u ■ £ ■ (u -u)dx
1 {j:: I Du | > m }  * dxi n dxi “
1 a 1
=lim s u p  £  f | D u  r 2 * a • - |- u dx-e/4
1 J {x: |D«n|> m }  " i x i " i x i -
& f j £>« j^ Vje -  e/4 & e/2.
{*: |£)« I >m } 0Q
This is a contradiction, and the proof is completed.
Lemma 4 .2 .9  For any A > 0 , there exists M  —M^{X)>0 'which is independent o f
fE [0 , 1] such that i f  uG  W is a weak solution o f  the problem
d iv (jD « |^  2Du)+tXf(u)=Q in Q 1 
w“ 0 on dQ  J
t h e n > l lw l l 1 ? p < J t f 1 *
Proof. From the equation we have
f  \Du\p  dx — A r f  f{u)u dx :£ XM f  u dx <, XM [ m e a s C ^ ) ] 1^ ^ ! 1 ^
J Q J Q 2 J Q 2 p
3" 111 ,p
From this we obtain the result.
Lemma 4 .2 ,1 0  For any r > M(X),
d e g ^ - A / ,  Br (0), 0 ) -d e g s(^-A /, B (0), 0), 
where p  is as in Remark a (p 87) and is independent o f  f€ [0 , 1],
Proof. For any A >0, we consider the mapping A(t)=A-tXfJ tE [0 , l ] ,  It follows
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from Remark a that iis=0 is the unique solution of A(t]) in B (0) (p only
ft
depending on A). Therefore, using Lemma 4,2.9, we obtain
degjW -V. B„(0). 0)=degs(/(, B (0), 0),
d e g B r(0), 0)=degs(d, Br(0), 0).
By the fact that Au&O for any u£B^(0)\B (0), we obtain
degs(^, B;.(0), 0)=dcgs(d, B (0), 0).
From this we get the result.
We recall the following result from Chapter 1 (Theorem 1.2.8).
*
Lemma 4 .2 .1 1  Let Dg : W - » W be the gradient o f  a functional g such that Dg
*
is o f  class (S)+ and Dg maps bounded sets o f  W to bounded sets o f  W , Suppose
that, fo r  some b, the set V =g l(- oo,b) is bounded. Moreover, suppose the
following condition holds;
There exist numbers a < b  and r > 0 and an element u o f  W such that0
and Dg (x)&0 fo r  all x E g  l {a,b]. Then, deg (Dg, V, 0) —1.$
Proof o f  Theorem 4.2.7 
Let
r n r  ru(x) 
g(u) = 1 lp\ | Du \ d x - k  f(s)dsdx.
J Q J Q J 0
First, we prove that
inf{g(«): u e W } < 0 .
Let $ be the eigenfunction corresponding to the firs
d iv ( \D u \P~2D u )+ ii \u \P~2u=Q in  O
u —0 on 8 0
(4.2.28)
(4.2.29)
t eigenvalue ^ > 0  of
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with |]$li = 1 . From [65], we know that 4 > ^ c \q )  and <£>0 in Q. Let y=m ax {/(«)} 
P [ o , / ? i
and /^eKO,/?) be the unique maximum point of / .  Then f(s)'2:(y/fi^)s for s G (0 t/J^
as / ' ( * ) < 0  on (0, £). Let s > 0  be so small that for x& O .  Then,
s<f>
g(e<t>)=(l/p)ePp -  A\ f  f t s )d s d x ^ ( \ /p )e ? p -  (y l20 )e2A \  <f>2d x < 0 ,  (4.2.30)
1 J QJ o 1 1 J Q
for A > A > 0 . Here we use the fact that p > 2.
Since £(«)~>co as ||n ||^->co, we find that there exists (w ^ O ) such that
£(«0) “ inf {#(«): kGW }. It is obvious that uQ is a solution of (P), If  g
attains its minimum at a point o&u t t> is also a solution of (P) and therefore
the assertion of Theorem 4,2.7 holds. Now suppose that u is the unique
minimum point of g . Then, using the inequality
<  Au—Af(u), u >  2zC\\ufp  , for all uG W ,
with Jj«j|^5:ro, rQ> 0  and C > 0 , we can choose a, b<  0, a < b ,  such that
V = {«GW ;#(«)<& } is bounded and
g V-o°,<3)cB r («0)cV for some r > 0 .
If the set g i [atb] contains a point u with Dg(u) — 0, then u is a nontrivial
solution of (P) different from u .0
On the other hand, if
Dg(u)&0 for all uGg  1 [#,£],
then by Lemma 4.2.11, we have deg (,4-A/, V,0) = 1,
s
Here we choose positive numbers r^.M(A) and s £ p  such that
B (0 )0  V==0, VcB (0), i) r
where M(A) and p  are as in Lemma 4.2.10. Then we have from Lemma 4.2.10 and 
Lemma 4.2.11 that
d e g ^ - A / . B ^ K B ^ U V ) )
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= degs( / i - y ,  Br (0),0) -  degs(^ -V , Bs(0),0) -  degs(/l-A /,V ,0)
= - 1 =£0 .
Thus we obtain that there exists «eB ^(0) \  (B^(O)U V) such that Au-Xf{u)—0.
This completes the proof.
The proof as above shows that there exist two nontrivial solutions in W.
Using the same ideas as after 4.1.14, we know that the solutions belong to
C ^ fl) . The Maximum principle implies the solutions are positive.
4 .3 A NECESSARY AND SU FFICIEN T CONDITION
In this section we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of a solution of the problem (P) for X > ( p - l ) /p  large enough.
Theorem  4 .3 .1  Let l < p ^ 2 ,  /G C 1^ )  satisfy
0 ? )  /  is bounded on ( R ;  there are two numbers f  ^  and such that
f >  0 in (fiit £ 2) and f <  0 in C ^, oo).
Then fo r  X > (p - l ) fp  sufficiently large, problem (P) possesses a solution (A, u)
with u E C q(Q), max uE(j3lt f 2) i f  and only i f
A
J ( S ) : 2f t ) d t > 0  fo r  every sE [0 ,  (4.3.1)
s
To prove this theorem we first prove the following lemma, a
generalization of S errin 's  Sweeping Principle.
Lemma 4 .3 .2  Let {u^ E.c \ q ), tE  [0,1]} be a family o f  functions satisfying v^>0
on dQ fo r  all f<E[0, 1], and fo r  some c > 0 ,
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-d iv t lB u J ^ ^ D u p ^ A ^ o p - h c )  in Q t fo r  all /G [0, 1], 
Let u G C*(G) be a solution o f  (P) with f  satisfying (F^), I f
( 1) t —>Uj€C°(Q) is continuous with respect to the || •
(2) « ^ t)Q in Q, and
(3) u * v t, fo r  all t £ [ 0 ,1 ].
Then fo r  all fG [0, 1], u < o  in Q.
Proo f  Set J£ = { fe [0 ,l]  : u-^o^ in Q}. By (2) E  is not empty and moreover E  is
in Q, where g(s)—f(s)+M s  is a strictly increasing function. Since u< v on dQ, 
it follows that there exists a one-side neighbourhood G of dQ such that GcQ 
and u<v^  in G. Let Q^cQ  be a subdomain of Q with d Q cG .  We show that « < u  in 
Q ^  In fact, u < u f on 3 ^ ,  so, there exists r, 0< T < c/A f such that u +  r < u f on 3Q^. 
Let w — u + r. Then, w satisfies
~div([D tvj^ 2D tv ) - f A M tv = A g ( « ) + A M r ^ A g ( u p + A c ^ - d iv ( |2D v^+XM ot
closed. For t& E,  u satisfies
- d iv ( |D o J ^  2£>up+AAft)f & A g(up+A c>A gC «)=-div(|D «|^ 2Du)+XMu
in Q ^  By Lemma 4.1.1, we obtain w £ V f in Q^. This shows u < o  in Q , The 
continuity of u and u in Q and the continuity of t -> v imply that E  is also
open. So, 2?= [0,1], This proves the lemma.
Proof o f  Theorem 4.3.1
NECESSITY; Write J{s) JXt)dtf and define
J  :=min{/(X) : ,?E[0,/? 1}, J
Suppose condition (4.3.1) is not satisfied, that is, J  ^ 0 .  Let (A,«) be a
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solution of (P) satisfying X > (p - l ) /p  largo enough, uGC1q(Q) and max w e 
we will obtain a contradiction,
First, if  J  = 0 , modify f  to f*  in C1 such that f > f *  > 0 in (max u, 8 )  andI
f —f*  elsewhere. Still u is a solution of (P), but now J  <0. Hence, we assume
«
without loss of generality that J  < 0 .
Consider the initial value problem
( l u ' I ^ V )  '= A ( /(u )  + * ):= A /i(u ) for r >0
(4.3.2)
Here k  satisfies 0 < & < ( - /  )(A-(p-l)/p)/(A/?2). Since / < 0  for s > we have that 
there is suc^ h(J3J=0t h(s)<  0 for and /? -  is small enough
n„2 J
when k  is small enough. Let w= 11>' j o ' , then v'=<f>(w) and $ e C  (1R\{0}).
Now,Problem (4.3.2) is equivalent to
f w '= l / i{ u ) ,  _ .
\ (w,v)(0) — ( - ( - /  ) )IP, B ). (4.3.3)
I  K '^ O v ) ,
So, Problem (4.3.3) has a unique solution in C 1 for w ^O . Therefore, for 
a solution o f (4.3.2), there are two possibilities:
(0  u '^ O  for all t > 0 .
(it) there exists such that t>' (fq) =0  and i>'(f)sjfc0 for 0 < f < f Q.
For case (i), one has
d A  *
( l - l / p ) |u '( f ) |p =A h (s )d s - ( l - l lp )J  (4,3.4)
for all r> 0 .  For case (i/), one has (4.3.4) for Next, we only give
some properties of v in case (if). Using the same idea, we know that v has 
similar properties in case (i).
Property (1) o(tQ) < 0 ^
Suppose not, Then v(t)«zft in (0,fQ). From (4.3,4) we know
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O'(0] > ( - j ’) UP for t e ( 0 , f o). (4 .3 .5)
This is impossible.
Property (2) in (0, iQ).
Suppose not, there exists a f* € (0, fQ) such that v(t*)=s* and since 
(4.3.4) holds, we obtain
(1-1 /j?) | u ' (f *) j ^  =  (A -  (p- < 0, (4.3.6)
This is impossible.
So, either u(Oj,.s0€?($*,/? ) as t ->oo5 or, u has a first positive minimum
tQ. In the first case define
* t>JL(fi), for t 
t»(r) =- t) (0* for f s  t<  0 , (4.3.7)
- v(t), for r as 0 ,
where o ^ O - A ,+;>,«), P ,(0 = [0>-1)/(A ip)] [ ( - / )  -  A fa + (- /)< p~ l><p] J> ^  3
and t^—- X k l { - J t>j(fp=/? +[(p-l)/(AAp)](“7 ), A direct calculation
shows that for r ^ f < 0 .  The structures of u^r) and v{t) guarantee that
v '( t)  is continuous at r and 0, which implies ueC *(R ). Furthermore, v(t)
satisfies
~ (| u ' |p~ V )';> A (/U 0 -f* ) for all reR  and some Jfce(0, [(-/)(A-<p-l)//?)M jff ]),







for t £  f , 
for r e  ( 0),
for t e l  0 , f0),





for t e  ( ?0, 2fQ], 
for t e  ( 2r0, f2),
for r;> f .
2
Here and ^  are as above, v2~ ^ 2 +p2 ^ f f2= 2f0H-(1A U )(-/*)^ l l^p and
F2(0 = O -1 )/(A A t> ) |(- /) -  +2AktQ~Akt^P ^  ^  A direct calculation
shows that v (r)&j5 for f€ (2 f  , tJ ,  Furthermore, c At) satisfies
X J* v JL X
- ( |o ^ |;’' 2op 'aA (/to2)+*) in (2tg, » ) .  
Therefore, o6C*(l!), (j o' |^”2o ')'a A (/(o )+ i)  for ail feIR and some possibly 
different k, as above.
Set y(jt, x) = o(x - t) ,  where Jf*(x , jc , • • •, x ). Then, { y ( t , x ) e C l(Q)j relR)
X 1 2 N
is a family of supersolutions of
- d iv ( |D u !P~2D u) = Xf(u ) + A i  in  Q 1
u =0  on dQ  1
(4.3.8)
and for all t large enough y ( t , ')>  $ 2 in Q> From Lemma 4 .3 .2  and the structure
of o(r), we obtain
u(x) < y(t,x) in Q for all f.
Hence,
M(jc)^inf{y(r}j:) : re lR }= m f o c / ^ .  




SUFFICIENCY: Note that /  is bounded on tR. As above we want to minimize
/(M) = 1/fJ  I Du \p -  A J  F(w), in
Q J Q
ru
where F(u) = I f(s)ds.
0
For A > 0 , /(w, A) is bounded below. Since /(*,A) is sequentially weakly
lower semicontinuous and convex in /(',A> possesses a minimizer,
which we denote by u^. As in Lemma 4.2,3, we can prove that u^eC *(fJ).
Suppose max u.  then there is a subdomain Q cQ  such that u> >ft in Qa 2 X a 2 1
and u. —ft on dQ , So,
A 2 1
- d i v ( |r >(«.-a ) | ^ 2d ( k . - s  ) ) = a / ( « , ) < o  i a f l ,  1
* ). (4.3.11)
u . - f t  ~ 0  on dQ  JA 2 1
From (4.3,11) we obtain u ^ ^ f t  in Q , This contradicts max u . > f t  . Therefore,
A 2 1 A 2
max u ^ f t ^ .  Note that Proposition 4.1,4 is still true for u^, then, max 
Now we prove that m ax « . >ft ,A 1
Set
oc= min J ^2 ,
ft=ma.JL f(f)dv,
Suppose that for A large enough, then we will obtain a
contradiction.
We choose S > 0 such that 2 j Q^  J ft < | Q | a,  with Q^  as in Lemma 4.2,3 and | Q \ 
denoting the Lebesgue- measure of Q. This is possible since o t> 0  and
s \-iw  = 0 *
Next we choose w e C o (fl), satisfying 0 ^ w < f t ^  in Q ^  and w —ft^ in Q \ Q ^ ;  then 
/(w,A)-/(w^,A)
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= ( l/p ) f  ( \D w \p - \ D u . \ P) d x - x \  ( F i w h F & ^ d x  
A A
sS(l/p)J* | D w | ^ -  a[  J  FOff2) ^ + J  (F(w)-FW2))dx -  J  F(ua)^J
Q
^ ( l / p ) f  \D w \p dx +  2 X \ O J  p - A f  (F {fiJ-F (uJ)dx
0 J a  2 a
= ( l /p ) f  \D w \p dx + 2 X \ Q J  f i -  x \
J Q °  Q UX
s ( l / p ) J  \D w \Pdx +  X(21 Qj. | p -  \ Q | a) < 0 ,
for X large enough, since 2 |£?^| P ~ \Q \ a <  0 .
Then I(w>X)<I(u^,X), contradicting the fact that u^ is a minimizer. This 
completes the proof of the sufficiency.
R em ark b From the proof above, we know that (4.3.1) is a necessary condition
for the existence of a solution u . with max « . e(/?  , /i ) for all p > l  and X




E X ISTEN CE AND UNIQUENESS OF POSITIVE R A D IA L  SOLUTIONS FOR 
A CLASS OF DEGENERATE Q U A SILINEAR E L L IP T IC  EQUATIONS
INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we discuss the following problem
where/UO> 0  for u > 0, X > 0 , p >  1 and 0 = B R={*elR N; |[*|| < R }.
Problem (5.0.1) has been treated by many authors when p —2, see, for
example, [1, 14, 47-48], One of the major stumbling blocks in the case that
p ^ 2  is the fact that certain “nice” features inherent to semilinear problems
seem to be lost or at least difficult to verify. For example, when p ^ 2, we do 
not know whether S errin 's  sweeping principle is true or not in a general
domain O, but it plays an important role in the proof of the existence of
solutions of problem (5.0.1) when p= 2.
When p >  1, problem (5.0.1) has been studied in chapter 4. Under fee
hypotheses:
(Fj) /  is strictly increasing on IR + , /(0 )= 0  and l i m  1=0; there
large enough, there exist at least two positive solutions for (5.0.1) on an
d iv ( |D « |^  2Dw)-fXf(u) —0 x E Q
(5 ,0 . 1)
s ^  o
exist a  , a  >0  such that +a s , O c t r c p - l ,  we showed that, when X is
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Narbitrary bounded domain £3clR , N& 2.
In this chapter, we are interested in the case that /  satisfies
(P ')  /e C ^ O ,w )n c * ([0 ,o o ))  is non-decreasing on (R  ^ 0 < y :S l ,  /(0 )~ 0 ;
s H m  f($) / J* =  1, 0 < fi < p - l ;  co and (fis) / J* for * > 0 .
We shall study the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (5,0.1) when /  
satisfies (F p . By constructing some appropriate super- and sub-solutions and 
applying a generalized Serrin 's sweeping principle, we show that for A large 
enough, the positive radial solution of (5 .0, 1) exists and is unique.
of (5.0.1) do not exist. That is, all the positive solutions of (5,0,1) are 
radial solutions. For p ~ 2, this is a well-known result (see [28]), but when 
p > 2  and /  satisfies some other conditions, there do exist nonradial positive 
solutions to problem (5.0.1) (see [41]). We still do not know whether the 
above results are true or not for general £5, In this case, it seems difficult 
to give the generalized S errin 's sweeping principle.
By a solution u of (5.0,1) we mean « eC * (fl)  which satisfies
for any c E C  (£3).
We say that u is a subsolution (supersolution) of problem (5.0.1) if
Meanwhile, we prove that when /  satisfies (F ') , nonradial positive solutions
k E C  (£3), «(3£3)^0 (& 0) and satisfies
£3
for every ^ E D +(£3), where D +(£3) consists of all nonnegative functions in C^(£3).
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In section 5.1, we give existence and uniqueness results for some special 
equations. We also give a generalized Serrin 's sweeping principle to problem 
(5.0.1) in the radially symmetric case. In section 5.2, we construct some 
super- and sub-solutions to problem (5.0,1). Using degree theory, we show that 
positive radial solutions of problem (5.0.1) with /  satisfying (F j) exist. In 
section 5,3, we establish the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of problem 
(5.0.1) when X is large enough. In section 5.4, we prove that the solution is 
unique. In section 5.5, we show that all the positive solutions of problem 
(5.0.1) are radial solutions when X is large enough.
5.1 G EN ERA LIZED  S E R R IN 'S  SW EEPING PRIN C IPLE
In this section, we obtain some basic results which will be useful in the 
coming proofs.
Lemma 5 .1 .1  For p >  I, the problem
where r = } x | .
Proof. The uniqueness of the solution of (5.1.1) has been proved in [65]. We 
can easily check that v^ir) is a solution of (5.1.1).
R
(5.1.1)
has a unique solution vq(t) e C ([0,R]),
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Lemma 5 .1 .2  Let p >  1 and p (x )—p (r )€ z (? (0,R), p &0, p (f )£ 0. Then the problem
- div( |Du |P~2D u ) ~p(x) fo r  x e B R
w™0 fo r  ; c e 3 I}J R
has a unique solution k € C  ([0,R]),
«(r)=J [j ‘' N J V ~ ‘ p(t)dt ]  U(P~ rfs,
which is such that there exist constants l > k > 0  with
k(R~r) < u(r) < Z(R-r).
For <5 > 0, define the function p  ^  by
Ps (r)
1 fo r  R -  3  ^  r < R
t 0 fo r  0 < r  < R -  <5
Then the solution w^(r) o f  (5,1.2) with p(r)=p^(r) satisfies
u ^ ( r ) ^ C ^  8 1^  ^ (R -r ) , fo r  0 < r < R ,  





Proof. The uniqueness of solutions of (5,1.2) can be obtained from [65]. But 
w(r) is a radial solution of (5 . 1.2), so, u(r) is the unique solution of
(5 . 1.2).
Now we prove that u(r) in (5 .1 .3) satisfies (5.1.4), (5.1.5).
Since p(r)*z0 and p£0, by (5.1.3), k6C *([0 ,R ]), k ^ O , m^O. Using Lemmas
fin
4.1 .2  and 4 .1 .3 , we have that « ( r )> 0  for 0 :S r< R  and — (R )< 0 . Since dBn isd r  R
compact, there exists S ' > 0  and / 'fe fc ' > 0  such that
du- I ' *  <;-* '<0or
for any r(E[R-<5', R]. By writing
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K (r)= -(R -r) J  (r+r(R -r))<2r
for any rE [R -< 5 ',R ] and choosing l ^ k > 0  appropriately for rE [0 ,R -<$ '), 
obtain (5.1.4). It is clear that k  and I depend on u and p.
For R - J ^ r ^ R ,  we can obtain the same estimate.
(a) d iv ( |D * T|p  1D «t ) + W p a O  / o r * e B R,
(b) 4> —0 fo r  * e 5BT R
b4>
(c) ------- < 0  fo r  r e [0,1] and 0 < r< ;R ,
id) fo r  r E  [0,1], <f>^ is not a solution o f  the problem
div(|Z)Mj^ 2D u)+ A f(u )^0  fo r  jcE B
R
From u^{r) —
for 0 < r  < :R -J , we obtain
R - d
Lemma 5 .1 .3  (Generalized S e rr in 's  sweeping principle) Suppose f E C  (0 ,co), / > 0
fo r  s > 0 and f  is a nondecreasing function. Let {4> : O ^ r ^ l }  be a family o f
T
positive radial subsolutions o f  (5,0.1), <f>^ satisfies
(5.1.6)
u ~ 0  fo r  a 'E SB
R
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(<?) r  —» E C l([0,R]) is continuous with respect to the j| • U^-norm.
Suppose that wecVfO/R]) is a positive radial solution o f  (5,1.6) with
u^<j>l on [0,R], (5.1,7)
Then u>4>Q(r) fo r  re [0 ,R ) .
Proof. Set £ = { r e [ 0 , l ]  : u'5nf> in B }. By (5.1.7), E  is not empty. Moreover, E
T R
is closed by (e). For rG £ ,  <f> sa tis f ie s
d iv (|D 0  in Br ;
u satisfies
d iv (lD u |/?" 22>w)+A/ («)=0  in B
R
Since u is a positive radial solution, u satisfies
(rN i |Kr |-P~2«r)r +ArN“ 1y(w)=0, (5.1.8)
and u 1 (0 )~ 0, Integrating (5.1.8) from 0 to r, we obtain
a '( r ) < 0 ,  for re (0 ,R ] . (5.1.9)
Therefore,
-d iv ( | Du |P ~ 2D u )~  {-div( | \P~2D<I> } & A O ^  0. (5.1,10)
Here we use the fact that /  is non-decreasing.




< -u  and -5—— < -p  on G, (5.1.11)dr o r  t- >
where p  is a positive constant and G is an open one-side connected
neighbourhood of SB in B (since 5B is connected, we can choose G  to be 
R R R
connected). Furthermore we have from (5.1.11)
a ^
on G. (5.1.12)
for all numbers t ( 0 ^ t < l ) .  Thus we obtain from (5.1.10) and the mean value
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theorem
0 £ -d iv (  | Du |P_ZDk)- {-div< | = -  E - | j - [ a MW - | j - in G.
i , j  i j
Where a^(jc)= J -™— [fZ>K-i-(l~/)D<£ hit and a (q ) ~  \ q |^~ 2£. ( i = 1, 2, N) for 
o
^N)e(RN. Put L '  =  £  L fro® (5.1.12) we see that
* >j 1 j
L  is a uniformly elliptic operator on G. Consequently, we have
0 in G, (5.1.13)
in G and u-<p = 0  on 3B . (5.1.14)
r  r R v '
Now we prove that
k > 0  in B . 
r  R
Suppose there exists z 6B  such that u(z )=4> (z ). Then we will show thatl r  l r  V
there exists z € G  such that u(z)"<f>^(z). Suppose «>4*T in G, then there exists a
ball B ,, (JB ,cG  such that z e B  , and u^ .<f> +/? on dB ,,  here ^ > 0 ,
R R 1 R T R
Let w = $ + / ? ,  then
-d iv (|Z )w |^  2Dw)-{-div( \Dw 2Dw}^X(f(u)~f(.<t>^))'£:0 in Br ,,
k ( 3Br ,) ;> w( 3B r / ).
The weak comparison principle (see Lemma 4.1.1 of Chapter 4) implies that u^.w
in Br ,, that is, in Br ,. This contradicts
Let z<EG be such that u(z)—4> (z). By (5,1.14), u~<f> attains its minimum 
in G. It follows from (5.1.13) and the maximum principle of uniformly elliptic 
operator that u^4>^ in G. Since u' (r)  < 0 , <?!>'(r)<0, we can repeat the above steps
and obtain u^4>^ in [0,Rj. This contradicts the assumption (d).
By H o p f's  boundary point lemma for uniformly elliptic operators, we also 
obtain
As in Lemma 5.1,2, there exists # > 0  such that u -  for r e [0 ,R ] .  This
and (e) imply that E is open. Therefore, £ = [0 ,1 ] and u>4>Q(r) on [0,R),
Rem ark  5 .1 .4  The generalized S errin 's  sweeping principle remains true for a 
family of positive radial supersolutions of problem (5.0.1).
5 .2  EXISTENCE RESULTS
In this section we shall show that when A is large enough, problem 
(5,0.1) has at least one positive radial solution.
Consider the eigenvalue problem
Thelin [72] showed that there is a unique positive radial eigenfunction y/ of 
norm 1 to (5.2.1) corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue A^ We also know 
v / e c ‘([0 ,R ]).
Let AJ(> 0 ) be the least eigenvalue and y/~ y/(r)> 0  be the corresponding 
eigenfunction with normalization — 1. Then, we easily obtain
d iv ( |D « |^  2D w) + A |w|^  2k= 0 for x e B
R
u — 0 for jc6!3B.R-
(5 .2 .1 )
| y -  < 0 , for r e ( 0 ,R ] ,
We first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5 .2 ,1  Suppose f  satisfies
(a) / 6 C J((0 ,co ))nC }'([0,co)) fo r  some y e (0 ,l ] ,
(b) f{u)> 0, fo r  u >0,
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(c) J i u ) > o i / > 1 in (0,/i], fo r  some a, p > 0 .
Then the positive radial solution o f (5.0.1) satisfies
u ^ p y /  in [0,R], i f  A 5: A per.
Proof. For TG(0,/i] and A&A^/cr, we have
d iv ( |Z )( r^ ) |^  2D(xy/))+Af{Ty/)>-xp  lX] \y /\p ~2y /-\ 'ka ^>~ l y /1 1
— x^ ^A cr-A p^O .
Therefore, {xy/, T£(0,/i]} is a family of subsolutions of (5.0.1). It follows 
from Lemma 5.1.3 that u ^ p y r .
T heorem  5 .2 .2  Suppose f  satisfies (a), (b), (c) in Lemma 5.2,1 and
$ W
Then problem  (5.0.1) has at least one positive radial solution when A&rApa.
Proof. (d) implies that there exists B > 1 and a constant A & 0 such that 
flu )  =sA-hBu^, for u£:0.
We first prove that a family of supersolutions of
(5.0,1) if 3 is large enough. Here vQ is as in (5.1.1). In fact,
div( | D(XU(P 1 ^ )SuQ P -2D(XU<p- l- fi\'£o0)) + X M U(P ‘ fi)So0)
s  (XUtp 1 P 's f ~ '  + AA + B X }T <P 1 0
x <p- DKP- 1 - f r [SP -  s 0 i
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if d? *S:AA 1 . It is easy to see this is true if
<5*2 m a x { (B i |o J * + 1 ) I/^ 1A  A l/^0 “ CO
For A * l ,  we can choose
Therefore, A1^  1 *s not 8 solution of (5.0.1) when S ^ .M ^  is large
enough. Hence, by Remark 5.1.4,
u . ^ X U<P „v in B ,A p  O R
for A*Aq and some AQ> 0 . Let ^ = A i/^? 1 By Lemma 5.1 .2 , there exist c^,
c > 0  such that y /^ c  (R~r) and u * c  (R -r). Then when A is large enough,2 1 0 2
p y /< Z x in [0,R).
and
d(M w) (R) > —^ ^ ( R ) .d r  dr
Let £ = { 4 ,e C 1«0,R ]); « R )= 0 } ;
0 A= p e £ - ;  h h k . $<  l Wp in [0,R), l i ^ - ( R )  > - ~ - ( R )  > — ~ ( R ) }
and
C4w)(r)=-(rN_1 [« ' \ P~2u , ) ‘ .
Then O^ is a bounded, open, convex set. Using the ideas of the proof of 
Proposition 4.1,5 of Chapter 4, we also can prove that for any heC °([0 ,R ]),
there exists only one solution for the problem
O ^ r ^ R  "j
(5.2.2)
(/4«)(r) =  r N 1 h(r) for 
u (R ) = 0 , w '(0 ) -0  J
and let G^ be the inverse of A , then G■ : C°([0,R]) -> (^([OjR]) is compact.
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N-ISet (7 \« )( r)~ G  (Ar /(«))• Since /  is increasing, we can use the same 
A p
ideas as in Lemma 5.1.3 to obtain that if  p\p<  T ^ji\p ) s, T (^*f>)& 7 ^ 0 ^ )<
in [0,R) with reversed inequalities for d/dr on 3Br . Hence T^ Let
e e O , ,  S (A, u) — t l \ A, «)+  (l-*)e and *P (A, «) = a -  S (A, w) for f€ [0 , 1]. Then
A f  I *
: <7  ^-> 0 ^ t so, 0 £  !f^(A, 30^) for f€E[0, 1] and therefore by the homotopy 
invariance of degree,
d e g L ^ a , . ) , ^ 1* * ^[0 ,1 ]. (5.2.3)
Hence, d e g ^ T ^ A , 0 , ^ , 0 )  =  1. (5.2.4)
(5.2.4) shows that (5.0.1) has a radial solution u^ in O
For p  > 1 and 0 < fi <p~ 1, there exists a positive radial solution
Vp o f  the problem
- d iv ( |D u \ P  2D u ) = uP  r e B  
u —0 x E d B
R [. (5.2.5)
Lemma 5 .2 .4  Suppose that there exist two positive C* radial functions 
u ^ f )& o ^ r )  satisfying w '( r )< 0, o '< 0  in (0,R] such that u^(r) is a subsolution 
o f  (5.0.1) and v ^ r )  is a supersolution o f  (5.0.1). Then (5,0.1) has a minimum 
positive radial solution «(r) and a maximum positive radial solution u(r) such 
that i f  u is a radial solution o f (5.0.1) satisfying «Q(r) :£ n(r) :£ o^r), then, 
« (r):£u(r)< ;« (r) and in [0,R].
P ro o f Let the operators A and be as above. Assume that
d iv(|D «0 |p 2D«o)+A /(«o) ^ 0 ;  
div(|Z>u |p ~20 u  )+A/(u ) * 0 .
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Define
u=T.u  and w=T.v,.  l A o l A l
Let us show that « j> « 0 and *^<1^ (strict inequalities in Br ). We have
div( |D «i \ P~2Du^—~Xf ( «Q) in Br '
u =0 on cdB l R
so,
\P~2n tl w _  / I n . ,  I P~2i-div( | Du  ^p Dup&r-divC \Du D«^) in
u =w = 0  on 3B^1 o R J
By the weak comparison principle (see Lemma 4.1.1 of Chapter 4), we know that
« -&U in B .0 l R
Since « J (r )< 0 , «'(/•) < 0  in (0,R], using the same idea as in Lemma 5 .1 .3 , we
obtain that in Br . A similar argument shows that in Br . Thus the
sequence defined inductively by w — T . v ,  w ~ T .w  is monotone decreasing.
1 A 1 n A n- l
Similarly, wn =  ^ Kn j ’ u i~ ^ X uo ^e^ nes a monotone increasing sequence.
Furthermore, we have
u < w for all n:n n
Un <  U <  U <  "  ' <  U <  • “  <  W  <  * * • <  W  <  V . .0 1 2  n n 1 1
In fact, u < o • suppose u < w  . Then,0 1 n- l  n- l
w — T .w  > T .u  ~  u , n A n- l  A n- l  n
so, the proof follows by induction.
Since the sequences { «fc } and { w^} are monotone, the point wise limits
«(r)== 1 im  u (r) and «(r)== l i m  w (r)
— k  —>oo k v '  k  -> o o  k  '
both exist. The operator 7^ is a composition of the nonlinear operation
u —> A/(u) with the inversion of the nonlinear boundary value problem $ -> u
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defined by
-d iv ( |D u |P_2Dc)=<£ in  Br ]
u = 0  on 9B I 
R J
For u bounded and f(u) bounded on the range of u, the first operation takes
bounded pointwise convergent into pointwise convergent sequences, The
operation <f>-> v maps C°(B ) compactly into the space CJ(B ) (see Proposition
R R
4.1.5 of Chapter 4). Thus, since u —T .u  and since {« } is a bounded,
K A £*""* 1 j£
pointwise convergent sequence, it converges also in C l(B ), We thus have
u —, I i m u — 1 i m T.u, =  7\ l im w , = T .u  -  k ->05 k k —>oo x k-1 A k —>oo k-1 A-
and similarly for «, by the continuity of 7^. Thus « and u are fixed points of
T . , and furthermore, they are of class C*(B ). This idea comes from [67].
it R
S in c e /  is increasing and « '( r ) ,  « '( r ) ^ 0  in (0,R], it is clear that
(rN_11 w' ^ C ^ - 1 1 w' 0 '  for r  E(0,R ], (5.2.6)
Integrating (5,2,6) from 0 to r to obtain w '(r):S «'(/*) in [0,R], Using the same
steps, we obtain « / (r)& w '(r) in [0,R].
In the following we give the following asymptotic theorem for the
solution of problem (5.0.1) when A is large enough,
T heorem  5 .2 .5  Suppose f  satisfies the conditions (a)—(d) o f  Theorem 5.2.2.
Then
* 1 i m uAr)  I v J r ) )  =  1 uniformly on [0, R], (5.2.7)
A  ^00 A p
where ecV tO .R ]) is a positive radial solution o f  (5.0.1) and is as in
Corollary 5 .2 .3 .
Proof. We prove this theorem by using an idea from Lin [47]. The proof will
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be divided into three steps.
1. There exists A > 0 , such that if X>X  then 
2 2
ux * X l,(p l)Ug in [0,R], (5,2,8)
where ux  is a positive radial solution of Problem (5.0.1) and is as 
in Corollary 5,2.3.
2, For any e> 0  and £ > 0 , there exists A  = A (e,e  )> 0 ,  if X > A  , then J l s i e
ux & x ll(p~ l~P\l-Cj)^’ W ~ (5.2.9)
3. For any £ > 0  and e > 0 , there exists A  f =A*(e,e  ) > 0 ,  if  X > A  \  thenl € l 8
u ^ X  1/(p~ +  e)U(p~ + 8 ^ "  (5.2.10)
Step 1. We shall first prove that there exists m > 0  such that k^& A1^
if X & X^/a.  Here A , cr are as in Lemma 5.1,1.
By Lemma 5.1 .2 , there exists k > 0  such that 1^2:1: u . Hence, From Lemmal 1 0
5.2.1 we have if X ^ X J c ,  where
Let / / 'e tO , /* )  and m ' = m in [/(«); u e L u ',«>)}. Then m ' > 0. Denote by
[0 £ U ]  =  {re[O ,R ]; 0 ( r )^ U } . Since ( U r f /(p~ {)<k in (0,1), then
( ^ - r f /(p~ l)^'Sip/{p~ V)- j p/{p~ l) in (0,R).
oo( r ) ^ / i ' / ^ l implies that (R- f f 1® ) N 1^  ^ / ( p - l ) .  I f  AsiA^cr, then
using (5.1.4), (5.1.5), we obtain
-R r . „  ^  .. . n il(p~ l)
h a W = J  N j V  l fiu
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J Utiuo&/x/ ] L 0
I/<p~l)
ds
= (Am > ) lI<p" l) {  uQ(r) -  J  [ j 1”* f  lN_y  U<P
 ^ [t> ss/r'//*,] *■ J o J Jo i
.(Am')1' * " 0 |  o#(r) -  Cp 0< t>0(r ) j .
Choosing p* such that \-C J jx  , fp^)ll^  = 1/2, we obtain
Next, we prove that there exists A 5: A fa  such that when A&A ,
2 1 2
A1/(^  (5-1.4) of Lemma 5 .1 .2 , there exists M > 0  such that
(,Mu(p' i'’l2)o0^ v fi
For this M, there exists U = U (M )> 0 , such that if wS:U, then y(w)5:M. Therefore,
J /(P -1)u .(r )S : (A M )
A J _,!/(/?-!),[A ^  ‘'w o & U ] o
l - N  f *  N - * . £ / dt
0
1/(P-1)
fc (AA01/(P~ 1><o0(r>- (U/Am)1/-PCpuoCr)) a  A1/<P"  (r).
For A 2: A ,^ A2 is chosen such that C OJIX^my —U2.  The proof of step 1 is
completed.
Step 2. By (5.1.4) and (5.1.5) with p = v^(r) f
« . w -  f  \ ‘ ” ( r ' J b3 J[R-r£^ ]L J" P
ds
x C p d V(p
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where C^ depends on v^  and R. By (d), for any £ > 0 , there exists U ~ U (e )> 0  such 
that k& U  im p lies /(« )& ( l-£ )« ^ . Therefore,
lkU<p nt}pZU] J o P  J
ds
^ x u (p - i)+p,<P-n (1_ s ) i/<P-«(1. e )
1 p
Where A 5: max {A , A } and A =( C J e  ^  l / 7 \
1 2  3 J 3 p  v
Repeating this argument, we have that for n £ 4 ,
«A&A1/(p" 1)+^ /(p" 1)2+‘ “ +^ n 1/(P“ 1>a(.1_e^/<p-i)+^/(p-i)2+* * - +ySn 2/(p-i)n_1
X ( l - £ i) I+^ ( P - 1>+ '-  • + ^ “ V i ) " " 3
and
1/
U - ^ )
A ^ C ^ U ) / ^ 1
I -f fi/(p- !)+ ••• + j5D“ 4/(p- 1)n“ 4 .. .,n -4 ih ^  l/[ l/(p -l)+ j6 /(p -l)+ *  • •+/?“ 3/(p- 1)Q 3J}
Since 0 < /? /(p - i)< 1, A ->A as n -»co , here
n CO
^ 0 0 = | ( < ^  1 U ) / £ ^  * x  1 /  ( 1 - e / ^  l)l(p 1 |
(p -i-P )
Let
If A5:71 , then £
yle = max{A2,A3, * " } = A ( e , e j  < co.
This completes the proof of step 2.
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The proof of step 3 is exactly similar to the proof of step 2.
5.3 UN IQUEN ESS RESULTS
In this section we shall give the following uniqueness result for problem
(5.0.1) when A is large enough.
Theorem  5 .3 .1  Let p >  1, /  satisfy all the conditions in Theorem 5.2.2, / ' (s) 0
fo r  s > 0 and (/($)//* V ^ O  fo r  s > 0. Then problem  (5.0.1) has a unique positive
radial solution in C^OjR] fo r  A large enough.
P ro o f In fact, it follows from the proof of Theorem 5.2.2 that when A is
large enough, there exist a positive radial solution of problem (5.0.1).
Suppose there are two positive radial solutions u ^ r) , y r i e c V tO jR ] )  to
problem (5.0,1). Since « '( r ) ,  « ^ (r)< 0  in (0,R], by Lemma 5.1.2, there exist
k .  k ,  I , I > 0  such that T t  r  2
k t ( R - r ) u ^ r ) =£^ (R -r ) , y R - r ) £ u ^ r ) ^ (R -r) . (5.3.1)
W e define fi , 8 byl 2
f ^  — sup u - p u 2 >0  in [0 ,R )|, (5,3,2)
$ 2 — sup jjuefR; ^ - ^ > 0  in [0 ,R ) |. (5 .3 .3)
It follows from (5,3.1) that f 2 >0.  We suppose (otherwise /? :S l).
Obviously, in Br . Furthermore, we can show that there exists a point
ZGBr  where vanishes. Indeed, suppose u - f  u >0  in Br . Since / '(y )£ :0
for s > 0 and ( f(s ) l^  V  ^  0 for s > 0, then
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M f t V f i 8 i « / " ‘ (5.3.4)
Therefore, R u J rzK P  So,
-d iv C lD u J ^ D iip a -d iv d D C A jB ^ I^ D O J jH j) )  in BR. (5.3.5)
Following the same ideas as in the proof of Lemma 5 .1 .3 , we have
(« f ^ i « 2)/(R ) < 0 * (5.3.6)
Therefore, in view of the continuity, combining this and the assumption
u —B u  > 0 in B , we have1 r l 2 R
in V  (5-3,7)
for some positive number $. This contradicts the definition of the number jff .
Thus we see that there exists a point z € B  where u ~B u vanishes. The proof
r  R l 2  r
of Lemma 5.1.3 gives that there exists z &G  where u - B  u vanishes. Here G is1 1 2
as in the proof of Lemma 5.1.3.
Observing that
f - L ( u  - f i  wJ&O in G
J 1 1  ^ ’ (5,3.S)
[ k « feO in  G and k - /f  a « 0  at z E G
where L  is as in Lemma 5.1.3, we obtain by the strong maximum principle for
uniformly elliptic operators (see Theorem 1.3.10 of Chapter 1),
u - B u  « 0  in G. (5.3.9)1 ^1 2
Since wj(r) and « ^ (r)< 0  for rE (0 ,R ], following the same ideas as above, we
obtain
in [0,R]. (5.3.10)
Since u are solutions of problem (5.0.1), (5.3.10) implies
(5.3.11)
By (5.2.7), u is large when X is large enough. From the condition (d)> we
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know from (5 .3 .H ) that /^ (A )^ !  when A is large enough. This shows
5.4  TH E SHOOTING METHOD
In this section we prove that when f  satisfies the conditions of Theorem
5.3 .1 , all the positive solutions of (5.0.1) are radial solutions. This
implies that when /  satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.3 .1 , problem (5.0.1)
only has a positive radial solution when A is large enough. We first prove the 
following lemmas.
Lemma 5 .4 .1  Suppose f  satisfies (F j). Then there exists yl^ > 0  such theft 
(5.0,1) has arbitrarily stnall nontrivial radially symmetric subsolutions fo r
all X > A  .
Proof. Let A^ \f/(r) be as in (5.2,1). By (F ') , for A&A^
r(A)=sup { r e [0,1]; Xfiu) > f°r 0 :£ u :s r} > 0 .
Suppose A>Aj and 0 < s < t(A). Then
div( | D (e^) |^ -2D(eyO)+A,/(£^)
2 : | w\ P~2w)+Xf ie\ f / )^0,
for all r€=[0,R] and so the function u (r) = e^ (r) is a subsolution of (5.0.1).—6
Lemma 5 .4 ,2  Suppose f  satisfies all the conditions in Theorem 5 .2 .2 . Then fo r
any nonradial positive solution u. o f  (5.0.1), there exists A  > 0  such that
A, 2
M>hen X > A ^ t there exist nontrivial positive radial supersolutions o f  (5.0.1) 
satisfying
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Proof. Let 1 ^ o .  Then o > 0  in B and o satisfiesA R
div(|Z>u| p ~ 2D o) -f/C Xl/(p~ l" ^ o ) l(X ll<p~ ^ o / m
o = 0  on SB
(5.4,1)
As . l i m ^ A 1^  1 1 ^ o ) ^ = l ,  we obtainA oo
div(|£>o|^ 2D o)S:0 in Br ,
o > 0  in B and o= 0  on SB .
R R
Using Theorem 1.3.19 of Chapter 1, we know that -f -^ -(R )< 0  on SB . Since SB isor  R R
(5.4.2)
(5.4.3)
compact, there exists S ' > 0 and M ^ M  >0 such that
-Af «; Sos ( x ) Z - M < 0 ,1 on 2r(x)
(5.4.4)
Q
for any = {*€;Br ; 0 < R -r< < 5 '} , where -----  is the directional derivative
n r(x )
along the direction of r. Then by
.1 duo (x )= -(R -r ) f  ~ ~ ~ — (* + r(R -r)/t kfr, for any x e Q ^ t
o r ( x )
and by choosing -^3 > 0  appropriately for x e B R-f3 ^ /( we have v£,M ^(R-r) in Br .
Therefore, Xl!ip 1 Here 3f4 > 0  and o (r) is as in Lemma 5.1.1.
From Theorem 5.2.2, we get the existence of positive radial supersolutions.
Theorem  5 .4 .3  Suppose f  satisfies all the conditions in Theorem 5.2.2,
f  {s) & 0 fo r  s>  0 and ( f s ) / ^  V  < 0 f or  $>Q; S S: 0. Then the boundary value 
problem
div( | Du | P ~2Du)+Xf(u ) = 0  in B }
(5.4.5)
u > d i n  B , u — d on SB 
R R
has at most one positive radial solution.
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Proof. Let u—u - d ,  then o satisfies
d iv ( |D u j^  2D v) + X f ( v+  t?) — 0 in  B 1
R \ .  (5.4.6)
y > 0  in  B , v = 0  on 3B JR R J
Then (5.4.5) has two positive radial solutions if and only if (5,4,6) has two 
positive radial solutions. Let v , be two positive radial solutions of
(5.4.6). The proof of Theorem 5.3.1 shows that we can choose fi , 0 < j?  ^ 1  such 
that in [0,R] and if < 1 ,
A fi io2+ 0 )/(filvl  + a / > A o i + m o 2-> -o/. (5.4.7)
So,
f i v l + d ) * A 0 l »2+ V > f iP~ % 2+0'>- (5.4.8)
Following the same ideas as in the proof of Theorem 5 .3 .1 , we get
0 , - ^  in [0,R], (5.4.9)
(5.4.9) implies that ^ 1^  +  19)=/?^ Vlu2*$)> which contradicts (5.4,8). 
Therefore, ^  =  1 and uj a U2- Th$ proof is completed.
Consider the initial value problem
(rN l \ u ’ \P V )  ' *fArN V (  u) = 0 for r  > 0  1
L (5.4.10)
w '( 0 ) = 0 f k ( 0) = C, where C> 0 J
We denote a solution of (5.4,10) by «(•,£ ,A). It follows from standard 
theorems on the continuous dependence of solutions on parameters and on 
initial data that (£,A) ->u(*,C,A) is a continuous function from [0 ,oo)x  [0 ,oo) to 
C[0,Rj] for any R^ > 0.
Let ^(A) = {£eiR+ ; there exists K-2 > 0  such that 0<«(r,£ ,A ) for 0 ^ r < R 2 and
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«(R2,C,A)=0} and B(A) =  {£e(R + ; w(r,C,A)>0 for O ^ r ^ R } .  It is straightforward to 
prove from the continuous dependence of solutions on parameters that /1(A) and 
2?(A) are open disjoint subsets of R , Thus we can prove the following results.
Theorem  5 .4 .4  (/) I f  /1(A) =£0, then there exists f(A), 0 < £(A )< c» , such that
/4(A )-(0f CCA)).
has a solution. Then there exists C(A), 0<£(A) < oo such that A(k ) =(0, £(A)), 
B(A) = (C(A), oo) and k(',C (A), A) is the solution o f  (5.4.11),
Proof. If  £e/l(A ), there exists R2 > 0  such that 0<«(r,£ ,A ) for 0 < r < R 2 and 
w(R ,CA )=0. Assume that # < £  and qg.A(X),  Then either «(R ,^,A )=0 or u(r,q ik )>  0
By u ' ( ‘, q ,A)<0  and « '(* ,£ ,A )<0, u( ' ,q,k)  and u(*,C»A) correspond to distinct 
radial solutions of (5.4.5), which is impossible. Part (ii) follows from the 
fact that under our hypotheses on / ,  (5.0.1) has at most one positive radial 
solution.
Theorem  5 . 4 . 5 Suppose f  satisfies the conditions o f  Theorem 5.3.1. Then every 
positive solution o f  (5.0.1) is radially symmetric.
P ro o f Suppose u is a positive nonradially symmetric solution of (5.0.1). Then 
by Lemmas 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, there exist a radially symmetric subsolution u and 
a radially symmetric supersolution u such that if ( |jd )£ K (x ):£ w (|jc |) , for r e B  .K
(if) Suppose the problem
(5.4.11)
for 0 < r ^ R .  In either case, there exists r , 0 < r  < R  such that
u(r ,q,A) = u(r ,£,A) (= t?, say).
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Lemma 5,2.4 implies the existence of radially symmetric solutions « and u 
such that u ( |jc |) :S k  ( |* |) ^ k ( j c ) ^ «  ( |;c |) :£ k (|.x :|) . Since u is nonradially 
symmetric, and u ^ u .  So, But this is impossible because of Theorem
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